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Symbols and Conventions
1. The symbol * (asterisk) precedes an ungrammatical
construction and follows a set.
2. The symbol ** (two asterisks) follows works cited from the
comprehensive bibliography in Appendix C.
3. The symbol *** (three asterisks) precedes part of this work
already accepted for publication which we include in the
comprehensive bibliography in Appendix C.
4. / = Or/Slash (i.e. a/b means "a or b" or "a slash b")
5. {} = Set/Or (i.e. {§} means "a or b" and {a,b,c} is "the set
which consists of a,b,c,")
6. < = Precede or is derived from or less than
7. < < = Immediately precede
8. @ = Alpha
9-3= Implication
10. £ = Is a member of
11. <> = Ordered pairs
12. () = Categories not yet discussed
Note on the Bibliographies
- There are two bibliographies in this work. The one in
Appendix C is about to be published and is concerned with
published works and doctoral dissertations on Yoruba. The
second concerns other work cited. For instance, "Oyelaran
(1976:10)**" stands for "Page 10 of a work written by
Oyelaran in 1976 included in the bibliography in Appendix C"
while "Oyelaran (1976:10)" means "Page 10 of another work




1. A = Adjective
2. ACC = Accusative
3. ADV = Adverb
4. ADVP = Adverbial Phrase
5. AGR = Agreement
6. ALT = Alternant
7. AP = Adjective Phrase
8. APS = Aspect and Phase Systems
9. ASP = Aspect
10. ASS = Assumptive
11. ASSOC = Associative
12. AUX = Universal Category
13. Aux = Language-specific instantiation of AUX
14. BSE = Bare Infinitive
15. C = Consonant
16. CAP = Control Agreement Principle
17. CAT = Category
18. COMP = Complementizer
19. EMPH = Emphasis
20. FCR = Feature Cooccurrence Restriction
21. FFP = Foot Feature Principle
22. Fn = Footnote
23. FOC = Focus
24. FSD = Feature Specification Default
25. FUT = Future Tense
26. GPSG = Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar
V/
27. H = Head
28. HAB = Habitual
29. HFC = Head Feature Convention
30. HTS = High Tone Syllable
31. ID = Immediate Dominance
32. IMPFV = Imperfective
33. INF = Infinitive
34. INT = Intensifier
35. LP = Linear Precedence
36. LPR = Linear Precedence Rule
37. M = Modal Verb
38. MOD = Modifying Verb
39. N = Noun or Nasal
40. NML = Nominalized
41. NOM = Nominal
42. NUM = Number
43. OBL = Obligative
44. P = Preposition
45. PER = Person
46. PERF = Perfective
47. PFORM = Case-marking Preposition
48. PH = Phase
49. PL = Plural
50. POT = Potential
51. PP = Preposition Phrase
52. PRED = Predicate
53. PRO = Pronoun
VII
54. PROB = Probable
55. PROG = Progressive
56. PRT = Particle
57. PS = Phrase Structure
58. Q = Question
59. REL = Relative Clause
60. S = Sentence
61. SER = Serial Verbs
62. SPEC = Specifier
63. SPLIT = Splitting Verb
64. SUBCAT = Subcategory
65. SUB = Subject
66. TAS = Tense and Aspect Systems
67. TMA = Tense, Modal and Aspect Systems
68. TNS = Tense
69. V = Verb or Vowel or Element
70. VFORM = Verb Form
71. VP = Verb Phrase
72. WH = WH-Construction
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Abstract of the Thesis
The objective of this study is to provide a comprehensive descriptive analysis
of Yoruba auxiliary verbs. The first chapter is an introduction to the language.
Here, the need for a comprehensive linguistic bibliography on the language is
stressed and one is provided as an appendix (Appendix C) to this work.
The second chapter takes up the question of the categorial status of the
Yoruba auxiliary verbs and identifies the items that should belong to this class
of verb. The following three chapters concern the functions of the items so far
classified:
Chapter 3 discusses the aspect and phase systems in the language. Chapter 4
takes up the modal system and Chapter 5 is concerned with some aspects of
negation in the language.
The structures of the auxiliary and some related subclasses of verb are
discussed within the framework of Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar
(GPSG) in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 discusses cooccurrence restrictions among
auxiliary verbs also within the framework of GPSG.
Chapter 8 is the conclusion. Some of the contributions of the study to Yoruba
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Yoruba, a language which belongs to the Kwa family within the Niger-Congo
phylum of African Languages, is the language spoken in the LOOKO1 states
(Lagos, Oyo, Ogun, Kwara and Ondo) of Nigeria. It is regarded as one of the
major languages of the country. Apart from Nigeria, it is spoken in the East
and Central Benin and in isolated pockets in the rest of Benin2. Of the unifying
traditions among Yoruba in Nigeria, Togo and Benin, Oyelaran (1978a:626)**
quotes Igue (1976:10) as presenting enough linguistic evidence to show that
the relationship of the three groups "is more than a mere expression of ...
interaction with ... neighbours". Oyelaran then goes on to use the longitudes
between 20" and 6° 30" East of the meridian and latitudes 6° and 9° 30" to
define the homeland of the Yoruba in Nigeria. The people are highly urbanized
and possess a hierarchical social structure.
According to Oyelaran (19783:626)'"*, the dialects of Yoruba can be classified as
follows:
(a) West Yoruba (WY).




(3) Benin and Togo.
Ife (Togo), Idasa, Manigi.





(c) Central Yoruba (CY).
Ile-Iff, Ije|a, Ekiti.
(d) Northern Eastern Yoruba (NEY).
(1) Igbomina, Kakanda, Igbolo.
(2) Jumu, Bunu, Oworo, Owe Egbe.
This classification is referred to as a "dialect continuum"3 because the dialects
are characterized by a high degree of mutual intelligibility which diminishes
with territorial distance. As one moves from one end of the continuum to the
other, some phonological, lexical and even some grammatical differences can
be found in the dialects. (Bamgbose 1966a:2, Agheyisi 1984:235)**.
With the above varieties of Yoruba Language, the question that crops up now
concerns the variety that should form the basis of one's analysis. The variety to
be used in this work is the one often called the standard variety. On this
standard variety of Yoruba, Bamgbose (1966:2)** makes the following
comments.
For the purpose of education, writing and contact between
persons of different dialects, the type of Yoruba used is a "Koine"
which may be called Standard Yoruba. This Koine is based on
Oyo dialect, but it is not co-extensive with it. For instance,
non-standard forms exist in the dialect, and the Koine has certain
forms which do not occur in the dialect but which are found in
some other dialects.
The "standard" Yoruba may therefore be considered as that variety of Yoruba
employed in school instruction, in public speaking, broadcasting and it serves
not only as the written and literary standard for the entire language community
but also as the "High" variety in a diglossic relationship with other varieties.
The International African Institute (1980:60)** classifies the status of this
standard variety which is representative of all other varieties as follows:
3
- Yoruba is spoken as a first language by 20% of Nigerian
population.
- The effective speakers of the language in the country are
about 25% of the country's total population.
- It is used by the Media i.e. The Press, Radio and Television.
- It is also used as a language of formal instruction and a
curriculum subject in the primary school. In the secondary
and post-secondary level (including university), it is a
curriculum subject.
- It has a standard orthography.
The awareness of Yoruba Language and Culture is not limited to Nigeria, Togo
and Benin. Turner (1958:45)** notes that Yoruba is still spoken in Brazil and
Cuba and that many surviving speakers of the language can be found in the
United States and the New World regions. Watkins (1972:380)** also speaks of
the preservation of the language by the descendants of slaves in Cuba and
Brazil as well as by people whose ancestors entered Brazil as free immigrants.
He also notes that specimens of Yoruba culture are generally less difficult to
obtain in West Africa than those of many other peoples of Saharan Africa.
Abimbola's (1978:2)4 remark about the Brazilian blacks on his visit to Brazil is
worth quoting here. He says:
Lastly, I would like to record here my appreciation of the
rousing reception and hospitality which our brothers and sisters
accorded me in Bahia. The welcome salutes, embraces, greetings
and hearty reception to which I was treated made me feel like I
was in a traditional community in the heart of black Africa, and
convinced me beyond mere words that the black people of Brazil
still share a common world view, thought and behavioural
process with their cousins in Africa.
Abimbola's remark is corroborated by that of Hunt (1977:178i51)** who, while
discussing how "Yoruba had been championing the cause of cultural
redemption" in America, states that "Many of the slaves brought to the
Americas were Yoruba, and scarcely any other African people continue to
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influence New World Culture more than they. Descendants of Yoruba slaves,
some of whom still have a knowledge of the language and customs, are found
today in Cuba where they are known as Lucumi, and in Brazil where they are
known as Nago". According to Lasebikan (1963:352)** , a Course in Yoruba
Language and Culture at the University of Bahia's Department of Afro-Oriental
Studies has helped the growth of Yoruba Language and Culture in "the use of
Yoruba as a means of communication, the wearing of Yoruba dress at social
functions, and the introduction of ayo, foremost of Yoruba indoor games".
Finally, mention should be made of Oseijeman Adefunmi's Yoruba Movement
which began in 1959 and is centred at Oyotunji Village, Sheldon, South
Carolina, U.S.A. Here was established the Yoruba Royal Academy where the
Yoruba language is taught and one of the qualifications required to become a
chief in the Village is a good command of Yoruba. (Hunt 1977:82&93)** .
1.1. Works written on the Yoruba Language
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to review all the works that have been
written on Yoruba . These are so many that on the literary scene, Gerald
(1981:258-259) states that there is nowhere in Africa "where historical and
critical evaluation of the literature in the local language is being pursued with
as much zest and efficiency as among the Yoruba intelligentsia" who have
shown an "exceptional degree of creativity in both African and European
Languages".
On the linguistic scene, Carnochan (1964:397)** claims that "Yoruba is one of
the best documented languages in Nigeria and Agheyisi (1984:235)**, while
discussing the major, minor and minority languages of Nigeria, also states that
"in the West, the Yoruba speaking group constituted the overwhelming
majority, making up over 80% of the regional population - followed by Edo
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with a mere 7%. Yoruba therefore was the undisputed major language, and it
inevitably dominates the regional linguistic scene".
What all this shows is that a satisfactory review of the previous works written
on the language would swell the volume of this work unduly. What is actually
required is a comprehensive linguistic bibliography of the language. A careful
search shows there is no work of this kind compiled on the language. Those
available are either compiled on African/Nigerian languages as a whole in
which there are few entries on Yoruba (e.g. Meier 1984; Ita 1971)** or those
compiled on many Yoruba disciplines (i.e. Literature, History etc.) in which
linguistics is just one (e.g. Baldwin and Baldwin 1976)**. What we have done is
to include a comprehensive bibliography as an appendix (Appendix C) in this
work and refer readers to the following, among others, which review some of
the major works written on the language:
Hair (1967:4-30)** discusses the history of Yoruba language studies. Ajayi
(1960:49-58)** concerns himself with how the language was reduced to writing.
Bamgbose (1966:2-5; 1969:85-100)** discusses the trend of development of the
language and reviews the previous works written on the language up to 1963.
His 1966 work is described as the first work on Yoruba based on a specific
linguistic theory by a linguist who himself is a Yoruba (Rowlands (1967:736))**.
Oke (1969)** reviews most of the works written on Yoruba verbs including that
of Bamgbose. Awoyale (1974)** takes a critical look at some aspects of
Bamgbose, Oke and Awobuluyi's (1967)** works which are relevant to his own
study.
In compiling the bibliography, we agree with the editorial statement of THE
AFRICAN LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS 1, 1979 which states in part that (see
Newman (1979)):
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The use of the phrase "Languages and Linguistics" in the
title expresses our view that the opposition often drawn between
Language study (thought of as empirical) and Linguistic study
(thought of as theoretical) is invalid. Our opinion is that different
linguists simply work at greater or lesser degrees of abstractness
and that interesting and worthwhile studies in the African
Language field are to be found all along the continuum.
In the same manner, apart from Ph.D. dissertations and published articles,
books and other publications on the language which add to our knowledge of
language and linguistic phenomena are included in the bibliography. With the
above, what remains to be done is the review of previous studies which
concern us in this work. These, we shall take up where they become relevant
in the course of our discussion.
1.2. Yoruba Orthography
Yoruba is a tone language. Siertsema (1963:22)** defines a tone language as
one "in which two different words with different meaning have the same
sounds but differ only in tones". In this work, we shall speak of three tones.




"low" which is written as "v" as in:
(2) Ko
Not bath
"He did not take his bath"
and "mid" which is unmarked except on a syllabic nasal where it is marked as





where the mid tone is not marked on the vowels but marked in (4):
(4) gbangba "outside"
where the "n" is syllabic.
There are three syllable structures in the language. These are CV, V, and N
(syllabic nasal). It is only V and N that can be tone-marked. It should also be
mentioned here that tones in the language are phonemic. Commenting on the
importance of tone in Yoruba, Ladefoged (1975:226)** states that "speakers of
English often find it hard to consider the tone as an important, meaningful part
of a word. But for speakers of a tone language, a difference in tone is just as
significant as a difference in consonant or vowel quality. If you are trying to
say "he looked" in Yoruba, and you say 0 wa instead of O wa, it will sound just
as odd as if you had said "he licked" instead of "he looked" in English.
1.2.1. Vowels
Seven vowels are found in standard Yoruba and these are:
i,e,e,a,o,o,u.
These orthographic representations are the same as the phonetic
representations except "e" and "o" which are represented phonetically as [El and
[3j respectively. There are also some nasalized vowels which are distinct from
the oral ones. For example, the difference between ta "sell" and tan "deceive"
is that while the vowel in the former is oral that of the latter is nasalized. We
shall take account of the following nasalized vowels in this work:
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in, en, an, on, un .






All the underlined items are nasalized vowels. Apart from word final position,
nasalized vowels also occur first in a consonant-initial word (i.e. tankcf "spread")
and word medial position (i.e. ap<?nle "cherish"). The nasal vowels are
represented phonetically as:
in [T], en [£], an [a], on [5] and un [u].
1.2.2. Consonants
Yoruba has the following consonants:
b, d, f, g, gb, h, j, k, 1,
m, n, p, r, s, s, t, w, y.





[kp] and [gb] are the voiceless and voiced labial velar plosives respectively.
They are "produced with simultaneous double articulation - simultaneous
closure if they occur after vowels and simultaneous release before following
vowels" (Welmers 1973:46)**. An approximation to this type of stop sound may
be made by pronouncing the English phrase "big boy" and then trying to divide
it after the first vowel: bi-gboy" (Stevick and Aremu 1963:xiii)**. In the same
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manner, [kp] can also be approximated by pronouncing the phrase "pork pie" as
"por-kpie". The voiced bilabial plosive [b] has no voiceless counterpart in
Yoruba and diacritics such as dots are used in the orthography e.g. to
distinguish "s" =[J] (The voiceless palato-alveolar fricative) from "s" = [s] (the
voiceless alveolar fricative).
All syllabic nasals will be represented in this work with the symbol /n/
whatever their phonetic value. This is in line with such writers as Bamgbose
(1966)** and Abraham (1958)**. The following hormoganic nasals in (5) and (6)
will be represented in the work with the underlined item in (7) and (8):
(5) Mo n lo
i () go
"I am going"
(6) Mo m bo
I () come
"I am coming"
(7) Mo n lo\ f
— v
I ( ) go
"I am going"
(8) Mo n bo
I () come
"I am coming"
All the examples cited in the work will be correctly spelt and fully tone-marked
as recommended in the Modern Orthography except in the areas in which we
are of the opinion that the orthography needs some modification.
1.3. Basic Order Typology
With regards to the basic order typology in Yoruba, the relative order of
subject, verb and object in simple declarative sentences with nominal subject
and object is SVO as in:
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O "He" in (9) is a pronoun, na "hit" is a verb and Ade is a noun. The structure
of the relative clauses and the descriptive adjective is in the form of
modified-modifier while that of the associative constructions is the reverse i.e.
modifier-modified. These can be exemplified as follows:
Relative Clause.
(10) Olu ti o I9







(12) (Jmp 9n Dudu
Child ASSOC Dudu
"Dudu's child"
Yoruba is a prepositional rather than a postpositional language. The three
prepositions are:
(i) ti - for expressing point of departure
in time or space;
(ii) s_i - for goal, including non-directional
goal ;
(iii) n_i - for location.
(Oyelaran 1983a:2)
There is no special inflected adjective form or adjectival modifier to indicate
comparison such as "-er" in English as in "John is taller than James".
Comparison and Superlatives are expressed with the verb ju having the general
meaning "to surpass" in normal declarative sentence constructions. The earlier
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grammarians called this word an adverb meaning "more" or "very" (Ward
1952:3)**. However, recent studies have shown that the word belongs to the
set of verbs that obligatorily take part in serial verb constructions where we
have more than one verb in a sentence as in:
(13) 6' ga ju Dada I9
He tall surpass Dada go
"He is taller than Dada"
Languages that make use of verbs in this type of construction have been
referred to as VERBY languages (Stassen 1985:178)**. Meeussen (1975:3-4)
also refers to this system of indicating comparison and superlative expressions
without inflections as one of the syntactic aspects of linguistic Africanism. By
this, he means the "characteristics which are general or frequent in African
Languages but absent or rare elsewhere".
Oyelaran (1976) has convincingly established that all the adverbs in the
language occur postverbally as in:
(14) d I9 kiakia
He go quickly
"He went quickly"
(15) o' I9 ri
He go before
"He has gone there before"
Awoyale (1983)** argues for the recognition of the verb infinitive in the
language. This, according to him, is marked by the lengthening of the last
vowel of the word preceding the infinitive verb. The lengthened vowel carries a
high tone as in:
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(16) 0 ff | I9
He want INF go
"He wants to go"
(17) 6 b£r£ si f fe
He start () work INF do
"He starts to work (He starts working)"
(18) d b^r^ si 1 I9
He start () INF go
"He starts to go"
Yes/No questions are differentiated from the corresponding assertion by
intonation. These types of non-WH question employ an intonation contour to
distinguish statements from questions. This is achieved merely by the use of a
raised contour for the sentence.
The second type of non-WH-question is marked by grammatical items. They
can occur at clause initial position as in:
(19) $e o be?
Q he come?
"Has he arrived?"
or clause finally as in:
(20) 6 de dan?
He come Q?
"Has he arrived?"
There are two types of WH-question in the language. The first is the one often
referred to as the echo-Wh-question. This is so called because it involves one
person echoing the speech of another as in the following:
(21) Speaker A: Ma fi gw6 kan an.
NEG use hand touch it.
"Do not touch it."
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Speaker B: Ma fi <jwp kan ki ni?
Neg use hand touch what?
"Do not touch what?"
The other Wh-questions are indicated by nominals such as ta "who", k[ "what",
ewo "which" etc. These nominals are obligatorily topicalized and occur at
clause initial position in this type of construction. This can be seen in
(22)-(24)8.
(22) Ta ni lyen ?
Who FOC that ?
"Who is that ?"
(23) Ki ni iyfn ?
What FOC that ?
"What is that ?"
(24) Ewo ni iyfn ?
Which FOC that ?
"Which is that ?"




















Yoruba nouns are not inflected for the category of number and there is no
grammatical gender.
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1.4. Sources of Information
For the examples used in this work, we rely on ourselves. However, examples
of doubtful acceptability are referred to other native speakers for their
comments. Yoruba fictional narratives and other recorded texts that indicate
junctural features also provide useful material for our analysis10. Following
Dale (1975:82), our linguistic investigation could be described as being based
on:
(i) Recorded texts
(ii) Analyst's intuition (introspection)
(iii) Others' intuitions
(iv) Fictional narratives
1.5. Nature of the Work
This work is aimed at providing a descriptive analysis of the Yoruba auxiliary
verbs. We start by examining the issues of the categorial status of the Yoruba
auxiliaries. We then identify the items that should belong to this class of verb
and discuss the functions of the items so analysed. Although the work contains
some structural analyses in GPSG, the study does not attempt to give an
account of the language within the framework of the grammar. The theory is
used to discuss the relationship between the auxiliary verbs and some other
classes of verb often confused with them in the literature and to describe the
distribution of the Yoruba auxiliary verbs.
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Notes and References to Chapter 1
1. A similar term, "LOOBO" was used by Tai Solarin, an
educationist, to describe the States controlled by the
defunct Unity Party of Nigeria between 1979 and 1983.
"LOOBO" stands for Lagos, Ondo, Ogun, Bendel and Oyo
States of Nigeria. Watkins (1972:1)** refers to the old
Western Region, which apart from Kwara State comprise the
present LOOKO States as "the primary centre of Yoruba
habitation". The population of Yoruba speakers is still an
enigma. Bamgbose (1966:2)** says the language is spoken
by about twelve million people in Nigeria alone. In her
recent writing, Lawal (1983:4)** gives the population as 20
million "about a third of the Nigerian population". Eades
(1980:2)** says that "a figure of 15 million for the Yoruba
peoples as a whole is probably of the right order of
magnitude" and he illustrates this figure with some tables
which we include in this work as Appendix A. The tables are
rearranged to fit our use of the term LOOKO for the States.
Two maps locating the Yoruba in Nigeria, Togo and Benin
are also included in the appendix.
2. See Oyelaran (1976a:1)**
3. A situation where "speakers from village A can
communicate with those from village B, who are able to
converse with speakers from C; these, in turn, can
communicate with speakers from village D. However,
speakers from A cannot hold a conversation with speakers
from D, and without the evidence of intervening stages, one
would be tempted to say that they spoke different
languages. But it is impossible to say at what point along
the continuum the change from one form of the language
to another occurs or to determine how many distinct forms
there are" (Cruse 1986:71).
4. Some chants by Balbino, a Sango Priest at BALBINO DANIEL
OF SANGO AGANJU, SALVADOR recorded by Abimbola
(1978:9-12) on his visit to Brazil is included as Appendix B
in this work. The fact that any literate Yoruba person can
read and understand the chants attests to Turner and
Watkins claims.
5. When Yoruba examples are given in the work, especially
those of phrases and sentences, a three-line presentation
will often be adopted. The first line will be the Yoruba
written in the orthography to be described below. The
second line will present a rough word by word English
gloss of the utterance. The third will gloss the utterance as
a whole in understandable English.
6. Some Yoruba writers recognize only four (i.e. Bamgbose
1963, Abraham 1958)** or even three (i.e. Welmers 1973)**
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nasal vowels. The reason for these are the claims that an
and £n do not contrast in the language and that £n occurs
only in some dialects. For clarity, we have adopted the
five-phoneme nasalized-vowe! system without contesting
the above points.
7. A verb having a low tone changes to mid before an IMP
object i.e. s& "cook", cf se ob^ "He cooks soup/stew"
8. For a comprehensive discussion on the source of WH
Question in Yoruba, see Olowookere (1985).
9. The third person singular object is a lengthening of the root
vowel of verb. If the verb ends in a low or mid tone as in (5
l<£ <[ "He grinds it" and (£ £ "He eats it", the pronoun will
have a high tone otherwise, it will have a mid tone as in 0
h£ 2 "He plants it" and <3 j<£ £ "He answers his call".
10. The use of texts as a source of information in linguistic
research in the language has been criticized by Oke
(1969)**. According to him, writers are not often sure about
how the features of elision and junctural tonal change
should be represented and that in most cases, these are left
out. He states further that where these are of grammatical
significance, the analyst may have problems in analysing
sentences taken from such text. The junctural tone change
is not a great problem in the examples used in this work
because, these days, texts are transcribed from recorded
collections and with some modified version of the
language's modern orthography, all segments and tones are
fully represented in some of the recently written narratives.
An example of recorded texts we have in mind is that of
Adeboye Babalola's THE CONTENT AND FORM OF YORUBA




THE CATEGORIAL STATUS OF THE YORUBA AUXILIARY VERBS
2.1. Introduction
English has been described by Zwicky (1986:1) as the first language of most
linguistic theories in this century. A good example to show the correctness of
Zwicky's remark is the AUX hypothesis. For instance, twenty years or so after
the "original AUX hypothesis" (McCawley 1985:849) of Chomsky, English has
served as its main language of exemplification. It is not until the very end of
the last decade and the beginning of this that "the question of the extension of
the Category AUX1 beyond English and the general issue of the bases for the
application of the categorial label cross-linguistically" (Steele 1986:396) are
addressed by Akmajian et at. (1979) and Steele et at. (1981).
In addition, in Heny and Richards (1983) whose major objective is to examine
the hypothesis of Akmajian et at. (1979) and Steele et at. (1981), one of the two
volumes is devoted entirely to the study of the English Auxiliary Verbs.
In contrast, there are only two studies of the Auxiliaries in Yoruba, Oke (1972)**
and Oyelaran (1982a). Both clearly distinguish between auxiliary and verb2 and
argue for the recognition of the Auxiliary as a distinct category. The main
topic of this chapter is to argue against the establishment of the category Aux
in Yoruba. We will first present the criteria for Aux-hood as defined by Steele
et at. (1981) and use these to review the two studies just mentioned. We will
then present arguments to show that given Steele et a/.'s criteria for Aux-hood,
the category Aux cannot be established for the language and that the items
recognized by these two writers should be classified as subclasses of verb. We
will then state other aspects of the Auxiliary verbs we shall be discussing in
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the remaining six chapters of this work.
2.2. The Properties of AUX
In Steele et at. (1981), AUX is defined as follows:
(1) Given a set of language-internal analyses,
those constituents which may contain only a
specified (i.e. fixed and small) set of
elements, crucially containing elements
marking tense and/or modality, will be
identified as non distinct, (p. 21).
Other properties of AUX noted in language-specific situation are:
(2) (a) Aux is a constituent.
(b) Aux occurs in first, second or final
position in an S.
(c) For most choices of L, Aux may attach to
some adjacent element.
(d) Aux contains a specified, i.e. fixed and
small, class of elements.
(e) These elements occur in a fixed order.
(f) Aux MUST include elements marking tense
and/or modality.
(g) Aux MAY also include, elements
indicating subject marking, subject
agreement, questions, evidential,
emphasis, aspect, object marking, object
agreement, and negation, (pp. 155-156).
(1) and (2) above present the semantic and the syntactic criteria for Aux-hood.
We shall regard these as constant and consider whether the category Aux can
be established in the language.
2.3. Oke (1972)** and the Auxiliary Cluster
Oke (1972)** classifies as an "auxiliary cluster" any direct sequence of more
than one auxiliary element. The following are the elements of his auxiliary
cluster (Oke 1972:135)**:
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(3) (i) M, le, mA'an, maa, ti, § 1.
(ii) Kuku, d|, si, ti§, k^n, saa, ma.
(iii) a, a, yio, bad! baaf baa, baa (or
sometimes baa or baa)
He also goes on to reclassify the elements as follows (Oke 1972:137)**:
- The Pre-emptive Auxiliary. The list of elements of this class
corresponds to the list (3) (i). In linear order, these are closest
to the first occurring Full Verb element in VP and, when the
VP includes members of the other Auxiliary subclasses,
further from the Negator, ko, or the tonal feature which
initiates the VP.
- The Intensifier Auxiliary. The list of intensifiers corresponds to
list (3) (ii) above. In the sequence of elements within the VP,
members of this sub-class occur between the Modals and the
Pre-emptives. A significant feature of this subclass is that all
its members may freely occur before the Full Verb in clauses
of Secondary Pattern (i.e. clauses in imperative mood) - a
position from which all Modals and all Pre-emptives (except
M, and, in the Negative, t|) are excluded.
- The Modal Auxiliary. The Modal auxiliaries are those listed
under (3) (iii) . In linear order, these are the farthest away
from the first-occurring Full Verb element within the VP and
are next to the tonal or Negator onset of the VP. ... they form
a sub-class of items that are mutually exclusive and combine
only with items from the other two sub-classes or with Full
Verb elements. (The only exception to the rule of mutual
exclusion is the sequence yio baa).
After mentioning some of the features shared by the Pre-emptive and the
Modal subclasses, he argues for the rule in (4) as expressing the "normal 'order
of syntactic precedence' among the auxiliaries" (1972:150)**.
(4) AUX > MODALS INTENSIFIERS PRE-EMPTIVES
The class labels in (4), according to him, are unimportant.
2.3.1. Awoyale's (1974)** Comments on Oke (1972)**
Oke's work is undoubtedly "a very useful contribution" (Oyelaran 1982a:1) to the
study of Yoruba because it is the first attempt to spell out the elements that
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make up the Auxiliary and discuss their semantic aspects in some details.
Despite this achievement, Oke's work has not gone uncriticized.
According to Awoyale (1974:18)**,
(5) Most of the items Oke claims cannot take prefixation
to become nominalized items in fact do.
kuku > akukuubi "fact of rather not given birth
to a child"
(6) Examples (a) (b) and (c) contradict Oke's claim that
the pre-emptive occurs nearest to the Full Verb.
(a) O maa tun wul§ I9
You will again in vain go
"You will go in vain"
(b) 0 o ma gbgdy I9
You not EMPH must go
"You must not go"
(c) O o si gb$d$> I9
You not and must go
"And you must not go"
In (6) (a), the element wule "in vain", referred to
as a preverb by Awoyale, is closer to the Full Verb
than mcta "will". The same applies to ma "not"
and "and" in (6) (b) and (c) respectively
where gbQdq "must" precedes the Full Verb
immediately. Whereas, with Oke's "normal order of
syntactic precedence, the items ma "not" and s^
"and" should occur nearer to the Full Verb than
gbj'do "must".
2.3.2. Oyelaran's (1982a) Comments on Oke (1972)**
Another linguist who has criticized Oke's work is Oyelaran (1982a). He makes
the following points:
- Oke excludes without any explanation the negative marker
(NEG) and the high tone syllable (HTS, following Awobuluyi's
(1975b)** usage)). The latter occurs (without exception) after,
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and is assimilated to the final vowel of all non-pronominal
subjects, followed by a Full Verb, as in:
Xw<jn yn tul^ ^ gba isinmi
They student HTS take leave
"The students are going on holiday"
- Oke excludes ... without adequate justification formatives such
as dede, gboodo on the ground that they may be nominalized
like verbs by the prefix "a-".
- The counterexamples to the cooccurrence restrictions Oke
proposes for the formatives call for a deeper study of Aux in
Yoruba, given especially the tenuousness of the relationship
between the accepted usage of the terms 'modal' and
'intensifiers', for example, and the syntactic and semantic
content of the formatives assigned to them by Oke.
2.3.3. Further Comments
In support of these two scholars, we do not think nominalization the most
appropriate criterion for distinguishing Auxiliary from verb, because items which
are not verbs would qualify as verbs. One case of note is that of the PP. From
d Me* "from home" and d aarg "from morning", both of which are PP, we can
derive nominals such as cid "from the house" and ad aarQ "from/since the
morning". One can show that the derived items are nominals by topicalizing or
relativizing them. This is relevant, because only nouns and nominals are either
relativized or topicalized in Yoruba. Any element which is neither a noun nor a
nominal would first undergo nominalization before it is relativized or
topicalized. (7) is the topicalization of the above nominalized items while (8) is
the relativized version of the same:
(7) Atl lie ni mo ti ri i
From house FOC. I from see it
"It was from home that I have seen it"
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(8) Ati ile ti o' ti ri i ...
From house REL you () saw it ...
"The house from where you saw it ...".
Furthermore, nominals such as ati-aaVi? can follow prepositions, as in (9).
(9) Mo duro ni ati aary
I wait in from morning
"I have been waiting since morning"
In addition, not all verbs can be nominalized in the language, even when they
constitute by themselves the VP in utterances. In (10) (b), the verb t|
constitutes the VP, yet it cannot be nominalized:







(11) (a) *aiti "not not"
(b) *iti "the fact of not"
(c) *ati ti "the act of not"
Oke's other argument which is quite unsatisfactory is his claim that "whenever
the negator ko occurs in a clause, it always marks the onset of a VP" (Oke
1969:96)**. We agree with Oke that this rule applies to sentences such as (12)
(a) and (b) where both kuku "indeed" and l£ "go" are elements of the VP as
defined by him but the rule will also classify t[ He "from home", a PP, as the
first element of VP in sentence (12) (c).
(12) (a) Ko I9
Not go
"He did not go"
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(b) Ko kukii I9
Not indeed go
"He didn't go at all"
(c) Kb ti ile I9
Not from house go
"He didn't go from home"
2.4. Oyelaran and the Category Aux
After criticizing Oke's analysis of the Auxiliary Cluster, Oyelaran presents his
own analysis of the Auxiliary. He regards the Auxiliary as a category and he
claims (personal communication) that Steele et a/s treatment of Category AUX
supports his analysis.
2.4.1. Some Objections to Oyelaran's (1982a) Analysis
In this section, we shall show that what Oyelaran regards as Category Aux
does not agree, or at best only partially agrees, with the definitional properties
proposed by Steele et at. or by any other linguist. For one thing, some of the
elements identified under his Category Aux have a great deal in common with
verbs. This is contrary to AUX as a Category as defined by Steele et al For
this reason, we are challenging the claim that the elements of his Category Aux
can convincingly be established as a category in the language.
To start with, the only element which is crucial to the establishment of Aux as
a language-specific category is not a constituent of Oyelaran's Category Aux.
According to him:
TNS is not a constituent of the AUX and is therefore not a
grammatical category of the language ....(It) is not a term within
AUX, or within any other auxiliary symbol in the Yoruba Phrase
Structure. It is therefore not a grammatical category of the
language, (pp. 3&42)
Oyelaran does not claim here that location in time must be expressed
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grammatically. Rather, he is of the opinion that the periphrastic apparatus of
modality and aspect is far more developed in the language, a claim which is
lacking in other descriptions of Yoruba, where verbal grammatical categories
have been dominated by tense with aspect being treated as a conceptual waste
basket.
Oyelaran's view of Yoruba as a tenseless language is contradictory to the
various meanings given to Aux which McCawley (1985:849) summarizes as
follows:
Chomsky 1957.
(Aux) meant a constituent consisting of a tense
and all the Auxiliary Verbs of the given clause.
Akmajian, Steele and Wasow 1979.
(Aux) meant the tensed Auxiliary Verb.
Steele et at. 1981.
(Aux) means a constituent consisting of
any number of temporal and/or modal features.
Also commenting on Steele et a/.'s definition of AUX as a Category, Wekker
(1985:472) states categorically that "Aux is claimed to mark tense and modality,
but not aspect". By this he means that the presence of aspect is neither a
necessary nor a sufficient condition for the establishment of a category Aux in
a language.
In his own contribution to the debate on the universality of AUX, Rigter
(1986:358-359) quotes Reuland (1983) as asking "whether AUX should S-contain
or P-contain a 'tense-marker'. If AUX S-contains tense, every realization of
AUX contains a 'tense-marker'. If it P-contains tense, a 'tense-marker' is only
one of the alternative realizations of AUX .... From personal communication by
Steele, it appears that S-contain was intended".
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The conclusion one can draw from the foregoing discussion is that if Yoruba is
a tenseless language, as Oyelaran claims, a category Aux cannot be
convincingly established for the language.
Even if a category Aux is allowed in the language despite a clear absence of
tense among its constituents, the Phrase Structure Rules proposed for the
Yoruba Predicate by Oyelaran (as shown in (13)) are unsatisfactory.
(13) (a) PRED > AUX PP VP
(b) VP > V NP PP VP
From (13), it is clear that AUX is a category in the structures proposed. One
crucial point that should be noted here is that Oyelaran's grammar, at least as
far as the analysis of Aux is concerned, is monostratal. The important points in
(13) are noted in (14).
(14) (i) Category Aux occurs between the NP and the
preverbal PP.
(ii) To make sure that the preverbal PP is always
PP[ti], it is stated that the PP should occur
in the Predicate
Note (15) (i)-(iii). Although the Auxiliary elements occur after the PP, the PP
belongs to the NP.
(15) (i) Baba ni il£" ni o m ba wi
father at home is you are referring to
"It is to father at home that you are referring"
(11) Iwe r<= si mi ko tete de
letter is to me did not early arrive
"His letter to me did not arrive in time"
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(iii) ^nikan ni Britein rf fun wa ni eroplein
"Someone in Britain is giving us an aeroplane"
(Afolayan 1968:470-473)**.
The problem is that there are sentences which Oyelaran's rules do not account
for. For instance, there are many grammatical sentences in which the verbs do
occur before the PP[ti] in the Predicate. Examples are:
(16) (a) Mo 4 ti ile 4
I want INF from house do it
"I want to do it from home"
(b) Mo I9 ti il^" |e 4
I go from house to do it
"I went to do it from home"
In (16) (a) and (b) the verbs f£ "want" and lo "go" occur before the PP[ti].
Oyelaran's comment on this (personal communication) is that both sentences
contain the "final construction marker". This final construction marker is what
Oyelaran, quoting Bamgbose and others, refers to as the infinitive construction.
Stated explicitly, according to him, the expression should take the form
VP[NMLPRED] which means a verb taking a nominalized Predicate as
complement. Thus, (16) (a) and (b) are the same as (17) (a) and (b):
(17) (a) Mo f$* 1 ti il^ se e
I want INF from home do it
"I want to do it from home"
(b) Mo I9 £ ti il£ se e
I go INF from home do it
"I went to do it from home"
ti il^ je e (from home do it) "do it from home" in the two sentences is then
taken to be a token of the Predicate. In (17) (a), a retrogressive assimilation
takes place and "i" changes to As for (16) (b) and (17) (b), Oyelaran
concludes that ^ "go" is one of the verbs in the language in which the "final
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construction marker" is neutralized. He gives the following examples to show
that all markers of case and other syntactic categories are optionally realized
after l£ "go":
(18) (a) Mo I9 si ile
(I go to home)
(b) Mo I9 9 le
(I go () home]
(c) Mo I9 il^
(I go home)
(d) Mo I9 1^
(I go home)
"I went home"
(the translations in brackets are ours)
While the "case" is marked in (18) (a) and the final construction in (18) (b); in
(18) (c) and (d) l£ "go" has no marker.
Our objections to the claims made above have already been noted by Awoyale
(1983)**. What Oyelaran regards as the final construction and the VP[NMLPRED]
are regarded as the infinitive and the gerundive respectively by Awoyale.
Awoyale's argument can be summarized as follows:
- The infinitive "iCV", as in the words in capitals in mo f^ £ LO
"I want to go", is not the remaining part/of the gerundive
"CfCV" structure also capitalized in *mo f£ LILQ "I want going".
Any analysis that supports the claim that an ungrammatical
sentence as in the latter, becomes grammatical as in the
former, as a result of phonological deletion is unsatisfactory
- The initial high tone /(/ in the infinitive is not a prefix
because a high tone does not occur on a vowel-initial word
in Yoruba.
- The infinitive occurs in serial verb construction as in O f£ <£ l£
gbd* Qlu "He wants to go and carry Olu", the gerundive does
not, hence, the ungrammaticality of ^0 fg ifio gb£ Olu "He
wants the carrying of Olu".
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We agree with Awoyale that the PP in both (16) (a) and (b) occur after the
verbs, the reason being that despite the presence of the Infinitive marker, the
verb f^ "want" in (16) (a) does not lose its verbal nature and l£ "go" in (16) (b)
is a verb occurring in a serial verb construction just as fd "jump" is functioning
in (19):
(19) Mo fo ti dke b<£ si il^
I jump from up land to the floor
"I jumped down from the top"
We also note that the preposition in the examples in (18) is one of the case
markers in the language. As a case marker, its semantic role is null. Thus, sf
il4 "to house" contributes to the determination of meaning in (18) (a) in exactly
the same way as ikf "house" contributes in (18) (c). An item which has got a
great deal in common with sf is the English to as used in (20).
(20) My true love gave a partridge
in a pear tree to me
(21) My true love gave me a partridge
in a pear tree
Of (20) and (21), Gazdar and Pullum (1982:14) claim that "to" is "present in" (20)
"by virtue of the type of construction involved rather than by virtue of (its)
intrinsic lexical property ... (its) function is to mark case". In transformational
terms, Lyons (1966:218) is of the opinion that "case (in the languages in which
this category is to be found) is not present in 'deep' structure at all, but is
merely the inflectional 'realization' of particular syntactic relationships" (his
brackets).
The preposition in (18) (a) is also one of the elements of which Abimbola and
Oyelaran (1975:39, fn.)** state earlier that
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"... they are grammatical formatives because not only do
they not have independent meaning, they also belong to a closed
system in a non-trivial sense, formatives performing similar
functions like theirs may not normally be derived from any other
formatives. And when they occur in utterances they either relate
lexical items one to another or express an aspect of a lexical
item belonging to a major category".
(18) (b) can be treated as resulting from the elision of the "s" and the
subsequent assimilation of the "\" of the preposition sf "to". Examples of such
elision and assimilation with elements other than to "go" are (22) (a) and (b):
(22) (a) Egu bg o dli ilu > b<£ sJl ldi llu
Esu (Subj. marker) falls
to (the) base drum
Esu (Yoruba so-called trickster
god) set to the drum"
(b) Won da a o di > Wgn da a si odi
they pour it to opposite
"They turned it into
misunderstanding"
(Adapted with some modification
from Abimbola and Oyelaran
(1975:4))**
In (22) (a), the consonant of sT "to" is elided and the stranded vowel "i" is
assimilated to the preceding vowel. In (22) (b), the consonant of sf "to" is also
elided but instead of a retrogressive assimilation of the stranded vowel, what
we have is a progressive assimilation into the following vowel.
Even if we agree that the structure of the predicates of sentences (16) (a) and
(b) is VP[nmlPRED] and that the sentences can easily be accounted for within
Oyelaran's PS Rules in (13), sentences such as (23) (a)-(f) pose another
problem.
(23) (a) Mo ti ile n sg oko grg si i
I from house () throw stone word at him
"From home, I was sending unpleasant notes
to him"
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(b) cf mu ti oko bi
He take from farm come
"He brought (something) from the farm"
(c) O' ri ti ile I9 rf soro i
He from house go () talk to him
"He (always) goes from home to talk
to him"
(d) d ke ti oko wa
He cry from farm come
"He returned from the farm crying"
(e) Cf* ti ile I9 mda h mu un
He from house go continue () take it
"He often goes from home to take it"
(f) (/ gb<£n ti il^
He wise from house come
"He has got good home training"
An element of the Category Aux occurs after the PP in (23) (a) but occurs after
the verb in (23) (c). Also in (23) (d), k£ "cry" is a verb occurring before the PP.
In (23) (e), m^a and rf, both belonging to the established Category Aux, follow
the PP. Finally in (23) (f), gbpn "to be wise", a verb, precedes the PP.
With these examples, there is a clear justification for suggesting that the only
member of the established Category Aux that is fixed in the second position in
a S is the HTS, but according to Thrane (1983:158), a Language Specific
Category cannot be established on the basis of only one element - a view that
we share.
What all this shows is not that one cannot account for the auxiliary verbs in
Yoruba but that one cannot do so by establishing a separate category for such
verbs. The only criterion used by Oyelaran for the distinction of the auxiliary
as a category from the verb is that of the PP occurring after it and before the
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verb. As we have shown above, this is quite unsatisfactory. As the grammar
within which the auxiliary as a category is treated is monostratal, the PS Rules
in (13) cannot adequately account for cases:
(24) (i) Where the Verb occurs before the
PP[ti] form as in (23) (b), (d) and (f).
(ii) Where the Auxiliary occurs after the
PP[ti] form as in (23) (a) and (e).
(iii) Where both the Auxiliary and the
Verb occur after the PP as in (23) (c).
Problems of these types have led Pullum (1981:437) to give the following
examples:
(25) (a) This is of course certainly causing problems
(b) This of course is certainly causing problems
(c) This of course certainly is causing problems
and concludes that "the finite auxiliary verb in English simply is not rigidly fixed
in initial, second or final position in S like the Aux elements Steele identifies in
various other languages". From (23), we conclude that Oyelaran's Auxiliary
elements also do not occur in a rigidly fixed position.
2.4.2. Comments on Oyelaran (1982b)
For a comprehensive conclusive argument against Category Aux as a syntactic
category in Yoruba, we still need to discuss another paper written by Oyelaran
in which an attempt is made to corroborate the conclusion reached in the
paper we have just examined.
While presenting arguments to show that the VP should be allowed to take a
VP as complement, Oyelaran (1982b:35) applies the principle of substitution.
The examples given are as follow:
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(26) (a) ... W9V1 gba mi laye lati ko o £$5
1 2
they accept me space (for) collect it bring
together
t| jade pflu ti awgn a^iwaju
3 4
print distribute accompany those (of) them
fore-runners
OnirtKj Yoruba ti a gba kd' jp yii
5 6 7
expert Yoruba (which) we receive collect bring
together this
"They allowed me to bring it together for
purposes of publishing it along with those of
leading Yoruba scholars which we have received
and have brought together in this publication"
(b) W<^n gba mi laye lati lp
They accept me space for go
"They gave me permission to go"
He states that [£> "go" in (26) (b) "is a VP", and that in (26) (a), "the series
consisting of 1,2,3, and 4, along with their complements on one hand, and 5,6,
and 7, on the other hand, should each constitute a VP in the same sense". To
distinguish between auxiliary and verb, he states further that his "Category Aux
subcategories for the VP bearing the contextual feature [+VP]". He then
concludes that the "insertion of any auxiliary element can only occur before
gba "accept" and not before kd' "collect"" in (26) (a) and the same auxiliary
element can only occur before l£ "go" in (26) (b).
Here, we shall insert both the elements of his auxiliary and verb types into the
slots he noted above and see if any of the two makes the sentences ill-formed
where the other does not. In (27), (26) (a) will be represented as (a) sentences
while (26) (b) will be represented as (b) sentences and both the inserted
auxiliaries and verbs are underlined. AUXL is placed under the Aux elements
inserted. We use AUXL here to distinguish the inserted Aux elements from the
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universal category AUX.
(27) (i) AUXILIARY ELEMENTS
(a) W<J>n t_i gba mi laye lati maa k6 o *maa P9 ...
They AUXL accept me space in at AUXL collect
it *AUXL together
(see (26) (a) for the translation)
(b) W<j5n maa gba mi lciye lati mcfa I9
They AUXL accept me space for AUXL go
"They will allow me to continue to go"
(ii) VERBS
(a) W^n sAre gba mi laye lati sa're ko o P9 . .
They run have accept me space run collect it *run
together
(see (26) (a) for the translation)
(b) W<£n wa gba mi laye lati w^ I9
They come accept me space for come go
"They allow me to start going (there)"
In the above sentences, both auxiliaries and verbs are inserted in the same
positions and they both make the resulting sentences either ill-formed or
grammatical in the same way. Other examples given by Oyelaran (1982b:37)
are treated in the same manner in (28), (29), (30) and (31). AUXL is placed under
the inserted Aux elements that make the resulting sentences ungrammatical
and both the inserted auxiliaries and verbs are underlined.
(28) (i) (a) Mo ti wa or<| mi I9 si N.Y.
(b) *Mo ti wa §r| t_i I9 si N.Y.
AUXL
(c) *Mo wa or| mi t_i I9 si N.Y.
AUXL
"I have gone to N.Y. to look for my friend"
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(ii) (a) n ko wa' <pre mi I9 si N.Y.
(b) *n kd w^ £>r<£ mi k6 I9 si N.Y.
AUXL
(c) *mo wa mi kb I9 si N.Y.
AUXL
"I did not go to N.Y. to look for my friend"
(iii) (a) Mo le wa' £>r<= mi I9 si N.Y.
(b) *Mo le wa <pr9 mi lb I9 si N.Y.
AUXL
(c) *Mo wd cpr^ mi 1^ I9 si N.Y.
AUXL
"I can go to N.Y. to look for my friend"
(29) (i) (a) Otimu omi yd
(b) *d ti mu omi t_i yd
AUXL
(c) *d mu omi t_i yd
AUXL
"He has drunk water to satiation" or
"He is drunk on water"
(ii) (a) Ko mu omi yd
(b) *Kb mu omi ko yd
AUXL
(c) *0 mu omi kd yo
AUXL
"He is not drunk on water"
(iii) (a) cf le mu omi yd
(b) *d le mu omi le yd
AUXL
(c) *0 mu omi le yd
AUXL
"He can be drunk on water"
(30) (i) (a) Mo sare wa $rd mi I9 si N.Y.
(b) *Mo sare wd <jrf mi sdrd I9 si N.Y.
(c) *Mo wd $rd mi sdre I9 si N.Y.
"I quickly went to look for my friend in N.Y."
(ii) (a) Mo ji wd ^9 mi I9 si N.Y.
(b) *Mo wd $r£ mi jd I9 si N.Y.
(c) *Mo wd §r^ mi j_i I9 si N.Y.
"I went early to look for my friend in N.Y."
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(iii) (a) Mo ran^ wa $r<= mi I9 si N.Y.
(b) *Mo ran^^ wa <j>r4 mi rang^ I9 si N.Y.
(c) *Mo wd $r£ mi rknf6 I9 si N.Y.
"I send someone to help look for my friend in
N.Y."
(31) (i) (a) d ji mu omi yd
(b) *cf ji mu omi j_i yd
(c) *0 mu omi j_i Y°"
"He got drunk on water early (in the morning)"
(ii) (a) Mo sdre mu omi yd
(b) *Mo sari mu omi sard yo"
(c) *Mo mu omi sare yd
"I quickly drank water to satiation"
(iii) (a) Mo I9 mu omi yd
(b) *Mo I9 mu omi I9 yd
(c) *Mo mu omi I9 yd
"I went to get drunk"
The claim made in the paper is that the insertion of the second auxiliary
elements make (b) and (c) in (28) (i), (ii), (iii) and (29) (i), (ii), (iii) ill-formed. In
(30) and (31), we place the verb types in exactly the same slots and, as shown
above, they all lead to ungrammatical constructions. Hence, we conclude that
the examples given do not help in any way to distinguish verbs from auxiliaries.
In sum, as Oyelaran does not point out any other dissimilarities between verbs
and the elements of Category Aux and as the obligatory element of Category
Aux as defined by Chomsky, Akmajian et at. and Steele et al. is not included in
his own category, we hope that the discussions in the last few paragraphs
have shown that the account of a grammar which treats the auxiliary as a
subclass of verb will be more in line with the facts of the language.
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2.5. Counting the Auxiliary
So far, what we have been discussing is the Language-Specific Syntactic
aspects of Oyelaran's criteria for Aux-hood. Now, turning to the notion of
auxiliary verb as given by its advocates, we see that Oyelaran's HTS, NEG, M
and ASP qualify as auxiliary verbs. There is no justification, however, for the
inclusion of Oyelaran's Intensifier and Specifier. Oyelaran (1982a: 17) is aware
of this fact too when he states that:
Given that kuku and have different restrictions, ... we
suggest that they belong to different sub-categorization of the
AUX. Let us call this INTENSIFIER (INT) for kuku and SPECIFIER
(SPEC) for s$se. Of particular interest in distinguishing these two
is the observation that SPEC is verb-like in that it subcategorizes
for NP subject, while such sub-categorization is non-relevant for
INT
Later, he states that:
More than any other label, INTENSIFIER is used for want of
a better term. For one thing, we are not at all sure that their
function is to "intensify". In what sense does b^, saa, kan,
intensify for that instance? (p. 46 fn.6)
The question then is, if these items (Oyelaran's intensifiers and specifiers and
Oke's intensifier auxiliary) are not elements of the auxiliary verb and as
Oyelaran has said, some of them are not intensifiers, what are they?.
2.6. The Modifying Verbs
Awobuluyi (1973:109)*- argues that the elements under discussion are neither
auxiliaries nor verbs but that they are adverbs functioning as verb modifiers. In
analysing these items as adverbs, Awobuluyi overlooks one of their principal
characteristics namely that as Oyelaran (1976:19) rightly noted, they should be
analysed "in relation to the verbs with which they must cooccur". It is even
still controversial whether adjectives can easily be distinguished from Yoruba
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adverbs hence, the modifier/qualifier in (32):
(32) O ka lwe d^adaa
He read book well
(a) "He reads books well"
(b) "He reads good books"
may be referring to the manner in which the book is read, (32) (a) being the
appropriate gloss, or it may be the books that are being qualified, (32) (b) being
the required gloss. The items under consideration i.e. Oyelaran's INTENSIFIER
and SPECIFIER and Oke's Intensifier Auxiliaries, unlike the adverb in (32), have
no affinity to adjectives.
Still on the same items, Bamgbose (1974:42-47)** also argues that they should
be analysed as modifying verbs. The differences between these items and the
indisputable verbs often quoted, according to him, are:








(34) still requires a verb to make a complete expression as in:
(35) E tete I9
You(pl.) early go
"Go early"




On these examples, Bamgbose asserts that if these differences are important
for verb identification, non-controversial verbs would not occur in such
contexts, yet examples of indisputable verbs occurring in the same contexts
abound in the language. Some of the examples he gives to support his point
are:
(37) (a) d fi owd si ^nu
He put money to mouth
"He puts a coin in his mouth"
(b) *0* fi owe?
He put coin
(38) (a) AS9 n&a be yob
dress the red bright
"The dress is bright red"
(b) *a$9 naa b^
The dress is red
On the ungrammatical sentences in (37) and (38), Bamgbose states that the
verb fi "put" in (37) (b) requires the post-verbal item sf "into", hence, it cannot
occur in a minimal sentence in any context. Also, the fact that b£ "be red" in
(38) (b) requires an adverb accounts for the unacceptable minimal sentence.
He then concludes that there is nothing wrong with a verb having the feature
t+MOD] which is what he proposes for these items.
We agree with Bamgbose that Oyelaran's INTENSIFIER and SPECIFIER Auxiliaries
and Oke's Intensifier Auxiliaries should be regarded as modifying verbs
(V[+MOD]) because like all verbs, they can select their objects and subjects and
occur in infinitive verb constructions. The major difference between them and
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the main verb is that they always carry an additional feature [+MOD] which is
not a necessary feature of the main verb.
In addition, if Oyelaran's (1976) persuasive analysis of adverbs is taken, then,
there is no way the modifying verbs could be classified as adverbs. Oyelaran
states that adverbs, always occur postverbally but as shown in (39), modifying
verbs occur before the verbs they modify.
(39) (a) 6 ka Iwe daadaa
He read book good/well
(i) "He reads well"
(ii) "He reads good book"
(b) O tete ka iw£
He early read book
"He reads early"
Both dciadaa "well/good" and tete "early" modify ka iwe "read book" in different
ways. The affinity between the adverb daadaa "well/good" with the verb can
be broken as the glosses in (39) (a) (i) and (ii) show and already as pointed out
in (32), but that of the modifying verb cannot be broken; hence, the single
gloss. In (39) too, the adverb ddadda "good/well", in contradistinction to the
modifying verb, occurs postverbally while the latter occurs in a preverbal
position.
It should also be noted that the effect of both modal and aspect on these
items is quite different from their effect on the adverb. Whereas both modal
(i.e. le "can/may") and aspect (i.e. maa K "Habitual aspect marker") affect either
the modifying verbs or the verbs the modifying verbs modify, both modal and
aspect affect the verb and not the adverb that modifies it.
(40) (a) d maa if tete I9
He often early go
"He often goes early"
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(b) C5 le tete I9
He may early go
"He may go early"
(c) d ti I9 ri
"He has gone before"
(d) O le I9 ri
He may go before
"He may have gone before"
It is very difficult, in English translation, to show the effects the modal and
aspect have on the verb and the modifying verb in (40) (a)-(d). The word for
word glosses show how the examples are understood by the speakers of the
language but these are not depicted in the literary translation.
2.7. How many Auxiliary Verbs in Yoruba?
So far, we have been able to establish that Oyelaran's INTENSIFIER and
SPECIFIER are lexical verbs used to modify other verbs. We have also argued
that the auxiliary should be regarded as a subcategory of verb in the language.
Having pointed out all these, we still need to address ourselves to the question
of the number of the Auxiliary verbs in the language. An answer to this has
actually been given in our discussion above. What can truly be regarded as the
Auxiliary Verbs in the language are some of Oke's Pre-emptive and Modal
Auxiliaries and Oyelaran's HTS, NEG, M and ASP.
Previous writers do implicitly recognize that these items are the only Auxiliary
Verbs in the language, but the problem is that they cannot adequately account
for them in the framework of the grammars within which they work. For
instance, in Oke's treatment of the Auxiliary Cluster, only the Pre-emptive and
the Modal Auxiliaries are treated at any length. The Intensifier is included,
mainly to serve, along with the Modal and the Pre-emptive, as some sort of
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diagnostic context for his FULL VERB. He does not devote as much space to it,
at least to the semantic treatment, as he does to the Modal and the
Pre-emptive Auxiliaries.
This also applies to Oyelaran. Without the inclusion of both the INTENSIFIER
and the SPECIFIER, the delimitation of Category Aux with PP would not have
been easy. It will be recalled that his establishment of Category Aux in the
language is based mainly on the occurrence of the PP between the AUX and
the Verb in the Predicate. This would have been impossible if the elements
considered do not include both the INTENSIFIER and the SPECIFIER. Even with
these two constituents included, we have been able to show in this chapter
that a Category Aux cannot be convincingly established in the language.
Awobuluyi (1967:253-258)** also recognizes our Auxiliary Verb as a subclass on
its own. What surprises one is that he regards them as a subclass of Adverb.
Consider the following passage:
The Preverbs constitute four classes of co-occurring
elements. The first and second comprise respectively the
indefinite tense markers, rn^a, y6b, do, and £_ on the one hand,
and aspect markers ti, M, and maa on the other, both classes of
elements participating in the chronological system of the verbs.
The third class consists of the modal preverbs "iba, )baa, le and
gbuudQ/gbqgdq, while the fourth and the last class made up of
all the remaining manner preverbs. Only the first three are, in
our opinion, of sufficient interest to warrant special treatment.
(Awobuluyi 1967:257-258)**.
The classes that "warrant special treatment" are almost identical with our own
Auxiliary Verbs. The differences are the non-inclusion of the NEG and the HTS,
the latter of which he later recognizes as a tense marker (Awobuluyi
1975:229)**. He also includes b£ and ibaa, the equivalent of the English "if" and
"even if" respectively which are not generally included within the sphere of
modality and differ syntactically from the other auxiliary verbs.
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Finally, though Bamgbose (1972:51)** characterizes the items under discussion,
except n' NEG, and HTS, as Auxiliary Verbs, he does not treat them as a
subclass on their own. Instead of doing this, he merges them together with
other items and classifies them as PREVERBS.
2.8. The Yoruba Auxiliary Verbs
The following are the items recognized as the Auxiliary Verbs in this work:
(41) (a) NEG
(b) HTS
(c) yoo "will" and its variants
(d) ti "has" and its variant
(e) gbgdg "must"
(f) le "can"
(g) ri' "PROG" and its variant
(h) maa n "HAB" and its variant
We refrain from mentioning the functions of the elements listed in (41) because
these are the topics for full discussion in the next three chapters.
One of the reasons why we think that the Auxiliary Verbs should be clearly
specified and properly discussed is that despite the importance of the Auxiliary
Verbs to any grammar (on this see Chomsky (1957:38)), many Yoruba writers
are guilty of using the term "Auxiliary" as a sort of rag-bag into which to toss
most verbal uses that do not seem to the author to be those of the standard
main verb.
Another reason is that many of the works in which the auxiliary verbs are
mentioned focus on items other than those in (41).
2.9. Conclusion
What we have done in the previous sections is to argue against the
establishment of Category Aux in Yoruba using Steele et a/.'s (1981) criteria of
AUX-hood which such a category should satisfy for its justification. We also
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criticize Oke and Oyelaran, the former, for excluding some items which are
elements of the Auxiliary and for including others which are not, and the latter,
for including items which are not elements of the Auxiliary.
Our argument here supports the one earlier made by Thrane (1983:196) who
states that AUX is not a universal category i.e. that it is not a "necessary,
predicate-bound linguistic property, rather, it is a merely possible, significant,
language-bound linguistic property".
Following the Auxiliary-as-verb hypothesis, we suggest that the items
identified in (41) should be classified as a subclass of verb for the reasons we
have discussed in this chapter to which the following could be added:
There are no rules that refer specifically to the Auxiliary as
there are in such languages as English where we have rules
such as the Subject Auxiliary Inversion (often called Subject
Verb Inversion).
Unlike many categories in the language, no subcategories of
verb - main, auxiliary, modifying ... - can be conjoined.
Hence, we cannot have (42) (a) whereas, we can have (42) (b).
(42) (a) (i) *Lg ati b9
Go and come (base verb)
(ii) *Tdte kti kuku
Early and simply (modifying verb)
(iii) yoo ati maa
*will and continue (auxiliary verb)
(b) (i) Dudu ati pupa
black and red (nouns)
(ii) ni ile ati ni oko
in house and in farm
"At home and on the farm" (PP)3.
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There are also some morphological phenomena that advocate
an analysis of the Auxiliary as verbs. For example, the
morphology of both are the same, none of them take
inflection and they are all realized as lexical items especially
if the lexical realization of the HTS is compared to that of the
third person pronominal object which we shall touch upon in
Chapter 3.
(43) (a) Olu u lo
Olu HTS go
"Olu went"
(b) Mo ri i
I see it/her/him
"I saw it/her/him"
It will be recalled from our previous discussions that there are no features of
the Auxiliary Verbs in the language which are not shared by some indisputable
verbs. As this is the case, we think that a treatment which permits a
generalization of all verbs should be preferred in the language. The fact that
the Auxiliary Verbs are highly grammaticalized4 does not mean that they should
be regarded as items "which are used as substitute for inflections" (Poutsman
(1926:15-17)). There are no inflections in the language and there is no point in
saying that the Auxiliary Verbs are substituting for some. The analysis of the
Yoruba Auxiliary Verbs as Verbs is adequately captured by Safarewicz (1974:20)
when he states that
If within the scope of a certain class of words that do not
exhibit any explicit opposition as to their morphological structure,
some function is characteristic of all these words while another
function is characteristic of some of them only, then the function
characteristic of all the words is their primary function
It is in this light that we say that all verbs - may they be modifying, auxiliary,
causative ... - should first be classified into their primary category - verb. It is
after this that subsequent subclassification into functional classes which are
peculiar to some of them could be made.
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From the foregoing, it seems there is sufficient motivation both for classifying
all Auxiliary Verbs in the language as Verb and for classifying them as a
distinct subclass of verbs just as the modifying verbs, the splitting verbs and a
host of other subcategories of verbs in the language are classified. The shared
properties of Auxiliaries and Main Verbs are accounted for on the basis of the
shared feature specification [+/-VERB], while the distinctive properties are
accounted for on the basis of different specification for the feature
[+/-AUXILIARY]. Thus Auxiliaries are [+VERB,+AUXILIARY] and Main Verbs are
[+VERB,-AUXILIARY], As there are no Auxiliaries that lack verbal properties in
the language, no lexical item will be specified [-VERB,+AUXILIARY] and all the
Auxiliaries will be allowed to take VP as complement just as most verbs do5.
2.10. Summary of Subsequent Chapters
Having established what could be regarded as the most basic assumption in
any auxiliary verb description, what remains is the discussion of the functions
of these items. This is what we shall now take up. In Chapter 3, we will
discuss how the notions of aspects and phase are realized by some of the
auxiliary verbs in (41). Chapter 4 will be devoted to the modal verbs and
Chapter 5 will be concerned with some aspects of negation in the language.
These three chapters will be basically descriptive.
It will be recalled from our discussion in this chapter that most of the
problems relating to the categorial identity of the auxiliary verbs stem from the
fact that a verbal construction in which the auxiliary verb serves as head is not
clearly distinguished from one in which the modifying verb occurs as the first
verb of the VP. Because of this confusion, after establishing the categorial
status and the functions of the Yoruba auxiliary verbs, we shall still need to
present some explicitly formulated rules that could account for, not only this
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class of verbs, but other classes of verbs that are often confused with it. This
is the task we shall take up in Chapter 6.
To present the rules that could account for the structure of the auxiliary verbs,
we need a grammatical apparatus. Our choice of grammar is the Generalized
Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG henceforth). GPSG is of interest because
there is no work on Yoruba in this framework so that part of the analysis to be
presented could be regarded as a new ground for the theory. So, in Chapter 6,
we shall present some structural analyses to show, not only what the auxiliary
verbs have in common with the modifying verbs, but also how they differ. We
shall also compare the latter with some other verbal constructions in the
language. In Chapter 7, we shall suggest some basic restrictions on the
appearance of the auxiliary verbs. The concluding chapter will discuss some of
the achievements of the work.
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Notes and References to Chapter 2
1. "AUX" in capital, as used by Steele et at., is the name of the
Universal Category, while "Aux" is the name of the
language-specific instantiations of AUX.
2. Oke does not state in his paper that there is a category Aux
in the language. Although he distinguishes the auxiliary
from the verb, he still refers to the class established as a
subclass of verb. Our discussion is based on Oyelaran's
(1982a:1) comments that "Oke presented perhaps the first
systematic attempt to subsume under a single Category
Auxiliary ail the grammatical formatives which earlier
studies (including Awobuluyi 1967) have suggested may
occur in combination of varying lengths between the
subject and the main verb of Yoruba Sentence".
3. See Fagborun's (1985) discussion on some writers attempt
at conjoining two or more Verb Phrases or Clauses in the
language.
4. Even in languages where the lexical and the grammatical
items differ morphologically, the claim made by Lyons
(1968:438) is that "there seems to be no difference between
the 'kind of meaning' associated with lexical items and the
'kind of meaning' associated with grammatical items'". This
is not to say that there are no 'purely grammatical' items in
Yoruba. Case is a typical example, as our brief discussion
on it has shown, whose markers are 'purely grammatical'
elements in the language and our suggestion is that they
should be introduced syncategorematically.
5. Thrane's (1983:158) definition of a category is also based on
distribution. According to him, a category is "a class of
descriptive significant items established by distribution at a
given level of analysis".
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CHAPTER 3
ASPECT AND PHASE SYSTEMS IN YORUBA
3.1. Introduction
Our discussion of Aspect and Phase Systems (APS henceforth) begins with a
review of the works of Awobuluyi (1975b)** and Oyelaran (1982a). Though this
topic has been commented upon in one form or the other by some
grammarians, notably by Rowlands (1954:384-385)**, Bamgbose (1966:33-34)**
and Fresco (1970:65)**, the usefulness of the works of both Awobuluyi
(1975b)** and Oyelaran (1982a) lies in their critical approach. While the former
is concerned mainly with the functions of the High Tone Syllable (HTS
henceforth), the latter argues for the recognition of Yoruba as a tenseless
language. Both analysts review previous works on their topics extensively and
arrive at the following conclusions:
AWOBULUYI (1975b)**1
(i) The HTS is a preverbal adverb which
indicates the non-future tense.
(ii) It is morphologically /i/ in most
contexts, and /j0/ in a few contexts where
it is semantically present but physically
absent.
(iii) It does not occur in timeless sentences.
OYELARAN (1982a)
(i) The HTS is a definitizer2.
(ii) Yoo "will" is an aspectual and modal
marker.
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3.2. The High Tone Syllable Revisited
As both Awobuluyi and Oyelaran touch upon the HTS, we shall begin our
discussion with this item. Though both writers' attempt at elucidating the
functions and forms of the HTS are undoubtedly the most ingenious in the
literature, their works are open to criticism. Oyelaran's critical review of
Awobuluyi's work goes a long way in subverting the HTS-as-a tense-marker
analysis put forward by him. To provide further evidence for Oyelaran's claim,
we start by examining a point raised by Awobuluyi which Oyelaran does not
comment upon. Other issues that are raised in the same work are addressed
later in this essay.
3.2.1. Explaining the Timeless Sentences
While discussing the functions of the HTS, Awobuluyi states that the HTS 'does
not occur at all (technically:it does not even have a zero variant) in timeless
sentences' (Awobuluyi (1978:72))**. One of the examples cited is (1) (A).
(1) (A) IJwgn jani 'biowuu
(Chain break in place which-it please it)
"The chain breaks just wherever it pleases"
He then concludes that in a situation where we have neither the HTS nor the
so-called future marker yoo "will", such a sentence is a timeless sentence.
This proposal, attractive though it might seem, is very difficult to defend. For, if
the claim made in the proposal is valid, why do we then have timeless
sentences in the language that contain, not only the HTS or the so-called
future tense marker, but also the phase marker t| "has" and the progressive
marker n "ing"? as in:
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(1) (B) (a) HTS IN TIMELESS SENTENCES
Aaye e gba tapa, o kcjl^ igunnu
(space HTS allow a Nupe, he build
house (for) Igunnu))
"If you give some people an inch, they
take a mile"
(b) PHASE MARKER IN TIMELESS SENTENCES
T^t^ §gun ti lomi t^lf krfjo t6 r§ si i
Spinach PH have water before COMP
rain enough fall on it
"The spinach was succulent even before
rain fell"
(C) THE SO-CALLED FUTURE MARKER IN TIMELESS
SENTENCES
Ipni ti yoo joyin inu apata, k6 ni i
w^nu aake
(Person that FUT eat honey inside rock,
NEG look mouth axe)
"If a P wants to drink the honey which is
in the rock, he will pay no attention
to what happens to his axe-blade/If
you don't succeed the first time, try,
try and try again" (Abraham 1958:190)**
(bracket, ours)
(d) PROGRESSIVE IN TIMELESS SENTENCES
^ rf reti fl^ya, nibo le fi tOluwa si ?
(You PROG expect humiliated person,
where FOC you leave that-of-the-Lord
put)
"You are waiting for others to be
humiliated, what account have you taken
of God's plan ?/The (plan) o mice and
men gang (oft) agley" (Abraham 1958:187)**.
(bracket, ours).
Examples could be multiplied. Even with these few examples, the incorrectness
of Awobuluyi's claim becomes clear. We believe that the only way a timeless
sentence could be explained in the language, using Reichenbach's (1966)
notions of temporal specification (i.e.. Speech Time, Reference Time and Event
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Time), is to regard it, following Papp (1982:97), 'as a sentence with (an)
incomplete time specification'. Papp claims further that "'timeless proposition",
statements ... made "for all time" (and) the so-called eternal truth, proverbs and
proverbial statements' are sentences which have some of their times missing.
The times which are neither specified nor indicated in such sentences are the
Reference Time and the Event Time. With these two times left unspecified, it
is not surprising that the 'actions referred to in them are never located in any
particular time' (Awobuluyi 1978:130)**, hence, their reference time can be
identical with any time including the speech time.
3.2.2. Yoruba Definitizer - A Critique
Having pointed out the weakness of the analysis of the timeless sentences put
forth by Awobuluyi, we shall now turn to Oyelaran's work which, as far as we
know, has not been commented on by any linguist. A critical look at these
shows that Oyelaran's analysis of the HTS as a definitizer is as unsatisfactory
as that he criticized.
To start with, Oyelaran does not give any reason why the HTS as a definitizer
does not occur with y66 "the supposed Future marker" but occurs with its
alternant maa, a point which he holds against Awobuluyi. Examples are:
(2) Ojo yoo r9
Rain will fall
"It will rain"
(3) 6jo o mcia r9
Rain HTS will fall
"It will rain"
His claim, too, that yoo "will" 'shows the same constraints and cooccurrence
possibilities as basic modals (e.g. le "able to"; and gb<)dQ "must")' (Oyelaran
1982a:32) does not include the HTS as shown by the following sentences:
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(4) Ojo o le r<?
Rain HTS may fall
"It may rain"
(5) 6jo d gb^dqi rq>
Rain HTS must fall
"It must rain"
Finally, what is meant by the notion zero morpheme is not made explicit in
Oyelaran's work. It is not clear whether by zero he means a situation where no
formative appears as an exponent of a given morphosyntactic feature or a case
where there are no morphosyntactic features requiring a formative as their




(7) lie e Kekere"
House ASSOC Kekere (Small)
"Kekere's (Small's) house"
(Kekere "Small" also occurs as a personal name)






It will be noted that the major difference between (6) and (7) lies only in the
presence or the absence of the associative marker whereas the absence of the
same item in (9) compared with (8) does not result in any difference in
meaning. It may be argued that the contrast in meaning between (6) and (7)
lies in the different functions of k£kere "small" in the two sentences (see
Awobuluyi 1975b:221)**. We are not disputing this claim here which, in fact,
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supports our own argument. Rather, the difference in the functions of kekere
"small" in (6) and (7) requires that k^kerd "small" takes an associative marker in
(7) whereas in (6), the presence of the same marker is not required. This
difference in function, as will have been noted, does not explain the reason
why the same associative marker is present in (8) but not in (9). Following
Zwicky (1985), we will account for the difference in meaning between (6) and
(9) by positing a no morphosyntactic feature requiring a formative as its
exponent analysis for (6) and a morphologically constrained rule of exponence
analysis for (9).
In (6), the type of allomorphy rule that provides an exponent for the associative
features in (7) is not available. The cases of (8) and (9) are different from this.
While (8) could be introduced with an allomorphy (realization) rule 'assigning
phonological realizations to some bundles of morphosyntactic features' (Zwicky
1985:433), in this case [+N, +ASS], (9) would be introduced by an allomorphy
(referral) rule which refers 'the exponents of other bundles to ...' (ibid) the rule
that introduces (8). These two rules 'are distinct from and precede all
phonological rules of all types' but they are preceded 'by syntactic rules
distributing morphosyntactic features' (Zwicky 1985:432). We need these rules
in order to show that (8) and (9) are identical.
Zwicky (1985:431-432) states further that:
(10) a given bundle of features can have
several different formatives as its
exponent in different contexts
(11) a given formative can serve as the
exponent of several different feature
bundles in different contexts.
(12) A formative serving as the exponent for
some bundles of morphosyntactic
features may be absent.
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(10)—(12), which can be referred to as informal versions of Zwicky's rules of
allomorphy, 'can be conditioned or constrained by phonological, morphological,
or syntactic properties of their context' (ibid). In Yoruba, (10) can be
exemplified by (2) and (3) above.
In (2) and (3), both ydo "will" and maa "will" are the exponents of the so-called
tense feature, [+FUT], Similarly, (13) exemplifies (11) and (14) exemplifies (12):
(13) (i) Olu u maa ltp
Olu HTS will go
"Olu will go"
(ii) Olu u maa maa I9
Olu HTS will continue go
"Olu will continue to go"
(14) (i) Mo wgle
I enter
"I enter/entered"
( ii) Olu u wgle
Olu HTS enter
"Olu enters/entered"
In (13) (i), maa "will" is the exponent of the so-called Future Tense but in (13)
(11), the same item serves first as the exponent of the so-called Future Tense
while its second occurrence stands for the Progressive Aspect. In (14) (i), the
FITS is not realized in the environment of the pronominal mo "I" as contrasted
with Olu in (14) (ii).
From these examples, it is clear that the best way to solve the problem of the
HTS is to postulate a contextually determined analysis for the non-realization
of this syllable as suggested in (12) above.
On this basis, the non-realization environments of HTS could then be regarded
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as the ones suggested earlier by Awobuluyi (1978:73-74)** which are before
the verbs da "where is?", nkQ "where is?", k6 "not", \ "unaccomplished action",
and a "habitual action". It is not realized also after the pronominals mo "I", o
"You", a "We" £ "You (pi.)". With the environments in which the HTS is not
realized stated, the item can now be redefined as the high tone syllable which
occurs and is assimilated to the final vowel of an NP in an S3. With this
general definition, what is needed is an additional specification of the
environments in which the HTS is not realized. To do this, we need a referral
rule of the type suggested by Zwicky (1985). We consider such a rule below.
Having established what both zero and absent morpheme mean, especially as
regards the HTS, our next task is to discuss the function of the syllable itself.
3.2.3. HTS as Perfective Marker
Following Comrie (1976:16)**, Perfective Aspect is taken as indicating 'a
situation as a single whole, without distinction of the various separate phases
that make up that situation'. With this definition, we suggest that the HTS
should be regarded as the element marking the Perfective Aspect in Yoruba.
Oyelaran rejects this analysis on the ground that 'the perfective interpretation
applies even in cases where, as in negation, HTS is zero' (Oyelaran 1982a:41).
As we have shown above, the case of zero, as understood in Oyelaran's usage,
is not relevant. Instead, we have a case of non-exponency for some given
morphosyntactic features.
The example in (15), given by Oyelaran to clarify his claim, supports this point.
(15) J99nu n kawe nigba ti mo w9le
"John was reading when I entered"
On (15), he claims that 'Yoruba has the Perfective Aspect and it is unmarked as
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WQle "entered"' (Oyelaran 1982a:37-38). This claim is made on the assumption
that no marker occurs in the environment of the said verb. But if the
pronominal mo "I" as the subject of the embedded sentence is replaced by the
nominal Olu, any representation that is different from (16) would be
inappropriate.
(16) J9911U un n kawe nigba ti Olu u wgle
(John HTS () read book in when that Olu
HTS enter house)
"John was reading when Olu entered"
(The translation in brackets ours.
Note the positions of the HTS)
This shows that the non-occurrence of the HTS in the environment of mo "I" is
contextually determined.
In Dahl's (1984:13) view, the notion of boundedness is crucial to the semantics
of perfectivity. So, to the modified question in (17), the answer in (18) is
required:
(17) Q What did your brother do after
dinner yesterday ?.
A My brother WRITE a letter
(18) A IJgbgn pn mi in k^we
Senior/junior brother ASSOC me HTS
write letter/book.
"My brother wrote a letter"
Here, the process of letter writing is internal to the "period the speaker is
talking about" (Ducrot and Todorov 1981:307)4.
The analysis of the HTS as the perfective marker, as suggested above, provides
further evidence to support Oyelaran's claim that Yoruba is a tenseless
language. Of importance here is the fact that the analysis actually explains why
the HTS can occur where tense does not normally occur. The HTS occurrence
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here can be explained by the fact that aspect, as a 'temporal distribution or
contour' (Hockett 1958:237) of an event, 'does not change with a change of
tense' (Ridjanovic 1982:84), hence, 'it can be present in both finite and
non-finite and even in the most neutral form of the verb, the infinitive'
(Ridjanovic 1982:84).
Added to this is the fact, that unlike tense which could enter into both
homonexual and heteronexual government with some adverbs and the principal
nexus respectively, 'aspect has only homonexual government' (Rallides 1971:15).
By homonexual is meant here that the grammatical effects of aspect 'are
confined within the clause where it appears.... Heteronexual government, on
the other hand, is the contrary. A past tense in a principal clause may require a
past tense in a clause subordinate to it' (Rallides 1971:15). Hence, as far as the
homonexual government of aspect is concerned, instead of (15), we could have
(19) without the aspect in the clause in (15) or (19) having a specific effect on
any of the other clauses in the same sentence.
(19) Olu u wcple nigba tf <J)la 4' rf kiwi?
Olu HTS enter house when that Ola HTS PROG read book
"Olu entered when Ola was reading"
Apart from the points stated above, this analysis also clarifies further some of
the points about the HTS discussed by Oyelaran and Awobuluyi.
It will be recalled that Oyelaran analyses the HTS as a definitizer. This analysis
is not surprising if one views perfectivity diachronically. For, according to
Thelin (1978:14), perfective meaning actually originates from the primitive
+/-DEFINITE. But the incorrectness of this analysis lies in the fact that,
synchronically, the +/—DEFINITE feature has since been displaced by +/-TOTAL
feature. So, instead of assigning the definite meaning to the perfective, recent
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writers now view it from the totality/boundedness point of view. This is the
view shared by Comrie on whose definition of the perfective Oyelaran bases
his establishment of the perfective aspect in the language. So, it appears that
Oyelaran adopts the totality view of the perfective as defined by Comrie, yet
also maintains a distinction between this and the feature from which it has
developed.
We are not denying the fact that both the totality and the definite features
might have been individually marked by the HTS at one stage during the
development of the language; just as the English perfect, which is said to have
developed from the possessive construction (Vermant 1983:1), still coexists
with it and both are realized in the same form. Rather, we are saying that in
the present study of Yoruba, definite, as a grammatical feature of the verb is
no longer available in its grammar. The case of the definite feature in Yoruba
is comparable to that of the "'be"-perfect ...' in English which has been '...lost
entirely in standard English' (Vermant 1983:2).
The problem with Awobuluyi's analysis of the HTS, is different from that of
Oyelaran. When presenting his analysis of the HTS, Awobuluyi divides the
Yoruba verbs into two - the adjectivizable and the non-adjectivizable. When
the HTS cooccurs with the adjectivizable verb, the action is realized either as
past or present while its cooccurrence with the non-adjectivizable verb
produces a past action.
This is not the place to go into the problems inherent in giving Yoruba verbs a
binary classification of +/-adjectivizable. Rather, what we would like to point
out, following Lyons (1977:678), is that 'apart from the context of immediate
report or commentary' in which the term present could be used 'without an
accompanying adverb of time (to) locate a situation in the present' there is no
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way any verb in the language could be analysed as implying 'contemporaneity
with the act of utterance'. Lyons (1977:678) even challenges the rationale
behind the establishment of such a tense in any language. Asante's
(1985:246-247)** comment on Yoruba supports this view. According to him, '...
there is no distinction between past and present indefinite forms of the verbs
among Yoruba speakers. ... For example, cf kere may be translated as "it is
small" or "it was small" depending on the context'.
The reason for Awobuluyi's claims that the HTS is the marker of the same
tense when it cooccurs with the adjectivizable verbs, despite such challenges,
is apparent in the different classes into which the verbs are classified. A look
at the so-called adjectivizable verbs and other verbs that behave like them, as
listed in Awobuluyi (1967:181-182; 260)**, shows that they have a lot in
common with the verbs often characterized as statives. According to Holisky
(1978), some of the ways in which state verbs could be characterized are as
follows (the examples of statives here are given with Awobuluyi's so-called
adjectivizable verbs):
(20) (i) Not normally on-going
*01u u n ga lgwg bayn
Olu HTS PROG tall in hand now
"Olu is in the process of being tall
right now"
(ii) Do not occur with instrumentals
*01u u n fi Qpolg m<^> <£n
Olu cause brain know it
"Olu is knowing it with the brain"
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(iii) They cannot be repeated and do not appear
in repeated conjunction. As verbs are not
conjoined in the language, the equivalences
of these formations are the iterated
express ions.
*pba a ga ga ga
Oba HTS tall tall tall
"Oba was tailing for a long time"
(iv) Participants cannot be shared in a state
*Emi ati Olu u j9 gb^n ggb^n mi
I and Olu HTS together wise my wisdom
"Olu and myself are both wise in me"
(v) Statives do not occur in imperative
*ga "be-tall"
It seems as if it is the enduring and the persisting qualities of the stative verbs
stated above and the fact that stative verbs 'are homogenous and unchanging
throughout the period of their existence' (Lyons 1977:707) that Awobuluyi is
referring to as present actions. Hence, he confuses the semantic interpretation
of the so-called adjectivizable verbs with the tense distinction he is claiming to
have identified in the language. In Thelin's (1978:59) terms, Awobuluyi 'has
mixed up linguistic property of different levels ... semantico-syntactic
instructions' and tense.
We also need to point out the incorrectness of the claim that the combination
of the HTS and the non-adjectivizable verb produces a past action. While
discussing the perfective aspect, Dahl (1984:5) notes what he regards as the
tendency, among linguists, to characterize a perfective event as past action. In
another work, (Dahl 1985:9)**, he states further that 'the category perfective
will usually be interpreted as perfective' and 'past' although with the first
feature clearly dominant'. Dalby (1984:24) supports this view by claiming that 'It
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is not surprising if systems of aspect in various languages are analysed as
tense systems, because the "normal" use of perfective aspect will presumably
be to refer to events which have occurred in the past, because events going
on at the time of speaking will not be completed'.
If, instead of regarding the HTS as a non-future marker, the item is regarded as
the perfective marker as we have done, the problems encountered by previous
analysts while explaining the characteristics of the HTS will be partially solved.
For example, Awobuluyi's claim that the HTS combines with different verbs to
produce different tenses could then be easily explained in terms of the analysis
of aspect as presented by Smith (1986).
Smith (1986:100) makes a clear distinction between two classes of aspects.
The first she refers to as situation aspect and the second, the viewpoint
aspect5. Situation aspect, according to her, 'involves the linguistic forms and
meanings associated, for a given language, with idealized situation'. The four
basic situation aspects are: Activity (push a cart), Accomplishment (build a
house), Achievement (reach the top) and State (love John). The viewpoint
aspect, on the other hand, involves 'the forms and meanings associated with
the perfective and the imperfective'. The viewpoint aspect, she states further,
is dependent on situation aspect. For example, in English, 'the progressive
viewpoint aspect is limited to certain types of situation aspect, and the simple
(perfective) viewpoint varies in interpretation according to types of situation'.
With the above explanation, the reason why several classes of sentences with
the perfective aspect have a different interpretation becomes clear. The scope
of Aspect is the sentence. A state, for instance, differs from an event/activity
in that while the notion of the latter includes its endpoint, that of the former
does not. Hence, while the state talked about (or Awobuluyi's so-called
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adjectivizable verb) in Olu u ga "Olu is tall" can be taken as continuing into the
present, the activity talked about (or Awobuluyi's so-called non-adjectivizable
verb) in Ok/ u jgun "Olu ate" cannot. The reason for this discrepancy is due, as
stated by Smith, to the fact that the central meaning of the perfective is
realized differently for each situation type. Hence, 'if the situation type
includes endpoints, they are included in the "simple" (our own perfective)
viewpoint of that situation type .... If the situation type does not include
endpoints, the situation in its entirety does not include them either' (Smith
1986:103-104).
If the above is accepted, then, following Zwicky (1985), the perfective realization
on verb in Yoruba can be described by the informal allomorphy realization rule
in (21).
(21) [CAT:verb, ASP:perf] is realized as /HTS/
As shown above, the rule of exponence, such as the one presented in (21),
cannot capture all the obvious generalizations about the perfective marker. To
capture these, we need a rule of referral that describes a default identity
mentioned earlier. Assuming we assign type A to the environments in which
the perfective is realized as HTS and type B to the environments in which it
has no exponent, the allomorphy and the referral rules that would describe the
perfective form in Yoruba would, in an informal manner, be (22) (a) and (b).
(22) (a) [CAT:verb, ASP:perf, TYPE:A] is realized by
/HTS/
(b) [CAT:verb, ASP:perf, TYPE:B] has the same
realization as the otherwise identical
bundle with the value /VERBFORM:bse/
in it.
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3.2.4. Some Comments on Dahl (1985)
In Dahl (1985), Yoruba is one of the languages used to exemplify the
cross-linguistic classification of the Tense and Aspect Systems (TAS
henceforth). One of the "incidence categories" identified in the classification is
the Perfective Aspect. With this category included in the said cross-linguistic
classification, one would expect that Yoruba would be one of the languages in
which this category is realized. But, surprisingly enough, no mention of the
category is made in the TAS characterization presented for the language. The
following are some of the possible reasons why Dahl fails to recognize the
need for a perfective category in the language.
We start by pointing to the difference between the language in which the data
are given and the language into which they are to be translated. The difference
in the two languages could produce some errors which may not necessarily be
the fault of the informants. For example, Yoruba does not mark tense and
r
gender. Thus, a sentence such as O jeun may variously mean "He eats or he
ate", "It eats or it ate", "She eats or she ate". If, instead of using pronouns or
proper names in the subject position, we use bare nominals, then the
translation problems are compounded. Hence, Qkunrin fn le ?i$$ ju obtnrin l£
may, in varying contexts, be read as "All men can work more than all women",
"some men can work more than some women", "The generic kind of man can
work more than the generic kind of woman". Dahl (1985:49)** notes these
types of translational problems too when he states that:
even a competent informant may of course fail to translate
a sentence in the desired way ... in general, it may be suspected
that translations are often rather unrepresentative of the
translator's normal language ... The general impression ... was
that the method of letting speakers translate foreign languages
into their own was the least reliable of the methods tested
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Dahl goes a step further in making a representative translation of the
informants' normal language more difficult by instructing the informants that a
translation of the English sentences which is "syntactically considerably more
complex than the others" (Dahl 1985:49) should be omitted6. With this
instruction, it seems that the Yoruba informants steer clear of all translations
that may require extensive justification. While translating, they might
inadvertently have introduced concepts which are foreign to the language.
Asante (1985:249-250)** notes this type of error and warns that in translating
the Eboics sentence 'I done ate' into English, "something is lost in the
translation". The translation given to the sentence is 'I have eaten' "which does
carry the information about completed action, but also carries information
about the relationship of the action in time" whereas the original sentence
merely means "I complete the action of eating". In the sentence the "preverbal
done specifies nothing in reference to time". He then concludes that:
As can be seen, while the standard English speaker must
inflect all verbs for tense, the Eboics speaker does not feel the
need to be redundant in expressing the manner or aspect of the
action.
Salkie (1987:80) States further:
The verb [in Dahl's questionnaire] was put in its base form
so that the English form should influence the translation as little
as possible. I am dubious about the effectiveness of this; any
informant who was taught English as second language (rather
than growing up bilingual) will inevitably have spent a lot of time
wrestling with the problems of the English TMA systems (ask any
EFL teacher). With such informants, English is bound to interfere
to a large extent in any case (the square bracket is ours).
We suspect that the Yoruba informants are affected by the type of problems
noted by Asante and Salkie.
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Second, the major concern of Dahl is to identify and compare the uses of
overtly signalled morphological, periphrastic and derivational realizations of the
grammatical categories (he calls these "incidence categories") across languages
in terms of a universal framework. When analysing Yoruba, Dahl fails to identify
any periphrastic expression which is identical to our own HTS in his data. The
reason for this is not difficult to discern. Because of its characteristics, the
HTS is, to borrow Welmers' (1964:1) words, best described as one of those
"residue of verbal (items) which do not fit the predominant patterns". With this
description, the non-inclusion of the HTS in the questionnaires received from
the informants becomes less surprising. Our guess is that the informants are
unaware of the importance of the HTS.
Oke (1969), in his analysis of the Yoruba verbs, objects to the use of texts in
his analysis because he believes that most tone syllables are not often
represented in writing. The approved Modern Orthography for the language
does not help here because it states specifically that "Vowel lengthening
between words should not be indicated" (Bamgbose 1976:8)**. This is arbitrary,
as the same Orthography allows for the indication of both the third pronominal
object and the so-called verbal particle as exemplified in (23) (a) and (b)
respectively.
(23) (a) Mo ri i
I see it
"I saw it"
(b) ( i ) <S soroo |e
It hard PRT do
"It is a difficult task"
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(ii) Ki i wa
Neg PRT come
"He is not always present"
The call for a non-indication of lengthened vowel made above goes a long way
in limiting the use of lengthened syllables, not only for the HTS and the
perfective marker to research works, but also for the junctural syllables that
mark the infinitive and the associative. The fact that Dahl's informants'
translations are not fleshed out in any detail, especially for the HTS as one
would have done in a research work, could serve as another reason why Dahl
does not recognize the item and its function.
Another point to be considered here is that Dahl, who is not a native speaker
of the language, is also unable to lay his hand on any recorded text that could
be used to cross-check the data submitted to him. Commenting on the corpus
used by Dahl in his analysis. Miller (1987:229) states that
The major question that anyone will ask concerning Dahl's
book is: how reliable is the information on individual languages,
given the small numbers of informants for quite a number of the
languages in the corpus, the necessarily brief treatment of each
language, and the questionnaire approach.
In support of Miller, we note that one of the two informants on Yoruba is not a
native speaker of the language and that few works on the language are
available to the author himself. The only work cited which has any relevance
to Yoruba is Welmers' (1973)**. In this work, Welmers (1973:383)** accepts the
previous analysis of Rowlands (1954), in which the arguments for the HTS as a
third person singular pronominal subject were presented. If Dahl recognizes
the HTS, it seems as if its analysis as presented by Welmers is acceptable to
him; hence, he fails to recognize the item as an exponent of an incident
category. Rowland's approach to the description of the function of the HTS
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has since been refuted by Awobuluyi (1975b)**.
In addition to these points, almost all the examples used by Dahl have
pronominal subjects. As the HTS is morphologically constrained in this
environment, it seems impossible for him, at least from the limited data
available, to realize what is happening. Note the following examples:
(24) (a) Mo gba Isinmi
I get leave




(c) Olu u gba isinmi
Olu HTS get leave
"Olu is on holiday"
(d) Ojo d rg
Rain HTS fall
"It rained"
In (24) (a) and (b), the HTS which occurs in the environments of the nominal
subjects in (24) (c) and (d) is absent. The reason for its absence is that the
morphosyntactic features that realize the perfective have no exponent in the
environment of the pronominal subjects.
It is clear to us that the Modern Yoruba Orthography has had a far reaching
effect on the data submitted to Dahl by his informants. As it may also have
the same affect on future analyses of the language, we suggest that changes
be introduced into the Orthography, especially as regards the lengthened
vowels. We suggest that the HTS and the junctural syllables that mark the
associative and the infinitive should be indicated, as shown in 25) (a), (b) and
(c) respectively, whenever they perform some function in sentences and the
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environment allows for their indication.
(25) (a) £>j& 6 r$
Rain HTS fall
"It rained"
(b) lie e Dele
House ASSOC Dele
"Dele's House"
(c) 0 fe 4 1?
He want INF go
"He wants to go"
What is more, the HTS can easily be introduced into the Orthography with no
discrepancies, for, the same Orthography, as mentioned earlier, specifies
indication of lengthened vowels that realize the third person singular
pronominal object and the so-called verbal particle. The principles that apply
to these two should be extended to all junctural syllables.
3.2.5. The Perfective as an Unmarked Category
Having stated the function of the HTS, our next task is to account for the
cooccurrence of the HTS, not only with the so-called tense markers, but also
with the other aspect markers. We believe that the best way to account for
these cooccurrences is to treat the perfective, which is marked by the HTS, as
an unmarked member of the aspect subcategories. As such, the most "natural"
explanation for perfective neutralization would be that whenever the perfective
occurs with any other aspect category the perfectival distinction becomes void
and only the functions of the other aspect category are put to work.
The notion of unmarked, as stated here, is slightly different from Oyelaran's use
of the term, for two reasons. Firstly, Oyelaran does not recognize the HTS as
the perfective marker as we do here. Secondly, we believe that the binary
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plus/minus or the marked/unmarked model, based on the
perfective/imperfective distinction, would not explain the behaviour of the
perfective marker when it cooccurs with the other aspect subcategories. For
one thing, the imperfective in the language is made up of more than a single
subcategory. Hence, a binary distinction based on the contrast between the
perfective and each member of the imperfective subcategory would be more
appropriate to describe the relative markedness of the perfective subcategory
in the language.
In this work, out of the ten notions of relative markedness summarized by
Schwartz (1980:315-316), the following two are needed to capture the
necessary generalizations about the Yoruba perfective.
(a) SYNCRETIZATION:neutralizes the unmarked member
of a category in the marked member.
(b) DEGREE OF MORPHOLOGICAL VARIATION:in which more
morphological alternation appears in the
unmarked member of an opposition.
While (a) explains why the perfective is neutralized in the environment of the
other member, (b) is responsible for the contextual variation of the same item
as shown in (26).
(26) (i) 91a a' kg iwe
Ola HTS write book/letter
"Ola wrote a letter"
(ii) Mo kg iwe
I write book/letter
"I wrote a letter"
( iii) Ola a n kg iwe
Ola HTS PROG write book/letter
"Ola is writing a letter"
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(iv) Mo n 1<9 iwe
I PROG write book/letter
"I am writing a letter"
The importance of indicating one's use of marked/unmarked features becomes
clear when one looks at the current use of the term by some linguists. For
example, Radford's (1981:29) use of the term unmarked as 'one which accords
with general tendencies in language' and marked as 'one which goes against
these general tendencies, and hence, "exceptional" in some way' would put the
Yoruba perfective in the class of the marked phenomenon.
The treatment of the perfective as an unmarked member will even shed some
light on some facts often noted during the period of language acquisition by
Yoruba speaking children. Observations7 have shown that children acquire the
use of other aspectual subcategories markers in the language after they have
mastered the use of HTS. For example, in a situation where Ola mentioned in
(26) has danced or was dancing, if the question "What is/was Ola doing?" is
put to a child, the answer one would likely get is (27) (a), not (b).
(27) (a) pya (pla) a jo
Ola HTS dance
"Ola danced"
(b) pya (pla) a n jo
Ola HTS PROG dance
"Ola was/is dancing"
In normal adult speech, (b) would be the appropriate answer. We are not
denying here the possibility of using the examples in (27) to show that children
and adult often allocate different functions to features but at the same time,
the examples in (27) would also seem to indicate that the perfective, as the
unmarked member, is ontogenetically basic to the language in a way the others
are not.
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At this juncture, the question that could be asked is why is the HTS so
different from the other aspect markers? That is, first, why does it not
commute with the other aspect markers? and second, why do we establish the
subcategory only to have it neutralized in the environment of the other aspect
subcategories? This apparently unique characteristic of the HTS or the
perfective in the language is not an isolated case, either in languages generally
or in Yoruba as the following example illustrate.
(a). On the commutation principle - which states that 'a lexical item L shall not
be assigned to a grammatical category C unless there are at least some
sentences containing L in which some other lexical item in C could replace L
without altering grammaticality' (Pullum 1983:207-209), - we would argue, in
line with Pullum that 'it is not correct to reject' the HTS as a perfective marker
'... on the grounds that it constitutes an exception to the generalization implicit
in the commutation principle' (ibid). Some of the examples noted by Pullum in
which the commutation principle is not adhered to in grammar are:
(a) The use of "ought" as an Auxiliary (Chomsky:1957).
(b) The classification of "have" as a verb (Emonds:1978).
(c) The classification of "near" as an adjective
(Mailing:1983).
(d) His own classification of the infinitival
"to" as a verb
(e) The fact that no members of the category
(NP[+PRO]) could substitute for the dummy
pronouns "it" and "there" "nor can they
substitute for each other" (Pullum 1983:209).
(b). On the neutralization of the perfective, our argument is identical to that for
another language by Dahl (1985). While discussing the Tense and Aspect
systems of Karaboro, a Gur language family spoken in Upper Volta, Dahl
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(1985:178)** states that '...the simplest way of sorting out these rather complex
facts is to assume that the high tone on the subject ... is a marker of IMPFV
which may be neutralized when some other marker appears'. Essien
(1983:342-343) also notes that this principle of contrast versus neutrality is
used by Kaufman (1968) to explain certain aspects of Ibibio verb constructions.
That this type of neutralization is not attested in other languages could be
accounted for in two ways.
First, it could be explained by Comrie's (1976:64) claim that languages are not
completely symmetrical, hence, where one language contrasts, another might
decide to neutralize. In Friedrich's words (noted by McCoard 1978:25 n.10), 'a
feature with approximately the same meaning (semantic value) may have
markedly different taxonomic status' in different languages.
Secondly, perfectivity, or any other aspectual category, manifests itself
differently in different languages. According to Smith (1986:110), the perfective
viewpoint is not expressed uniformly. For example in English (and also, to
some extent, in Yoruba), the perfective presents 'a situation in its entirety (but)
... the viewpoint varies in interpretation depending on the endpoint properties
of situations. The French perfective viewpoint (on the other hand) ... presents a
situation as complete including the change of state attendant on beginning and
ending. The interpretation is consistent for all situations'. Klein (1969:117)
(noted by McCoard 1978:25 n.8) also asserts that 'in Russian, a marker of
aktsionsart determines the aspect, in French, it generally doesn't'.
Apart from other languages, examples also abound within Yoruba which show
that the claim of analytical illogicality or inconsistency is not peculiar to the
perfective alone. Here, we shall present two examples.
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While arguing for the representation of 'only the significant sound' in the
language's orthography and that this sound should be represented with only
one symbol, Bamgbose (1965:6)** refers to the problem this principle would
encounter with the sounds represented by letters I and n. According to him,
the former sound is found only before nasalized vowels
whereas the latter is found only before non-nasalized vowels.
We can say nun but not n6. We can say l£ but not Ign. The
conclusion one can draw from the alternation of the two sounds
is that they are not significant. In other words, they can be
represented by one symbol which will have the sound
represented by the letter n before nasalized vowels, and the
sound represented by the letter I before other vowels. It is
doubtful, however, whether such a logical innovation will ever be
accepted. Can you imagine having to write £l£ "grinding stone"
as pnp, or inun "inside" as Hun?
What is remarkable here is that despite the illogicality mentioned above,
especially the neutralization of the said letters in some given contexts, the
consensus view among the Yoruba writers today is the recognition of both n
and [ as two distinct sounds. The environments in which either of them
neutralizes are then accounted for by rules.
During his cross-linguistic study of numeral systems, Hurford (1975:211)** also
makes the following observations about the language's numeral system:
Subtraction is indeed used by a few scattered languages all
over the world, but it is rarely used extensively through the
whole numeral system. A spectacular exception to this general
rule is Yoruba, whose very complicated numeral system uses
subtraction to about the same extent as, and possibly even more
than, addition ... Yoruba has what is probably the most unusual
and complicated of any world's natural language numeral




We believe that enough examples have been provided to show that the HTS
neither definitizes nor marks tense but rather, what it indicates is the
perfectivity of a given situation.
3.3. Introducing the Imperfective Aspect and the Phase System
Despite Oyelaran's (1982a:41) claim that both the imperfective and what he
regards as the perfect aspect in Yoruba are not controversial, a look at some
of the writing on the topics shows several crucial problem areas.
Where the imperfective aspect is concerned, if Oyelaran's reference to Comrie's
(1976)** instructive account on the topic is anything to go by, one could say
that none of the Yoruba scholars to date has actually written anything on this
subcategory of aspect. What previous writers (i.e. Awobuluyi (1966) and Oke
(1969)) often mention are the durative and the habitual aspects. Though these
two could be regarded as subcategories of the imperfective as defined by
Comrie (1976)** (if we tentatively take durativity as equivalent of progressivity),
they are characterized differently by these writers and no attempt is made by
any of them to account for "both in relation to each other and each to other
subcategories" (Oyelaran 1982a:41).
For example, Awobuluyi (1966:263-264)** regards both maa m/maa n and m/n
as in (28) and (29) respectively as having the same meaning, hence, "the
preverb maa seems redundant" in (28):
(28) bQla maa if ta lwe
"Bola sells books"
or "Bola used to sell books"
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(29) btpla m ta iwe
(i) Present:"Bola is selling a book (right now)"
or "Bola sells books"
(ii) Past: "Bola was selling a book"
or "Bola used to sell books"
He even confuses issues by stating that there is no difference (if we
understand him correctly) between the usages of the word maa in the
following sentences8
(30) (i) bpla maa n ta iwe
"Bola sells books"
or "Bola used to sell books"
(ii) maa ta
"Keep selling books"
( i i i ) bcpla m^a l<p
"Bola will go"
Oke (1969:440-448)**, on the other hand, regards maa ^ as a single auxiliary.
Awoyale (1974:18)** disagrees with this view and concludes without justifying
his claim that "there is no entity maan in Yoruba but maa and n".
Some writers even believe that the progressive aspect is not marked in the
language. For instance, Dalphinis (1985:87-88)**, after giving the following
sentences as examples from Yoruba:
Yoruba:
eni mu [sic] lo si oja - "Today I'm going to market' i.e.
literally "today I'm in the
process of going to market"
ola mu [sic] lo si oja - "Tomorrow I'll go to market' i.e.
literally "tomorrow I'm in the
process of going to market"
ano mu [sic] lo si oja - "Yesterday I went to market' i.e.
literally "yesterday I'm in the
process of going to market'
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concludes that "... it is the progressive aspect rather than time which is the
standard by which the 'action' of the verb is judged; it could be 'today,
yesterday or tomorrow', ... in ... Yoruba one can say: 'I'm in the process of
going to market' - the verb does not change its form nor the personal pronoun
its shape with any change along a time-scale".
Bamgbose (1963:144)** also classifies what Oyelaran regards as the perfect
marker in Yoruba as the perfective marker. Abraham (1958:639)** regards this
same item as the past tense marker in the language. Amuda (1986:199-200)
also makes the following remarks about what he regards as the Yoruba Tense
and Aspect Systems:
The tense system of Yoruba has two terms: simple and
perfective. The simple tense has five positive and four negative
sub-terms. The positive sub-terms include: future, conditional,
continuative, habitual, and unmarked. The unmarked tense,
whether in the positive or negative, is made up of past and
present or neutral. The perfective is also made up of the same
number of sub-terms as in the simple tense. The only difference
is the occurrence of the perfective marker t| "have" with each of
the sub-terms in the perfective. Unlike English, Yoruba has no
affixes with base forms of the verbs for deriving past tense such
as the -ed or the third person singular form.
As no examples are given, it is not clear to us how Amuda's simple tense
terms can be realized in the language. His perfective term is the same as that
of Bamgbose noted above.
We also have some misgivings about the accuracy of the use of such terms as
durative, terminative, ingressive etc. by Awobuluyi (1967)** and Odunuga
(1982)** for some subcategories of aspect in the language. Studies have
shown that these terms do not refer to aspectual subcategories. Rather, they
are elements of what is often referred to in literature as "Mode of Action
(=Aktsionsart in German)" (Nehl 1978:49). In Safarewicz's (1974:328) opinion,
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"they are nothing else but certain features of the vocabulary; they do not form
any grammatical category" and Nehl (1978:49) warns that the description of
aspect should "not be confounded with" such terms.
Apart from the controversies noted above, a greater weakness of all the
previous works which have anything to do with any aspect of perfect and the
imperfective is their failure to take the trouble to discuss their forms and
contents in detail. Our concern in the remaining part of this chapter, then, is
to account for some of the discrepancies mentioned above. We begin with the
imperfective.
3.4. The Imperfective Aspect in Yoruba
Comrie (1976:24-25)** takes the imperfective aspect as referring "to the
internal temporal structure of a situation, viewing a situation from within". He
also identifies two different types of imperfective (IMPFV henceforth) in
languages - one in which IMPFV is realized as a single subcategory of aspect
and the other in which IMPFV itself could still be divided into other
subcategories. The Yoruba IMPFV belongs to the second class. It differs,
however, from Comrie's (1976:25)** classification shown in (32) (i) in that there






















3.4.1. The Progressive Aspect
Ljung (1980:27) regards the progressive aspect as "a special imperfective
construction which allows us to view a dynamic, non-state predicate 'from
within' without losing its dynamic character". Various other writers (see
especially Fleet 1979:14; Dahl 1985:91) claim that the progressive aspect
regards an activity not only as durative or continuous but essentially as
on-going. Edgren (1985:74) is very particular about the importance of
'on-goingness' to a proper description of the progressive aspect. According to
her, progressiveness is a subdivision of imperfectivity, the basic function of
which is to mark action as going on, "with the added feature of non-stativity".
She then adds that "ongoing activity does not necessarily mean continuous
activity". The item that performs these types of functions in Yoruba and so
could be said to mark the progressive aspect in the language is n. It has a
suppletive maa, which replaces it after modal verbs and in imperative
constructions. Both items are exemplified in the following sentences:
(33) (i) Mo n na Ade
I PROG hit Ade
"I am hitting Ade"
(ii) Maa I9
PROG go
"Start to go (now)"
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(iii) Mo le maa na Ade
I M PROG beat Ade
"I can start hitting Ade"
Apart from the examples in (33), Oyelaran (1982a:45) also states that this
suppletive form of n also occurs "before (a certain n) in a modal construction"
and after the NEG. As examples are not given, we can only guess that it is the
occurrence of maa together with n in such constructions as 0 maa n j£ og£dg
"He usually eats bananas" that he is referring to. If this is the case, we doubt
the correctness of this view. Our claim here is very much in line with the one
made by Oke (1969:440-449)** who, with convincing evidence, shows that
maari is a polymorphemic word used in the language to mark Habitual Aspect.
Some writers do not accept Oke's argument. The question they often ask is
that if ma'arf is the habitual aspect marker, why are its functions often taken
over by the progressive marker as in cf n l£ which, depending on the context,
could be given a progressive reading, glossed by "He is going" or a habitual
reading, "He usually goes". Because the progressive could be so used, they
argue that both the progressive and the habitual aspects should be classified
as one.
We find this argument difficult to accept because habitual readings of the
progressive in some contexts are common in many languages of the world.
These readings are not, in any way, used as points against the establishment of
the imperfective subcategories of progressive and habitual in such languages,
especially if evidence that they are distinct can be provided.
In English, for example, Bennet (1981:21) says that some habitual interpretation
of the progressive is possible when the progressive is given a non-reportive
reading. Hence, "John is running", according to him,
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... is true at interval of time I if and only if I is a moment of
time and there exists an interval of time I' (possibly constrained
in some ways by the context) such that I is included in I' but is
not an endpoint for I' and John is in the extension of run with
respect to a CLOSED interval of time MANY times each @ in I',
where @ is some measure of length of time, like week, which is
vague.
Blansitt (1975:2) also distinguishes between the generic and non-generic
readings of the progressive. While the former is used to refer to an action "in
progress", the latter is usually used in a restricted habitual construction.
Mufwene (1984:41) refers to this habitual use of the progressive as "the
habituative extension of the progressive".
As this discussion shows, some habitual reading of the progressive is not
peculiar to Yoruba. To account for the habitual use of the progressive, one can
propose a habitual subcategory for the language and "distinguish between a
metalinguistic (and perhaps universal) (sub)category of progressive and the
progressive form" (Freed 1979:15 quoting Comrie) in Yoruba of which the range
of the latter is wider than the former. This suggestion becomes tenable when
one notes many examples where both the progressive and the habitual
contrast. An example of such contrasts is given in (34).
(34) (i) Om gbe
"It is/was becoming dry"
(ii) 6 maa n gb§
"It usually becomes/became dry"
(Quoted from Awobuluyi 1966:265)
In (34), the progressive cannot be given any habitual reading, nor can the
habitual marker be given a progressive reading. Examples of these types of
sentences which abound in the language call for a progressive/habitual
distinction.
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It will be recalled that "ongoingness" has been established as the most
important property central to the use of progressive aspect. Most Yoruba
writers do not give this property the prominent treatment it deserves when
discussing the progressive aspect in the language. They often lay emphasis on
the durativity of the action expressed by the verb with which the progressive
marker cooccurs. Most of them even drop the term "progressive" and adopt the
term "durative" while discussing the item we have identified as the progressive
marker. Dahl's (1985:91)** comment on this is that "The label 'durative' for
PROG, ... is misleading in that it gives the impression that PROG is used in
contexts where duration of a process is stressed". Hence, while "PROG naturally
occurs with punctual temporal reference" in (35) (i), it is generally avoided in
(35) (ii) (a).
(35) (i) Ni iwoyi ^na', o si n na Olu
In this time yesterday, he still PROG hit Olu
"By this time yesterday, he was still hitting Olu"
(ii) (a) ?d ii kgrin fun wakati m^ta
He PROG sing for hour three
"He was singing for three hours"
(b) CJ kgrin fun wak&ti m^ta
He sing for hour three
"He sang for three hours"
Edgren (1985:74) shares Dahl's view.
At a first glance, it may look as if Awobuluyi's treatment of what he regards as
'durative' is very much in line with the view of the progressive expressed by
these two writers. This claim becomes stronger if one notes the following
comments made by him on his idea of durativity. First, he defines the
subcategory as indicating "action occurring through time" which, depending on
the context, "may be interpreted as either continuous or habitual" (Awobuluyi
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1966:262)**. He then goes on to add that:
The durative does not cooccur with such
adverbials of time as "three hours', 'a whole
day' etc. Thus, one does not say in Yoruba:
♦bcpla rf fe iipf fun WAkAti m^ta
"Bola aspect-marker do work for three hours"
i.e. "Bola works for three hours"
but
«■ \ / / \
b<jla ^e i^e fun WAKATI M1JETA
"Bola worked for three hours"
without a durative aspect marker. In view of
this, our term "durative' is for the present
account not likely to signify more than the
feature that is common to habitual and
continuous action (Awobuluyi 1966:284, n. 93)**.
(our capitalisation)
From the above quotation one could deduce that the feature common to both
the habitual and the continuous is the non-collocability with the type of
adverbials of time capitalized in the quotation. But a look at Awobuluyi's
discussion on 'durative' shows that most of the examples used can cooccur
with the adverbials of time noted in his examples. Almost all his examples
with habitual marker take these adverbs freely. So, whereas a sentence with a
progressive marker, as the one in Awobuluyi's quotation, is not acceptable,
sentences of the type in (36) are:
(36) O maa n fun wakati meta lojumg
He HAB do work for hour three in one day
"He usually works for three hours a day"
So, with (36), we are saying that the claim made by Awobuluyi in the above
quotation, applies to the progressive (or what he calls the continuous) aspect
alone. Thus, the collocability or the non-collocability of the progressive and
the habitual with these types of adverbials of time serves as another valid
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ground for our wanting to distinguish the habitual from the progressive aspect.
3.4.2. Dynamic - Stative
Another important feature ascribed to the progressive by Edgren is the
non-stativity feature. By this is meant that the use or non-use of the
progressive depends on the type of verb with which it cooccurs. Various
writers have expressed this claim in various ways. According to Lyons
(1966:222), "the notional categories of action and state are relevant to the
classification of verb ... for the purpose of generating well-formed sentences".
Though Comrie uses the term 'situation' as a cover term for state, event or
process, his remark that "in discussing aspect it is often necessary to refer to
the differences between states, events, processes etc." (Comrie 1976:13)** is
very much in line with Lyons' observation. To most Yoruba linguists, the
progressive naturally cooccurs with the dynamic verbs. But does this mean
that the progressive cannot occur with the stative in the language?
The following comments are noted in the literature. In Ajeigbe's (1979:16)**
opinion, the stative verbs in the language can cooccur with all tense markers.
His examples are:
y S f \ y \ y y
(37) (a) Ade ti buru ri jjugb^n ko buru mcp
Ade have been wicked before but not wicked again
"Ade has been wicked in the past but he is no
longer wicked"
(b) Ojo yxo ga to Ade ni ydun yi
Ojo shall tall equal Ade in year this
"Ojo will be as tall as Ade this year"
As he does not state whether the progressive is one of the tense markers and
as the examples given to justify his claim do not include the progressive, his
view on the cooccurrence of the stative verbs and the progressive is not clear
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to us.
Oyelaran (1982a:37), ori the other hand, states clearly that when the stative
verb (he uses the term "verbs of perception") takes the progressive marker, (he
also calls this "imperfective marker") "the only permissible reading is iteration,
since reference to situation-internal time would be nonsensical".
In as much as we agree with Oyelaran that the progressive can occur with
stative verbs for iterative purpose, we are also of the opinion that reference
can still be made to the situation-internal time of such verbs. A look at the
sentences in (38) shows that, with the presence of the progressive marker,
apart from the fact that the verbs are iterated or itensified, the speaker is also
focussing on the properties of states that resemble those of events (Smith
1983:498).
(38) (i) Mo n gbc^n si i
I PROG wise more it
"I am becoming wiser"
(ii) Mo if gbp Yoruba si i
I PROG hear Yoruba more it
"My knowledge of Yoruba is improving"
(iii) O n jo baba re si i lojoojumcp
He PROG resemble father his more it everyday
"He gets more like his father every day"
The verb in the individual sentence has now been given the dynamism of an
event. Hence one is able to perceive not only the internal structures of the
situation, but also successions of stages which are located on a continuum.
Thus, the stative verbs: gbpn "to be wise", gbQ "to hear", j£ "to resemble" are
now seen to be involved in some changes "from one stage to the other" (Smith
1983:483).
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Smith's view is very much in line with Mufwene's (1984:35) notion of the
progressive "as a kind of quantifier" which (i) converts events expected to be
punctual into longer-lasting, even if transient, states of affairs (ii) conversely
converts those states of affairs expected to last long [lexical statives] to
shorter-lasting/transient states of affairs (iii) simply presents those verbs
whose denotations are neutral with regards to duration as in process/in
[transient] duration, though duration is expected of statives.
These observations lead us to the conclusion that, though it is natural for the
progressive to occur with dynamic verbs, it also occurs with the stative verbs
in the language. When this happens, just as in other languages, such stative
verbs are treated as dynamic verbs.
3.4.3. The Progressive in Imperative Constructions
The occurrence of the progressive aspect in the Yoruba imperative
constructions merits some mention in this work. Apart from the notion of
futurity (which is often explained in pragmatic terms) only a progressive
reading can be given to an imperative. This principle also applies to Yoruba,
but in a rather peculiar manner. Observe the following non-progressive


















All the three non-progressive imperatives are matched with the progressive
ones. We think there are two ways in which the frequent occurrence of the
progressive in the imperatives in the language can be explained. First, the
progressive marker cooccurs obligatorily with some verbs. So, the question of
whether the verbs are used declaratively, imperatively or interrogatively does








o rf' b<J> ?
Q you PROG come









Second, just as it does elsewhere, the progressive "allows the speaker to tell
the addressee, not merely to do something, but to be in the process of doing it
at some particular moment" (Davies 1986:15-16).
(41) (i) Sg g ki n to de
Say it that I before arrive
"Say it before my arrival"
(ii) Maa sg 9 ki n t6 de
PROG say it that I before arrive
"Start saying it before my arrival"
(41) (i) does not require the type of action in progress required in (41) (ii).
It should be noted too that just as in the declarative sentence, the progressive
can also be given an habitual interpretation. But this can only be possible in a
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positive construction. In a negative construction, the progressive is quite








"Do not eat" (for prog)
Ma maa jfun
"Do not eat (at all)" (for Hab)
Thus, the distinct habitual and progressive negative imperative constructions
also stand as another valid ground for our proposed subcategories of Habitual
and Progressive in the language.
3.4.4. The Progressive and the Locative Expressions in Yoruba
Few linguists will deny the fact that there are striking parallels in many
unrelated languages between the locative and the progressive expressions. In
some languages, the claim is that it is not only possible to give examples to
show the semantic relationship of these two expressions but to show that the
syntactic markers of such expressions are connected. While there is a fairly
general agreement on the first claim, opinion still differs as to whether the
progressive-locative connection should be extended to the syntactic form.
In his discussion on the Yoruba Verbal System, Welmers (1973:313-315)**
applies this localist theory to the Yoruba progressive. His conclusion is that
the Yoruba progressive is not only semantically similar to the locative but that
both share the same form. Comrie (1976:101)**, on the other hand, while not
denying that some progressive-locative connections exist in the language,
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notes that there "is a slight difference between the progressive and the strictly
locative constructions ..." marked by n and nf respectively.
In this section, we shall provide further evidence to support Comrie that if a
strong case can be made for a semantic resemblance between the progressive
and the locative expressions in Yoruba, the same cannot be extended to their
syntactic forms.
First, we would like to challenge the claim that both nt the locative marker, and
n, the progressive marker, have [ as their allomorph (Comrie 1976:101)**.
The progressive marker in the language always occurs before consonants. This
is because the item occurs only before other items with [+V] feature and items
with this feature have initial consonants. This is not to say that one cannot
give examples in which the progressive marker can occur before a vowel. A
loanword, ci?uo "assure", which is realized as a verb in the language, is one of
such examples. Even with such an example, our claim that the progressive
marker does not have an allomorph I still holds. For example, whereas in place
of nf, the locative marker in (43) (i), the allomorph [ can be used as in (43) (ii),
the use of I in place of the progressive marker n is not possible as shown in
(43) (iii) and (iv).
(43) (i) Mo ri Olu ni ana
(ii) Mo ri Olu lanaa
I saw Olu in yesterday
"I saw Olu yesterday"
(iii) Mo n a$u9 r$
(iv) *Mo lasu9 r£
I PROG assure him
"I am giving him some assurance"
This shows that even if there is a possibility of a vowel initialled verbal item in
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the language, the use of the allomorph | for the progressive marker will still
not be possible.
Our second point concerns the possible source of the progressive marker.
Welmers' (1973:314)** suggestion on this is that a possible "relationship
between rf and nf" should be strongly considered. In his opinion, the
progressive marker, n, must have resulted from the deletion of the vowel in the
locative marker m. Our observation of the language in use does not support a
locative derivational source for the progressive marker. Rather, what we notice
is that the possible source of the progressive is the item mC as in (44), which
is still being used in the Ife and Ijebu dialects of Yoruba and of which no
morphological relationship can be established between it and the locative
marker.
(44) Mo mi I9
I PROG go
"I am going"
The importance of "systematic comparison between ... dialects" for
reconstructing earlier diachronic stages of a language in "Africa, where early
records are hardly available" has been emphasized by Heine and Reh (1984:90).
While discussing the source of the Yoruba syllabic nasal, Oyelaran (1983b)
provides some examples to show that nasal syllabics, such as the progressive
marker, are derived from vowels. According to him, n^ the progressive marker
in standard Yoruba is derived from mc the progressive marker in Ife and Ijebu
dialects, through the following processes. The item mf deletes its initial
consonant, "particularly when, preceded in the utterance by another item with a
major syntactic function, the consonant finds itself in an intervocalic position"
(Oyelaran 1983b:18). After the deletion, the front high vowel which then
"constitutes the syllable by itself" is replaced by a homorganic nasal syllabic.
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Oyelaran then goes on to discuss the differences between nasal syllabics and
syllabic nasals which do not concern us here. What is relevant is that in
Oyelaran's opinion, what we start with is (45).
( 45 ) ( i ) Mo mi' lcp
I PROG go
"I am going"
(ii) Mo mi bo
I PROG come
"I am coming"
From (45), after the deletion of the intervocalic consonant, we have (46) where
the high front vowel becomes stranded:
(46) (i) Mo l I9
I PROG go
"I am going"
( i i ) Mo 1 b<j
I PROG come
"I am coming"
An homorganic nasal then replaces the stranded high nasal vowel to give (47):




(11) Mo m bg
I PROG come
"I am coming"
That the above suggestion by Oyelaran adequately captures the source of the
progressive marker in standard Yoruba is supported by the fact that in the Ekiti
dialect of Yoruba, the high nasal vowel in (46) is not replaced by a homorganic
nasal. In such dialects, instead of the replacement that takes place in (47),
what we have is the assimilation of the nasal vowel as shown in (48):
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(48) (i) M| 9 19
I PROG go
"I am going"
( i i ) M^ ^ b£>
I PROG come
"I am coming"
Oyelaran (1983b:12) also gives examples to show how a nasal syllabic can be
derived from the the locative expression ni. First we have (49) (i) from which
(49) (ii) is derived through contraction. An intervocalic consonant deletion takes
place in (49) (ii) to yield (49) (iii) where we also have a stranded nasal vowel.
Finally, the high front vowel is replaced by a nasal to give (49) (iv).
(49) (i) Mo wa ni ile
I be in house
"I am at home"
(ii) Mo wa nfle
I be in house
"I am at home"
(iii) Mo wa 1 le
I be in house
"I am at home"
(iv) Mo wa nle
I be in house
"I am at home"
The examples in (50) show quite clearly that, though both the locative and the
progressive markers can be homophonous as in (47) (i) and (49) (iv), their
sources are different (All examples are taken from Oyelaran (1983b)):
V \ % \ \ \ f ..X
(50) (1) Igba n mo y^go < Igba ti mo yegp
Time which I lift mask
"When I carry the mask" (p. 6).
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(ii) lie n kg ? < lie si k<^
Home be ?
"How is home ?" (p. 8)
(111) Bi onpa o pa < bi opipa o pa
If the plower NEG plow
"If the plower fails to plow"
(iv) Ki ni onky d ko ? < Ki ni okikcj o ko ?
What (FOC) harrower will harrow ?
"What will the harrower harrow ?" (p. 7)
(v) Ajinde < Ajidide
"Resurrect ion"
For clarity, the derivations in the above examples are shown in (51):
/ /
(51) (l) nmo<timo
( ii ) if kg < sf kp
(iii) cinpa < opipa
(iv) onkcp < okikp
(v) nde < d\de
From the above examples, one can conclude that the apparent homophonous
forms of both the locative and the progressive markers should not deceive one
into arguing that the latter derives from the former. For such derivation, what
is often suggested is a deletion of the vowel in the locative marker. But as
Oyelaran (1983b) has convincingly argued, mere deletion of vowels cannot
explain the derivation taking place in (51). So, while a link between the
progressive markers in Ife, Ekiti, Ijebu and the standard Yoruba is very easy to
prove with Oyelaran's account, there is no non-ad hoc means by which one
can establish a link between these markers and the locative marker. Such ad
hoc rules will most likely postulate vowel deletion for the standard Yoruba
✓ /
progressive marker i.e. "n" < "ni", a consonant deletion and an assimilation for
/ /
the Ekiti variety i.e. "i" < "ni" and the conversion of the bilabial nasal to
alveolar for the Ijebu and Ife dialect varieties i.e. "ml" < "n{". With such rules,
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the generalization that is noted in Oyelaran's account will be lost. Apart from
this, such rules will still need to go further to account for the individual items
in (51).
Comrie (1975:90) rejects Anderson's proposal of an absolute identity for the
locative and the progressive markers in Welsh on the ground that both do not
respond to mutation and elision in the same way. From the above examples,
we conclude that a formal relationship parallel to the semantic identity
established for the locative and the progressive cannot be justified in Yoruba.
First, they do not share the same allomorph as is often claimed. Second,
anyone who attempts to link the progressive marker, n, with the locative
marker ru will still need to account for the progressive markers in Ife, Ijebu and
Ekiti (which have a great deal in common with their Standard Yoruba
counterpart). Third, one would also have to account for other items in the
language which are derived through the same process.
3.5. The Yoruba Habitual Aspect
The habitual aspect is regarded as "describing a situation which is
characteristic of an extended period of time, so extended in fact that the
situation referred to is viewed not as an incidental property of the moment but,
precisely as a characteristic feature of a whole period" (Comrie 1976:27-28)**.
The notion of "extended period" as used in the above definition is conceptual
rather than linguistic hence, Comrie (1976:27)** warns that habituality should
not be confused with iterativity. According to him, "the mere repetition of a
situation is not sufficient for that situation to be referred to by a specific
habitual ... form". The reason for this is that "a situation can be referred to by a
habitual form without there being any iterativity at all" (Comrie 1976:27). In
support of this view, Dahl (1985:97)** adds that "the difference between 'once'
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and 'twice' or even 'seven times' is almost totally irrelevant to HAB". With
these two writers' view of habitual, one can conclude that sentences such as
(52) are not in any way habitual.
(52) (i) cf I9 si oko pup? ni esi
He go to farm plenty in last year
"He went to the farm many times last
year"
(ii) 0 I9 si oko n' ogpruun igba ni esi
He go to farm in hundred times in last year
"He went to the farm a hundred times last
year"
Rather, what actually marks the habitual aspect in the language is the
polymorphemic word maa n. What the use of this item in any sentence
indicates is that the action expressed "took place in the majority of those
occasions" (Dahl 1985:97) indicated or understood in the sentence. Thus the
item, as used in (53), refers to indefinite individual occasions when the action
takes place.
(53) 6 maa n I9
He HAB go
"He usually goes"
The notion of an indefinite occurrence of an action credited to the habitual
aspect does not mean that it could be interpreted as denoting the same notion
with such adverbials of time as nfgba gbogbo "every time". That the
appendage ?ugbgn nf ppkpokan, 6 maa n w£ a?Q funfun "but once in a while,
he puts on white clothes" is possible with (54) (i) but not with (54) (ii) brings
this out clearly.
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(54) (i) O maa n W9 asg dudu, ^ugbtpn ni e^kcjpkan,
He HAB wear clothes black, but in one one time,
o maa n wcp a§cp funfun
He HAB wear clothes white
"He usually puts on black clothes but once in a
while he puts on white"
(ii) *d mia ri' W9 a^9 dudu nigba gbogbo, ^ugbijn ni
He PROG wear clothe black in time all, but in
<|£k&^kan, 6 maa rf W9 a§9 funfun
in one one time, he HAB wear clothe white
"He is always putting on black clothes but once
in a while, he puts on white"
Despite the fact that there is no controversy on the notion of the habitual
aspect as defined above, the form in which the subcategory is realized in the
language is still a subject of dispute. To most Yoruba scholars, the
subcategory does not exist. To some few others, only some Yoruba speakers
use it, "other speakers use the n form (the progressive marker) freely in both
senses" (Comrie 1976:101 quoting Rowlands)**. The only Yoruba scholar who
has given an unqualified support for the postulation of the subcategory in the
language is Oke (1969:440-448)**. One of the reasons he gives for regarding
the habitual as a distinct subcategory from the progressive is that the
distribution of the habitual is quite different from that of the progressive.
According to him, whereas verbs such as wa "to come" and wa "to be" cannot
be immediately preceded by the progressive, they occur with the habitual quite
freely. Examples are:
/ / / /




.... -/ / s v
(11) O maa n wa ni ib^
He HAB be in there
"He is usually there"
( iii ) *<6 n Wei
He PROG come
He is coming
( iv) *o' n wa9
He PROG be
"He is being"
On the other hand, verbs, such as b£ "to come" and bg "to be", are not also
immediately preceded by the habitual markers. Examples are:
( 56) ( i ) *0' maa n b$
He HAB come
"He usually comes"
( i i ) *o' maa n bf
He HAB be
"He is usually existing"
(iii) cf n b$
He PROG come
"He is on his way"
( iv) o' n bf n' ib|
He PROG be in there
"He is there"
These examples, according to Oke, show that the Progressive and Habitual
markers have different distributions.
Our previous discussion will have shown that we are very much in support of
Oke's view that there should be a distinct Habitual subcategory of Aspect in
the language. One may then wonder why the opinions of the Yoruba
grammarians differ on the status of the Habitual subcategory of Aspect in the
language.
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The main reason for this divided view can be traced to the fact that both the
Habitual and the Progressive share the same variant forms. Hence, the
sentence in (57) has two interpretations which the negations in (58) clearly
distinguish:
(57) Maa e
(a) Start to do it (right now)
(b) Continue to do it (henceforth)"
(58) (a) Ma $e e
NEG do it
"Don't do it (now)"
(b) Ma mcfa |e e
NEG HAB do it
"Do not do it (henceforth)
While (58) (a) negates the Progressive, the Habitual can be negated only as in
(58) (b). Most linguists who do not consider examples such as (57) and (58) or
the ones given by Oke in (55)-(56) or the ones we have given earlier on in (34)
often conclude that maa rf and nrtcfa are the contextual realizations of the
Progressive.
We hope that enough has been said here to show that the Habitual to which
almost all Yoruba scholars give a notional recognition, needs to be formally
distinguished from the Progressive.
3.6. Phase System in Yoruba
In the previous sections of this chapter, we have been able to show how the
Yoruba speakers indicate whether the action expressed by the verb is an
indivisible unity or one that is in progress. In the first case, the action is
represented as a clear-cut fact while in the second, the action is represented
as having no clear limit. The first case is achieved in the language by the use
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of the perfective marker and the second is achieved by the use of the markers
of the imperfective subcategories.
King (1983) discusses the grammatical categories from the relational point of
view. First, he defines orientation "as that semantic notion which allows the
speaker to express an ordering relationship for the reported situation". He then
classifies the types of ordering relationship into two - the primary form and
the relational form. He classifies both the perfective and the imperfective as
the primary form. By the primary form he means that they do not express any
orientation and that no ordering relationship is involved in the action they
depict. The relational form on the other hand relates one situation to another.
Having discussed how some of the primary forms are expressed in Yoruba, we
will now go on to show how the Yoruba speakers relate one situation-token to
another situation-token in an utterance-situation10. This relationship is shown
by what Thrane (1983:188) regards as the Phase. Thrane defines Phase as "the
category which enables H (the hearer) to identify a particular S-token of a
certain type in terms of its sequential order relative to some other S-token".
The item that is used in the language to show such a relationship is t[
"has/have/had". This item, as we have discussed above, has been analysed
either as a past tense marker or a perfective marker.
According to Thrane (1983:189), "the basic semantic function of Phase is such
that it will allow valid inferences to be drawn from it in the direction of both
Tense and Aspect" but whereas the two latter categories are concerned with
matters of time, the former is concerned with space. For example, in (59), the
Phase marker t| "has" only indicates the sequential ordering of the S-tokens
involved relative to the Utterance-situation.
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(59) 0/ ti I9 ki a to 6 de
He PH go before we equal INF come
"He had left before our arrival"
The Phase marker in (59) does not say where the entities are at any absolute
sense. What it states is that "the entities are arranged relative to one another
along a single spatial dimension" (Thrane 1983:188).
King (1983:147) uses the term "relational form" for this marker. The reason is
that, in term of orientation, what the marker does is to relate two S-tokens to
each other relative to the utterance situation. The Utterance-situation is not
fixed in any way. Thus, (60) (i) can be read either as (60) (ii) or (60) (iii)
depending on the nature of the Utterance-situation.
(60) (i) o' ti lo
He PH go
"He has gone"
(ii) cf ti I9 (O fun un l6wo ni y^n)
He PH go (He give him money is that)
"He has gone (He must have given him some money)
(iii) 0 ti 19 (O' f| f fun un ldwo ni y^n)
He PH go (He want INF give him in money
is that)
"He has gone (that means he wants to give
him some money)
It will be noted that the "sequentiality of the anterior S-token" (Thrane
1983:188) in (60) (ii) has undergone some subtle changes in (60) (iii). This
change, according to Thrane, shows that Phase is essentially concerned with
sequence and only inferentially with time.
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3.6.1. Tense, Aspect and Phase
With the notion of Phase as described above, the reason why its marker has
been analysed either as a past tense marker or as a perfective marker can now
be explained. Tense has been defined as "the category which enables H (the
Hearer) to identify a particular S-token in terms of its temporal occurrence
relative to the deictic centre of the Utterance-situation" (Thrane 1983:188).
With this definition, it becomes clear why two sequentially arranged S-tokens
are given some temporal cooccurrence attributes. Before two S-tokens can be
sequentially ordered, "they both have to be 'there' at the same time" (Thrane
1983:189). What time does in such circumstances is to impose some direction
on the sequential order of the S-tokens. The mere mention of the terms
'anterior', 'posterior', 'after' and 'before' while defining Phase shows that time
has to impose some directionality on the sequential order. It is because of this
linguistic encoding of sequential order that some Yoruba scholars inaccurately
regards the item t[ "has" as a past tense marker.
The past tense, in the languages in which it occurs, is regarded as simply
stating that a given situation obtained before the Utterance-situation without
any reference to overt orientation. The item h does not function in this way.
Rather, what it only indicates is the sequentiality of S-tokens. In our opinion, it
is the notion of one S-token being anterior to another that the advocates of
the past tense analysis of the item ti "has" regard as tense.
If we now turn to the perfective, what we note is that Phase also draws some
Aspectual meaning especially from this sub-category of Aspect. Aspect is
taken as "a category which enables H to identify a particular S-token in term of
its internal temporal structure" (Thrane 1983:188). For two S-tokens to be
considered to be sequential, one must have been perceived as either 'complete'
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or 'finished'. Since the notion of perfective denotes a situation viewed in its
entirety, it is not surprising that the perfective and the Phase are often
confused with each other. The confusion stems from the 'complete' notion
which Phase partially shares with the perfective.
3.6.2. The Phase as a Relational form
Phase, as we have stated, is by orientation a relational form. It does not refer
to any particular S-token but relates one S-token to another. Both the
perfective and the imperfective subcategories, on the other hand, are regarded
as primary forms, the reason being that no sequential ordering of any S-token
is made by them. They can both cooccur with the Phase.
When the perfective cooccurs with the Phase in an S-token, it views such an
S-token in its entirety and orders it sequentially relative to the
Utterance-situation. When the Phase cooccurs with the progressive, it
indicates that what is ordered sequentially relative to the Utterance-situation is
the middle of the said S-token. Finally, the Phase marker cooccurs with the
Habitual marker to indicate that an indefinite occurrence of S-tokens is ordered
sequentially relative to the Utterance-situation. Examples are:
(61) (i) PERFECTIVE AND PHASE
Olu u ti I9 ki Ojo t6 o de
Olu HTS PH go before Ojo equal INF come
"Olu had left before Ojo's arrival"
(ii) PROGRESSIVE AND PHASE
0' ti n I9 ki a ttf o' de
He PH PROG before we equal INF come
"He was leaving when we arrived"
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(iii) HABITUAL AND PHASE
d ti maa n 1q ki £ 16 6
He PH HAB go before we equal INF come
"He usually leaves before our arrival"
3.7. Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed some of the functions of some Yoruba
Auxiliary Verbs. We examined the two main works on the High Tone Syllable
(HTS). The first identifies the HTS as the non-future tense marker. The second
classified the item as a Definitizer. We adduced several structural and
semantic reasons why the HTS should not be assigned to any of these
functions. Basing our discussion on the cross-linguistic definition of perfective,
we gave evidence to show that the HTS marks this subcategory of Aspect in
the language.
We then proceed to discuss the imperfective. Following Comrie (1976), we
suggested two subcategories of the imperfective for the language - the
Progressive and the Habitual. We discussed the source of the former and
briefly noted its high frequency in both the imperative and stative
constructions.
We then contested the classification of the item b "has" either as a past tense
marker or as a perfective marker. We suggested that the item should be
regarded as the relational Phase marker in the language.
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Notes and References to Chapter 3
1. Awobuluyi uses segmental phonemes of standard Yoruba in
his examples. In this work, all examples quoted from his
work would be rewritten orthographically.
2. The use of the term 'definite' here is different from the one
earlier introduced by Awobuluyi (1966:260). Awobuluyi's
'definite tense' is either interpreted as past or present
depending on the type of verb. Oyelaran's use of 'definite'
has nothing to do with tense.
3. The effect the HTS has on the preceding noun has been
given a detailed discussion by Pulleyblank (1986:118-123)**.
4. Ducrot and Todorov (1981:307) define aspect in terms of
process and topic. According to them, aspect concerns "the
relationships between the period that is the topic of the
utterance and the one in which the process is situated".
The process "is the action or the qualification expressed by
the subject-predicate group" and the topic is "the period
the speaker is talking about". The perfective aspect is one in
which the process is internal to the period the speaker is
talking about, that is, to the topic". In the imperfective, "the
process is, at the very least, coextensive with the topic;
ordinarily, in fact, the former encompasses the latter".
5. Situation, as used by Smith, is neutral between event, state
etc. "Situation", according to her , "shows (among other
things) that sentences that talk about different types of
situation have consistent syntactic and semantic properties"
(Smith 1986:112 n2).
6. The view that an informant may fail to give the desired
information if not adequately instructed has once been
expressed by Rowlands (1964:1). According to him, "when a
'Lagos' informant was recently asked by me to give an
informal account (to be recorded on tape) of Yoruba naming
ceremonies, he began to speak in a rather formal way, using
the 'yio' future particle which is characteristic of many 'Oy?'
areas. After being stopped and told that what was wanted
was an informal talk in the sort of language that he would
use in talking to his friends or to his wife he made no
further use of the particle 'yio' but used instead the particle
'a'. The latter particle is much more widely used in speech
than its limited occurrence in written Yoruba would suggest,
because written Yoruba is still heavily influenced by the
language of the Bible translation, which favours the use of
'yio'.
7. In the field of language acquisition, Atkinson (1983)
recognizes two schools. The first "consists of people who
believe that the field is best approached by working with
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children. Members of this group are interested in what
children say, what they can understand, what is said to
them, and so on, and they see such data as vital to
understanding the nature of language" (Atkinson 1983:1).
The second school professes "a deep interest in child
language (but does) no work at all with children. Instead,
members of this group limit the application of their
energies to the study of the adult language, concentrating
on what has come to be known as 'the logical problem of
language acquisition'" (ibid). With the identification of these
two schools and as this work does not lay any claim to a
systematic study of language acquisition, the observation
noted here should be regarded as that of the second
school, though reinforced by the fact that the present writer
is a native speaker of the language. It should be noted
here too that we are not unaware that experiments have
shown that "in young children's growth of
tense-mastery:initially they use tense form for non-tense
distinctions, especially state/activity and
imperfective/perfectivity" (McCoard 1978:27, n12) but, as
Yoruba is a tenseless language, we doubt if there is a way
this could be tested in the language.
8. Awobuluyi's remark on the sentences is that "it is this
preverb, maa incidentally, which appears to be shared by
both the temporal and the aspectual subsystems, that led
us to the conclusion that the terms in the Yoruba temporal
subsystem should perhaps be definite and indefinite rather
than past, present and future" (p. 265). What is not clear
here is whether maa is the same both in form and function
in these sentences. See Zwicky's comments on this type of
situation in (23)-(26).
9. On wa nf [b£ "He is usually there" is possible but according
to Oke, the n form used is not a progressive marker. It is a
variant of the Habitual marker. We support this claim.
10. Thrane (1983:182) defines a situation as "a delimited
organization of entities between which specifiable relations
hold". In this definition, a situation is taken to be
language-independent. To link situations to linguistics, he
introduces the terms situation-token (S-token),
situation-type (S-type) and Utterance-situation (US) where
S-token stands for "a situation identified or identifiable in
terms of its actual occurrence in space and time", and
S-type stands for "a situation identified or identifiable in
terms of the relationship holding between the entities that
make up the situation" and the Utterance-situation as "a
particular type of actual occurrent situation, established in





In this chapter, we examine the meanings of the Yoruba Modal Verbs.
Modality/Mood, according to Chung and Timberlake (1985:241)
characterizes the actuality of an event by comparing the
event world(s) to a reference world, termed the actual world. An
event can simply be actual (more precisely, the event world is
identical to the actual world): an event can be hypothetically
possible (the event world is not identical to the actual world): the
event may be imposed by the speaker on the addressee: and so
on. Whereas there is basically one way for an event to be actual,
there are numerous ways that an event can be less than
completely actual.
These characteristics of Modality/Mood leads Chung and Timberlake to
conclude that the "internal complexity" (1985:241) of Modality/Mood is great.
Because of this noted internal complexity of Modality/Mood, our discussion
here will differ considerably from the previous one on Aspect and Phase and
the subsequent one on Negation. In our analysis, we shall make an extensive
use of a corpus data taken from Atoto Arere, a fictional narrative prose based
on some social shortcomings of the Nigerian Society. The novel is written by
Oladejo Okediji.
4.1.1. The use of the Corpus Data
The corpus data will be used:
(1) (a) For exemplificatory purposes to enable us
to provide an objective semantic
description of the use of the modal verbs
in the language.
(b) As a model for the invented examples that
we might need to exemplify some areas of
meanings which are not covered in the
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corpus.
4.1.2. Reasons for Taking Our Data from Atoto Are re
Our interest in using the corpus data taken from Atoto Arere stems from the
fact that:
(2) (a) The prose depicts not only real
characters but also reflects real life
experiences in some Nigerian cities.
(b) The prose is also one of those few
writings in Yoruba which adequately
represent the standard language as
described in Chapter 1. The dialectal
variation is minimal and most junctural
syllables are indicated.
4.2. Modal and Modality
Now that our choice for a data based analysis has been made clear, we should
say something about the Modal System itself. Modality is taken in this work as
a semantic label used to denote notions like possibility, permission, obligation
etc. that alter in some ways the neutral semantic value of a clause or a
sentence. Modals are the auxiliary verbs which denote different kinds of
modality. They are used to modify declarative and factual statements. Modal
meaning has to do with the speaker's attitude towards what he says or the
degree of his commitment to his utterances. A modal sentence or utterance,
therefore, is one in which the truth of the predication is subject to some
contingency or modification. The modal verbs with which we shall be
concerned are yoo "will", le "can" and gbQdQ "must"1.
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4.2.1. Some Comments on nf lati-
4.2.1.1. Introduction
It has been suggested that the so-called periphrastic item nf lati- "have to" is a
modal verb (Oyelaran 1982a:17) and that the item is a stylistic variant of gbpd$
"must" (Welmers 1973:341-342)**. In what follows, we shall take a critical look
at these two suggestions and show, first, that the differences in meaning
between the so-called periphrastic nf lati- "have to" and gbpdp "must" are
considerable and, second, that the so-called periphrastic item is not a modal
verb.
4.2.1.2. The Periphrastic nf lati—
Welmers quotes Elimelech (in a footnote) as saying that while "elderly people,
whose contact with English has been minimal" use gb^dp "must", other Yoruba
speakers use nf |at| "have to". What we understand from Elimelech's claim is
that both gbpdp "must" and nf lati- "have to" have the same semantic
interpretation. The only difference between the two items being that nf lati—
"have to", in addition to the basic meaning it shares with gbfldp "must" also
reflects a quantity of formal education which the speaker/writer wants to show.
To test Elimelech's claim, we examine the use of the item nf Iciti- "have to" in
Atot6 Arere. As a data taken from a prose narrative written by someone
whose contact with English is considerable, one would expect nf lat| "have to"
to occur more than gbpdp "must". What we find is the contrary, as shown
below:
Total Sample %
ni lati "have to" & gbpdp "must" 117 100
gb6d$ "must" 92 79
ni lati "have to" 25 21
In addition, we note that whereas gbridp "must" signals the commitment of the
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speaker to the truth of the proposition in which it occurs, the so-called
periphrastic item signals absence of commitment by the speaker. At best,
following Palmer (1983:209), the so-called periphrastic item can only be
regarded as a semi-modal. Even then, Palmer clearly distinguishes between a
modal and a semi-modal. The former is used in the modal component to lay an
obligation and to give permission while the latter is used in a proposition to
state that an obligation exists or that something is possible. Thus, whereas the
VP gb<)dQ ?e e "required/obliged to do it" in (3) (a) expresses the speaker's
commitment to the necessity or possibility, nf lati— "have to" occurs in a
categorical statement to indicate that something is necessary or possible.
(3) (a) O gbipdcp $e 4 "He is required/obliged to do it"
(b) cfnf lati 4 "It is necessary/possible that
he does it"
Witness that both nf lati— "have to" and gbgdQ "must" occur in the same frame
in (3). The importance of this is that any difference in meaning between the
two sentences is taken as the difference between the meaning contributed by
each of the two items to the sentence in which it occurs.
Using the same process of substitution, we also note that the meaning
negation adds to gbfldfo "must" is quite different from that of nf lati- "have to".
Negation with gbddq "must" always bears on the semantic content of the
proposition over which the item is predicated. The meaning of gbddQ "must"
itself is not altered. This means that ko gbc^dgi l£ is an "obligation not to go",
hence a "prohibition to go". It also negates the existence of a permission for, if
one "is forbidden to go" one is at the same time "not permitted to go". The
negative of nf iati-lQ is, on the other hand, not found in the areas of "obligation
not to go" rather, it expresses "absence of necessity to go".
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It may be argued that nf lati-VP is needed to negate the modality of gbpdg VP
just as "need" is used to negate "must" in English (Palmer 1979:26). Even if this
is the case, the fact still remains that "need" is not regarded as one of the
basic modals.
Other Examples
Some of the examples used by Binnick (1971) to distinguish between "will" and
"be going to" can also be used to distinguish nf lab "have to" from gbodQ
"must". Consider (4):
(4) (a) Mo fun alaisan ni oogun, o gbcpd^ wo 6 san
I give patient person in medicine, it must cure him
"I gave the medicine to the patient, it must cure him"
. ! . _ _ - / , / V \ / V V / / T /, • \ / \(b) Mo fun alaisan ni oogun, o ni lati-wo o san
I give sick person in medicine, it has in to cure him
"I gave the medicine to the sick, it should cure him"
Though (4) (a) and (b) communicate what could be regarded as causal
relationship, the implicational "if's" and "but's" noted in (a) are absent in (b). In
(a), the actuality of the assertion is assumed and the sentence implies a
certainty or a promise.
Also in relative clauses, both nf lati— "have to" and gbQdg "must" have different
referential possibilities. Consider (5) (a) and (b):
(5) (a) A§9 ti o gbcpdi? w9, o wa a I9
garment that he must wear, he look it go
"He has gone to look for the garment he must wear"
(b) ti 6 ni lati-w9, d wa a I9
garment that he has to wear, he look it go
"He has gone to look for the garment he has to wear"
Whereas gbQdQ "must" is referentially indefinite in the relative clause, nf lati-
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"have to" is referentially specific. In (b), reference is being made to a specific
garment whereas the reference in (a) is not specific. What is being said in (5)
(a) is that it is compulsory that he wears a garment. As shown in (6), an
attempt to make nf lati— "have to" indefinite leads to an unacceptable or a
questionable sentence.
(6) (a) Ayy ti o gbody wy, o wa a ko ri eyi ti o wu u
garment that he must wear, he look it neg he see one
that he like it
"He went in search of the garment he must wear but
he didn't find the one he liked"
(b) ?/*A§y ti o ni lati-wy, 6 via a ko ri eyi ti o wu u
Cloth that he has to wear, he look it NEG see one
that he like it
"He went in search of the garment he has to wear but
he didn't find the one he liked"
The above examples have shown that the differences between gb(^dQ "must"
and nf latj^ "have to" are considerable.
4.2.1.3. A look at ni lati-VP
On the other hand, if one takes a look at nf lati- and the following VP, one may
be able to make some suggestions as regards the true status of the item. The
composition of nf lati- is quite different from the modals. The item is made up
of three elements - (i) a verb rn "have", (ii) a preposition nf "in" and (iii) a
nominalizing prefix ati (see Fagborun 1985:14 n.3 and Yusuf 1986). The verb nf
"have" has a great deal in common with such verbs as f£ "want", to "enough"
and ?oro "difficult". This class of verbs is categorised by Awoyale
(1974:12-13)** as factive verbs which often take "infinitive without overt
complementizers".
For example, if we take the VP §e is£ "do work", the prefix ad can be used to
nominalize the VP to become ati-?e-i?q "manner/fact of doing work". This
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nominal, like all nominals in the language, can in turn be preceded by the
preposition n("\n" as in nfati-^e-i?^ "in the manner/fact of doing work". Yusuf
(1985:333)** posits that this nf "in" is "empty of any semantic content. Any
meaning attributed to it is nothing inherent but derives from our knowledge of
the NPs that follow it". This PP or "nf-NP construction" (to use Yusuf's terms)
can serve as object to the class of factive verbs mentioned above. Hence we
can have (7).
(7) (i) o'nl nl ati-^e-i$<f (i-e. ^ ni lati-^i^f)
He has in the manner/fact of working
"He has to work"
(ii) O f? ni' ati-^e-iff (i.e. cf ff ldTi-^i^d)
He want in the manner/fact of working
"He wants to work"
The two sentences are relativized in the same manner. Examples:
(8) (i) I§e ti o ni ni citi-^e (i.e. Is^' to nl lati-|e)
Work REL he has in manner/fact do
"The work he has to do"
(ii) Is^ ti o fe ni ati-^e (i.e. I|e to fe lati-^e)
Work REL he want in manner/fact do
"The work he wants to do"
They are also negated in the same way.
(9) (i) Ko ni ni ati-^e-i^e (Ko nl lciti-fis^)
NEG has work in manner/fact do work
"He is not duty bound to do the work"
(ii) Ko f(= ni ati-^e-is| (Ko fe lc!ti-§i$|)
NEG want in manner/fact do work
"He does not want to work"
It will be noted that it is the factive verbs that are being negated in (9) (i) and
(ii)-
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4.2.1.4. A Previous Analysis of ni lati
Abraham (1958:438(7b))** classifies nf "have" as verb but translates the
combination of nf lab as "must". His example:
(10) Mo ni lati I9
"I must go"
Thus, it seems, from Abraham's classification, that when nf "have" precedes lati,
it ceases to be a verb. Abraham also classifies f£ "want" as verb which it
remains when it combines with lati-. His example:
(11) 6 t4 lati I9
"He wants to go"
(Abraham 1958:207(B.bl))**
What is not clear to us is why Abraham gives different analyses to f<£ lad and
nf lad when, as we have shown above, they have a great deal in common. It
may well be the case that Abraham is of the opinion that the first n] "have" in
nf lati- has developed away from the lexical verb nf "have" and that the
construction nf lati- now behaves like a modal verb. This argument is possible
because it looks as if the reading given to nf "have" when it precedes nf ati- is
quite distinct from the one given to it in such sentences as Mo nf owo "I have
got some money". But nf "have" owes its different readings in nf owo "have
money" and nf lati— to the different lexical contexts in these two sentences
showing that an argument along this line is not tenable. Hermeren
(1978:70-71) has warned that the meaning of a given item should not be
confused "with the meaning of the units surrounding it. in such a description
one would have to assign ... (to an item) as many meanings as there are
contexts in which it occurs" (our bracket).
Note that the meanings of f£ "want" in fe "iyawc$ "got married", fe Olu
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"loves/likes Olu" arid Mo n f£ owd "I need some/lot of money" are quite
different from that of fg "want" in the examples in (8), (9) and (11) yet f£' "want"
is treated as the same verb in all the constructions. This means that Abraham
gives f£ "want" what Haegeman (1983:8-9) calls a unified treatment whereby
the basic meaning of f4 "want" is taken to be comprehensive, other meanings
being derived from it. In the same manner we suggest that ni "have" should
also be given a unified treatment whereby all the derived meanings i.e.
to have, to occupy, to obtain, to possess,
to get, to load (as a ship or canoe) etc.
(CMS 1913:162)**
come from a single comprehensive meaning. While the semantic interpretation
of nf"have" as in:
(12) Mo ni ile
I have house
"I have a house"
can be regarded as being at one end of a continuum, nf "have" in nf lat| can be
taken as being at the other end.
4.2.1.5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we suggest that m Iati — is not a stylistic variant of gbgdg "must".
Rather, nf l^ti-VP is a paraphrase of gbgdg VP. Their relationship can be
compared with that between pgn dandan "compulsory" and gbodg "must". For
example, d gb^dp l£ "He must go" can be paraphrased as either (13) or (14):
(13) d pgn dandan ki o lg
He compulsory that he go
"It is compulsory that he goes"
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(14) O ni lati-19
He has in manner/fact go
"He has to go"
That gbgdQ "must" can be so paraphrased does not mean that the two
paraphrastic items are its stylistic variants. Hermeren (1978:82-84) clearly
distinguishes between a stylistic variant and a paraphrase. In her opinion,
"When we say that one sentence is a paraphrase of another sentence with a
modal, that does not necessarily mean that both sentences can be used with
identical stylistical implications". Two of the examples she gives are:
(15) May your cabbages wither away!
(16) I hope your cabbages will wither away
Her comments on these two sentences are that (16) lacks the type of an
invocation of supernatural power noted in (15) hence, their relationship is just
that of a partial synonymy between the modal and the paraphrase. This is the
type of relationship also noted between gby'dQ VP and nf lati-VP.
"Will" and "Shall" are examples of two items, given by Perkins (1982:264), which
are contextually determined formal variants. His reason for classifying them as
variants is because they both realize a common core meaning. Examples of
items that can also be classified as variants in Yoruba are discussed in Chapter
7 of this work. As both ru lati— and gbQd(? do not share the same core
meaning, we conclude that they are distinct items which should not be
classified as variants. If this is accepted, then we see no other basis for
arguing the modality of nf lati-.
4.2.2. Reasons Why We Regard yoo "will" a Modal Verb
Yoo "will" is also a very controversial item. Most Yoruba grammarians have
adopted without question the suggestion made by Crowther over a hundred
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years ago that yoo "will" marks the future time in the language. The status of
yoo "will" as a future tense marker has since been questioned by Oyelaran
(1982a). Oyelaran's ideas are important. They lead us to question further the
bases on which the item yoo "will" is established as a future tense marker in
the language. Though we are not denying that the item can occur in sentences
which have future reference, all times are possible:
(17) (a) Olu yoo I9 l^n&a
Olu will go yesterday
"Olu would have left yesterday"
(b) Emi y6b I9 lc5nii
I will go today
"I will leave today"
x /-V /
(c) IW9 yoo I9 lpla
You will go tomorrow
"You will leave tomorrow"
So, that the Yoruba ydo is translated into English "will" is not sufficient
evidence for calling yoo a future tense marker. Even in English, studies have
shown that the use of "will" does not necessarily indicate future tense. The
point is that the future, being uncertain, tends to be referred to by various
kinds of "uncertain items" in different languages. Yoruba, having a tendency to
develop the modal system, has made use of part of that system for one of its
means of talking about the future. Note that in certain circumstances, especially
with some motion verbs, the progressive can also be used in sentences which
have future reference as in:
(18) (a) Mo n I9 l(}la
I PROG go tomorrow
"I am going tomorrow"
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(b) d ri' b6 laipe
He PROG come not long
"He is coming soon"
Note too that in dependent clauses introduced by conditional and temporal
conjunction d "if", yoo "will" cannot be used to indicate the future:
(19) Ti Olu ba ra, mo le ra
"If Olu buys, I may buy"
This is not to say that yoo "will" cannot occur in dependent clauses but when
it does, it is given a volitional reading:
(20) Ti Olu yoo ba ra, mo le ra
If Olu will buy, I may buy
"If Olu is willing to buy, I may buy"
Yoo also often has strong volitional implications even when relating to future
tense. For example, Yoo kan jokoo slbg sa laTse nnkankan "He will just sit there
doing nothing" expresses a characteristic habitual activity which is not
restricted to the future time. Similarly, Gbongan ygn yoo gba to emy&n mgwaa
"That hall will sit ten people" expresses general capacity.
More importantly, because all modal verbs allow "forward shifts in time in the
verb phrase" (Rigter 1986:370) that follows them, they can occur in sentences
with future reference e.g.
(21) (a) Olu y<5o wa lpla
"Olu will come tomorrow"
(b) Olu gbpdp wa lpla
"Olu must come tomorrow"
(c) Olu le wa ltjla
"Olu may come tomorrow"
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In these three sentences, the subjects are related to the predicates in the same
way. They differ only through what Ducrot and Todorov (1981:313) call the
modus which is "an attitude on the part of the speaking subject to the content
... of an utterance". Hence, we believe that Yoo should not be separated from
the rest and designated as tense marker. For, according to Chung and
Timberlake (1985:243),
"Any future event is potential rather than actual, and there
are more degrees of possibility depending to some extent on the
speaker's (or source's) convictions: a future event may be
evaluated as relatively certain, merely possible, conceivable or
unlikely, and so on".
Because of the characteristics of yoo mentioned above, we include it among
the modal verbs to be discussed in this work.
We have not come across any systematic analysis of the Yoruba modal verbs.
So, unlike in the preceding chapters where previous studies are first reviewed,
we shall go straight into the treatment of the semantics of these items. In our
analysis, we shall try to follow Coates (1983) which is one of the most recent
corpus based treatments of modality. Coates' approach has proved fruitful in
the study of English language. In the rest of this chapter, we shall extend this
approach to Yoruba thereby giving the approach further support. We begin our
discussion with the modal meanings of yoo "will". The pages of the example
quoted from the narrative text are put in curly brackets i.e.
4.3. The Modal Meanings of yoo "will"
4.3.1. Predictability
This gives the sense "I confidently predict that it is the case that p ..." (Coates
1983:175)2. It indicates an assumption made by the speaker concerning the
prevailing state of affairs. The following examples illustrate this meaning.
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(22) (a) X E wa kil^ fun pmpde yii o {p. 13}
You (pi.) come warn child this
"Come and help me warn this boy"
(b) Y Ki lo wi ri? {p. 13}
That FOC he say?
"What has he said?"
I
(c) X Mo ti my pe $yin r§ le o p^>n si {p. 13}
I have know say back his FOC you(pl.) will
slung in
"I know you will support him"
(23) Jeeni yoo ti reti, reti, yoo ti W9le I9 sun {p. 83}
Jane will have expect, expect, will have enter house
go sleep
"Jane would have waited and would have gone to sleep"
In (22) (a), speaker X reports a boy to Y and in (22) (b), Y asks a question but
instead of answering the question, X says with confidence in (22) (c) that she
knows that Y will support the boy. X's confidence here is based on the
previous behaviour of Y i.e. her own experience. X must have supported the
boy more than once. In (23), the speaker's confidence is based on common
sense. In his opinion, Jane would have waited in expectation for hours and
would have gone to sleep. It will be noted that both examples have third
person subjects. This is one of the features of "predictability" use of yoo "will".
Another important feature is that the main predication is always either in the
present or in the past. While the main predication in (22) is in the present, the
predication in (23) is about a past event.
4.3.1.1. Harmonic Combination
The harmonic clause, Mo t| nng pe "I have known that" in X's statement in (22)
is used to show that he is making a confident statement about what she knows
of Y from experience. It would be inconsistent for X to add the clause, gugbgn
ko da' rm loju "but I am not sure" because the statement excludes the
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possibility of the speaker not knowing that Y will support the boy. The use of
the harmonic adverbials is also often crucial, just as in French and German
(Ladd (personal communication)), for distinguishing the "predictability" sense
from "prediction" sense. For example, while Yoo ti d§ bay if "Fie will have arrived
now" is "predictability", Yoo t| de niwoyf pla "Fie will have arrived by this time
of tomorrow" is "prediction".
4.3.1.2. Syntactic Cooccurrence
"Predictability" ydo "will" freely cooccurs with stative verbs. An example of this
is (23). In (24), two points should be noted. First, the main predication refers to
time prior to the moment of speaking which extends to the moment of
speaking and second, the occurrence of the phase marker in the environment
of the progressive is obligatory in this type of construction. Without the phase
marker, (24) would be given a "prediction" reading.
(24) nigba ti wgn ba ba oku gdg ... [a]wgn glgpaa ...
when that they meet dead hunter ... they police ...
a ti maa sa sdke sa sodb {p. 143}
will PH PROG run up and down
"After seeing the dead hunter ... the police ... would
have started running hither and thither"
4.3.2. Prediction
This can be paraphrased as "I predict that ..." and the prediction is always in
the future (Coates 1983:177). Example:
(25) Qwg o te gbogbo yin {p. 9}
Hand will catch all you
"You (pi.) will all be captured"
The "prediction" use of yoo "will" refers either to a definite or an indefinite time
in the future and occurs freely with an inanimate subject.
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4.3.3. Volition
This can be paraphrased by "willing, want or intention". Its predication refers to
a single future event. Examples:
(26) (a) Se' o o ya mi lc^wo ni? {p. 29}
Q you will lend me in money FOC?
"Are you willing to lend me some money?"
(b) No' ba' 9 s£>n^ owcT (p. 29}
I will () you will find way money
"I am willing to help you find some means
of getting some money"
The volitional use of yoo "will" is incompatible with an inanimate subject and a
phase marker, thus, (N o t| ydo lo/wo/ "I will have lent you some money") has a
"predictability" meaning.
4.3.4. Omnitemporal
Lyons (1977:680), defines omnitemporal as follows:
An omnitemporal proposition, ... is one that says that
something has been, is and always will be so : it is a proposition
whose truth-value is constant for all values of t;, in a finite or
infinite set of time-points or time-intervals, {t^ t2, t3, ... tn}.
Haegeman (1983:43) then classifies the over-all meaning of omnitemporality
into (i) inference (timeless truth), (ii) habit and (iii) disposition (capacity). The
major difference between the three is that the time-span of inference cover all
time while the other two are "restricted to (part of) the life-time of their




This is the use of y(^o "will" for "timeless truth" which according to Palmer
(1980:112) may be proved inductively. Example:
(27) Omi ni yoo se ^ja jina {p. 3}
Water FOC will do fish well-cook
"Fish will get cooked in water"
Simply put, despite the fact that the fish lives in water, we still need the same
water to cook it. The following characteristics are noted: (i) the subject is
generic and (ii) any occurrence of either the progressive or the phase marker
or a future time adverbial narrows down the time-sphere.
4.3.4.2. Habitual
This indicates what Palmer (1980:112.) regards as a characteristic activity.
Example:
(28) Eni ti yoo ti ile-iwe* de, ti yoo tun pada lg ptpnmi
He that will from school come, that will again back go
ti yoo gbal^, ti yoo f<??9 {p. 20}
fetch water, that will sweep, that will wash clothes
"He will return from school, fetch water, sweep the floor
and wash clothes"
Characteristics: It always has a specific animate subject and the occurrence of
the progressive or phase marker or a future time adverbial narrows down the
time-sphere.
4.3.4.3. Disposition
This expresses general capacity. Example:
(29) Gbdngan y^n y6o gba td eniyan m^waa
Hall that will take equal people ten
"That hall will take ten people"
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Characteristics: It cooccurs with only non-animate specific subjects. The
occurrence of either the progressive or phase marker or future time adverbial
also narrows down its time-sphere.
4.4. The Modal Meanings of le "can"
4.4.1. Possibility
This has the sense "it is possible that ..." or to use Chung and Timberlake's
(1985:242) terms - "there is at least one world one could imagine in which ...".
Following Coates (1983:131), we note the following examples which show the
syntactic and semantic cooccurrences of l£ "can", the range of time reference
possible in its use and its hedging quality.
4.4.1.1. Possible Time Reference
Main Predication refers to time prior to the moment of speaking
(30) Bi mo bci mi pe w<pn le pa 9 ni, n ba jfwo {P.IO}
If I know that they may kill you FOC I would
confess
"If I had known that you could be executed, I would
have confessed"
Main Predication refers to time prior to the moment of speaking which extends
up to the moment of speaking
(31) 0 si le maa ro p^ oro ti o da mi ni emi na
da 9 san {p. 10}
You may continue think that suffer which you
suffer me before FOC I revenge
"You may now be thinking that I am avenging
the wrong I suffered from you"
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Main Predication refers to time subsequent to the moment of speaking
(32) Iwg naa o tun ni senji kankan ti o le gba
lgdg iy^ ^l^pa {p. 53}
You that NEG have change any that you can
get in place groundnut seller
"You do not have any other money to collect
again from the groundnut seller"
4.4.1.2. Concessive Use
"Possibility" le "can" can occur in a subordinate clause "expressing a state or
condition in spite of which the truth or validity of the main clause holds good"
(Hartmann and Stork 1972:47).
(33) ^fkcpgkan lo o maa ri mi nile o
Once in while FOC you will continue see me in house
^ugbgn Iwg le maa wcple,
but you may continue enter house,
ki o maa jade bi o ba ti wu 9 (p- 55}
COMP you continue go out as you like you
"Although you will seldom see me at home, you can
enter and leave the house as you like"
4.4.1.3. Hedging Quality
Hedging quality is defined by Coates (1983:134) as the way "the speaker avoids
committing himself to the truth of the proposition" e.g.
(34) Ni ir^le wgn le I9 gba b^iglu (wgn si le ma I9) {p. 37}
In evening they may go play ball (they may even not go
"In the evening, they may go out to play football
(or they may not go)
In (34), the speaker is not sure whether the boys do go out to play football in
the evening or not.
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4.4.1.4. Syntactic Cooccurrence
Le "can", in its possibility use, cooccurs freely with the following syntactic and
semantic features.
Phase Marker
(35) cTri wyn mu ju bi dun ganan ti le lalaa' tyly ly {p. 15}
He see them take than as he himself have may dream
before go
"He caught them unaware more than he could even have
expected"
Stative Verbs
(36) d le wa nile, 6 si le ma* si nile (p. 60}
He may be in home, he even may not be in home
"He may be at home or he may not be at home"
Progressive Aspect
(37) Wyn ... le maa wa inu banki kiri boya awyn
o ri ohun tf awyn wa wa ganan {p. 137}
They may PROG search inside bank around
whether they will find thing that they
come look itself
"They may be searching the bank whether they
will be able to find what they have come to
look for"
4.4.1.5. Harmonic Combination
Le "can" is found in conjunction with some modally harmonic adverbs and
some phrases which have hedging quality. In the following example, adverbs
and phrases with hedging quality are underlined:
(38) (a) Boya oun tily le bdere lcjwy re pd ibo
ni baba Odiywu wa [p. 58}.
Perhaps he may ask in hand his that
where FOC father Odiewu is
"Perhaps he may be able to find out from him where
Odiewu is"
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(b) Boya o le f£hin lel^ di<= na ki oi/nj^
tc6 ygri {p. 158}
Perhaps you may want lie back on ground small
before food ready
"Perhaps you may want to rest a bit before
the food is ready"
(c) 0 ti n ro pe oun le n <jni ti yoo gba ki
o^u pari {p. 160}
He has PROG think that he may see person who
will allow that month end
"He has been thinking that he may see someone
who will allow him to stay till the end of the
month (before paying)
(d) A ki l inj, o le my ibi ti mo ko owo"
kan si {p. 170}
We NEG know, you may place where I have money
one
"I wouldn't know, you may know where I kept
some money"
4.4.2. Ability
This can be paraphrased as "is able to is capable of . It can either be a
physical or learnt ability (Asher 1982:169-171) or a mental ability (Hermeren
1978:102). Examples:
(39) Wpn 1& jo ju kdkdrS I9 {p. 37}
They can dance more insect go
"They can dance more than an insect"
/ A rv x ri ' £1 ' ' ' ' 1 '1 N -1 V 1 ' ^ i X /-* V ^ f t- n"\(40) 0 n foju si lwe kika diedi£, ki o le sp Geesi tp. 59)
He PROG put eye into book reading small, COMP he can
speak English
"He is taking some time off to study so as to be able
to speak English"
(41) Omi gblgbona ti dapcj) mo tutu, afi 9l9run 1° Is yanju
re [p. 194}
Water hot has mixed with cold, only God alone FOC he can
settle it
"Both warm and cold water have mixed together, only God
is capable to separate them"
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The following characteristics noted by Coates (1983:89) also apply to the three
examples: (i) the subject is animate and has agentive function; (ii) the verb
denotes action/activity; (iii) the possibility of the action is determined by
inherent properties of the subject (including what the subject has learnt).
4.4.3. Permission
This has the sense "you are allowed to" or "you are permitted to". This use of
le "can" signals a permission given by the speaker or a general permission
irrespective of who does the permitting. The following are some examples from
the corpus:
(42) bo o ba fe jeun ni tirip ... o le dide {p. 32)
If NEG want eat in you ... you can stand
"If you do not want to eat ... you can stand (and leave)"
(43) O le maa wa' gbe lgdip mi {p. 55}
You can come live in place me
"You may/can come and live at my place"
The following characteristics are also true of these examples: they have (i)
animate subject and (ii) agentive verbs (Coates 1983:87).
4.4.3.1. Harmonic Combination
The harmonic clause bcf o ba fe "If you do not like" shows that any permission
granted by the use of l& is neutral in terms of the speaker's wishes. It is left
entirely to the addressee to decide if he wishes to carry out the action.
4.4.3.2. Syntactic Cooccurrence
"Permission" [e "can" does not cooccur with an inanimate subject or a phase
marker, hence the following are not acceptable:
(44) *bjo o le rip
Rain HTS may fall
"There may be rain"
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( 45 ) *0 jo o' t i le rp
Rain HTS PH may fall
"It might have rained"
4.5. The Modal Meanings of gbodo "must"
4.5.1. Necessity
This has the sense "the only possible conclusion from the evidence available is
that ..." or to use Chung and Timberlake's (1985:242) terms "in all alternative
worlds that one could imagine at this time, x is ...." Examples:
(46) Leesi to' wp sprun ti kobo, oju' rp ti gbpdi? ri nnkan (p. 5}
Lace that he wear in neck has fade, eye his has must see
something
"The lace garment he is wearing has faded, he must have
suffered"
(47) o' sa ni oye enlyan ti oun ganan ti fpwp ara oun pa
It (41) have number people that he even have use hand
body his kill
Bi ko ba to ogun, yoo fere to bee. 0 tile gbodo ju
bee lo (p. 222}
If not up to twenty, it will almost up to that. It
must even be more
"At least he has also killed a number of people, if
the number of those killed by him is not up to twenty,
it will be nearing that In fact, they must be more.
In (46), the speaker's confidence is overtly expressed and the reason for his
confidence is given (the condition of the lace garment). In (47), the speaker
starts with an unsubstantiated assertion yoo fprp "they will" but replaces this
with a substantiated one gbpdfl ju bpe "must be more". The harmonic
modifying verb tij£ "even" overtly expresses the speaker's confidence. It is a
fact that the "necessity" use of gbodQ "must" applies to state and activity
either in the past or in the present but this does not mean that the item
cannot be used to indicate the speaker's confidence in a future state or
activity. Example:
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(48) Ij) o mo pe iyat$ gb^dp wa (p. 14}
You (pi.) will know say difference must be
"You will know that there must be some changes"
In (48), the main predication refers to the future, the harmonic phrase E o m£>
p£ "You will know that" also indicates that the statement is subjective. (49), on
the other hand, is an objective use of gbQdp "must" based on pure logical
necessity without any element of speaker-involvement.
(49) O pp ni, o ya ni, pmpppp gbpdp yapp l$dp pga {p. 75}
It late FOC, it early FOC, apprentice must separate
work in place master
"Sooner or later, an apprentice must complete his
period of apprenticeship and start practising his
craft"
4.5.1.1. Syntactic Cooccurrence
Phase Markerln (46), the phase marker precedes gbpdp "must" but as shown in
(50), the phase marker can follow gbpdp "must". Gbpdp "must", while occurring
with the phase marker, can refer to a past state or activity stretching up to the
moment of speaking as in (46), or it may refer to a future state or activity
contemplated from the present as in (50)
(50) Ki o too de, owtf awpn gbpdp ti burpke
COMP he before come, money their must grow
considerably
"Before he comes back, their money must
have increased considerably"
Stative: See examples (46) and (49).
Progressive Aspect:There is no example of a progressive aspect alone
cooccurring with gb^dp "must" in the text. The one we invented (shown in (51))
includes the occurrence of the phase marker and the sentence is given a
reading in which the time he starts going precedes the time of speaking:
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(51) O ti gbyd9 maa I9 9 lcjwp
He PH must PROG grind it in hand
"He must have started grinding it"
4.5.1.2. Harmonic Combination
(48) and (49) are examples where gbgdg "must" expresses the same degree of
modality with the harmonic clauses § 6 m£> p^ "You will know that" and O p£
ni o ya ni "Sooner or later" respectively. In such cases, the harmonic forms are
said to be mutually reinforcing" (Coates 1983:77). There are no examples of
phrases with hedging quality cooccurring with gbddQ "must" in the text but an
example of these can be invented:
(52) Mo lero pe o gt>9d9 ti de
I think say he must have come
"I think he must have come"
(52) is subjective in that it shows the speaker's attitude to the proposition in
the main predicate.
4.5.2. Obligation or Compulsion
The use of gbQdQ "must" here involves the authority of the speaker. It is the
speaker who states that an event must hold "in all subsequent worlds" (Chung
and Timberlake 1985:246). Example:
(53) £ gb<^d9 9^ naira m^ji ku (p. 43}
You (pi.) must break naira two left
"You must leave a two naira balance"
In (53), the speaker is the person in authority telling the addressee that they
are obliged to leave a two naira balance. There are cases where the speaker
exerts power over himself. Leech (1981:72) refers to such cases as
self-compulsion in which some power is exerted on oneself through "a sense
of duty, through self discipline, or merely through a sense of expediency". The
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following are examples:
(54) dni ti o wcple mi yi, mo gbcpdcj w£ <= ni
Today that you enter house me, I must wash it
"Today that you enter my house, I must
celebrate it"
(55) Mo gbgdc? de ile Milonia ki n kif w<jn nib^
I must reach house Millionaire let I greet
them there
"I must go to Millionaire's house to say hello
to them there"
In (54) and (55), the reasons for the self imposed compulsion are explicitly
stated. The use of gb^dp "must" for an obligation also has the following
characteristics: (i) the subject is normally animate and (ii) It also excludes the
occurrence of the phase marker.
4.6. Relations between the Modal Verbs
Both philosophers and linguists have recognized two distinct kinds of meaning
associated with the modals. The names most commonly used are "epistemic"
and "deontic/root". As stated earlier, Chung and Timberlake (1985:242) define
epistemic modality in terms of actual world and the alternative worlds.
According to them, the "epistemic mode characterizes the event with respect
to the actual world and its possible alternatives. If the event belongs to the
actual world, it is actual, if it belongs to some alternative world (although not
necessarily to the actual world), it is possible; and so on". They also define the
deontic/root as characterizing "an event as non-actual by virtue of the fact that
it is imposed on a given situation. Given the actual world at any point in time,
there are a number of worlds that could conceivably develop out of that world.
The deontic/(root) ... restricts these subsequent worlds with respect to an
event, such that the event has to belong to some or all of the subsequent
worlds (Chung and Timberlake 1985:246). For example, d gbpdo nf ]yawo can
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mean:
(56) I (confidently) infer that he is married
(57) He is obliged to be married
The first meaning is called the epistemic while the second is called the
deontic/root (Lyons 1977:791). It will be noted that the relationship between
the deontic/root and epistemic meanings of a given modal is non-arbitrary. For
example, the same modal used to convey a deontic/root meaning under
"permission" is used to convey epistemic meaning under "obligation".
In addition, both deontic/root and epistemic modality can be given either a
subjective or an objective interpretation. While a subjective modalized
utterance is a statement of opinion, an objectively modalized utterance
contains "an unqualified or categorical, l-say-so component" (Lyons 1977:799).
In an objectively modalized utterance, the speaker is committed to the
factuality of the information. For example, § gbpdp l£ "You must go" can be
given an objective interpretation meaning that the addressee is expected to go
because this is what everybody does. What the speaker says to be the cause
of an objective modalized utterance can be denied or questioned, accepted or
referred to by the complement of a factive predication (Lyons 1977:799 and
Veluppillai 1983:86). The following are examples:
(58) ^ gbpd<p I9
You (pi) must go
"You must go" 11:9 ni "That is not true"
Looot9? "Is that true?"
N o gba "I don't agree"
Mo gbtp "I agree"
Mo mp "I know"
If the above utterance is given a subjective interpretation, it means that the
speaker is subjectively qualifying his commitment to the possibility of the
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addressee going to the said place. An appropriate clause Mo ro pe "I think that"
can be added to the utterance to show the speaker's commitment.
Subjectively modalized statements are not statements of facts hence in
reporting (58), what we have is:
(59) O ni dun ro pe a gbodo lcp
He say he think say we must go
"He says he thinks we must go"
To report the objectively modalized version of (58), what we have is:
(60) o' ni a gbydp lp
He say we must go
"He says we must go"
Given the parallelism just mentioned, it is appropriate to comment on the
differences between the two modal meanings. Two of the differences between
deontic and epistemic modalities noted by Lyons (1977:823-825) are "that there
is an intrinsic connexion between deontic modality and futurity" and that
"deontic necessity typically proceeds, or derives, from some source or cause".
Another major difference is that while a deontic modal normally excludes the
presence of the phase marker, the epistemic modal goes well with it. Examples:
(61) Permission: *0 ti le I9 pire ni ita
(62) Possibility: o' ti le 19 ^ire ni ita
"He may have gone out to play"
4.7. Modal Combination
It is possible to combine either gbpdp "must" ydo "will" with le "can". When
this happens, le "can" always follows the other modals. Examples:
(63) (a) O gb£)dp le pe e
He must can do it
"He must be able to do it"
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(b) N o le fe e
I will can do it
"I will be able to do it"
When modals occur together, they are said to be mutually reinforcing in
significance. Both yoo "will" and gbpdg "must" cannot occur together.
4.8. Summary
In this chapter, we have made a straightforward presentation of a classification
of the Yoruba Modal Verbs using the approach proposed by Coates (1983) for
treating the semantics of modality. Examples are taken from a narrative text to
avoid, as much as we can, a subjective interpretation of modal syntax and
semantics.
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4.9. Notes and References to Chapter 4
1. The English glosses given for the modal verbs here are not
quite accurate because, according to Afolayan (1968:350)**,
"there is a many-one relationship between the modal forms
in English and those in Yoruba; for example can, could, may
and might are matched by Yoruba |e". Despite this
many-one relationship, we shall use the glosses given to
these three modal verbs here all through this work.
2. The terms "meaning", "use" and "sense" will be used in the




SOME ASPECTS OF NEGATION IN YORUBA
5.1. Introduction
Negation has also been recognized as another complex phenomenon in
linguistic analysis. In his work on raising in English, Postal (1974:239) notes that
"the facts of negativity are everywhere extremely complicated and poorly
understood". What applies to negation in English, to a great extent, also applies
to negation in Yoruba. One of the devices used in the language "in order to
effect standard negation" is the negative verb (Payne 1978:52). As stated in
Chapter 2, the negative verb and its variants belong to the auxiliary subclass of
verb. In this chapter, we shall examine the negative verb and its variants to see
how each of them interacts with other items in a given sentence. We start by
reviewing Banjo's (1974) work on negation and then proceed to discuss the
negation of some constituents including the quantifiers. We conclude the
chapter by presenting arguments to show that the Yoruba negative verb is not
a reinforcer (Oke 1982).
5.2. Banjo (1974)
Banjo (1974) defines negation on the basis of its syntactic and distributional
criteria and goes on to talk about the different types of negative verbs in the
language. He also advances arguments for the recognition of the following
negative verb classification:
Ko and its variants o, fg / are the sentence negator.




K$ is the negator of the NP.
(2 ) Olu kcp ni o 1q
Olu NEG FOC he go
"It was not Olu who went"




Ma negates part of the predicate phrase that follows it in a sentence.
( 4 ) die ma" I9
He may NEG go
"He may not go"
Tii and my are preverbai and postverbai adverbiais respectively, their presence
unambiguously marking sentence negation in non-interrogative sentence.
(5) (a) Olu ko I9 m<p
Olu NEG go again
"Olu has stopped going"
(b) Olu k6 tii ly
Olu NEG () go
"Olu has not gone"
5.3. Some Comments on Banjo (1974)
Banjo's analysis is straightforward enough but it is not without its problems
especially when it comes to possible interpretation of his examples. For
instance, though sentence (1) permits a sentential performative paraphrase of
the type "I say of Olu that it is not true that he went" (Payne 1985:201)**, the
sentence also has several other uses in which a subsentential constituent is
negated. Depending on the context of discourse in which (1) occurs, it admits
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of two non-sentential readings paraphrasable as:
(6) (a) It was not Olu who went (If Ojo went)
(b) Olu didn't go (Olu did something else)
In Gabbay and Moravcsik's (1978) view, a sentence made up of a subject and a
predicate such as (1) contains a subsentential negation. They do not deny that
(1) can be interpreted as involving sentence negation as claimed by Banjo, but
apart from this, (1) still has additional uses such as the ones exemplified in (6).
Payne (1985:200)** supports this view when he states that as "the contextual
articulation of the sentence varies, so does the apparent scope of negation,
and in such a way that what is negated is the contextually free information".
The view of these two writers is made more explicit by Aldridge (1982:109)
when he gives as an example the sentence "Milton did not write Paradise Lost"
and states that the sentence is in three ways ambiguous:
it may be that the speaker is denying Milton's authorship;
he may be denying that he physically wrote the poem, perhaps
implying that he dictated it; or the negation may be centred upon
Paradise Lost, implying that some other work, e.g. Paradise
Regained was written by Milton.
To account for the contextual variation of the use and the interpretation of a
sentence that contains a negative verb, Gabbay and Moravcsik (1978) associate
a set of elements V* with each basic element V of the same basic category.
Thus, if V=Olu then V* contains other names different from Olu. If V=o "he" then
V* contains the variables mo "I", o "you" etc. "The choice of V* depends on
V. For example if V has an antonym, then the leading element of V* will be this
antonym denoted by V*" (Gabbay and Moravscik 1978:259). In short, V* is the
family of all those members of the same category as V that are incompatible.
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5.3.1. The Negative Adverbials
If ko does not necessarily mark sentence negation, how then do we account for
the claim that ko occurs only with the negative adverbials such as mq "again"
and tij "has" which, according to Banjo, mark sentential negation, and does not
occur with negative forms such as alaikcprin "the fact of not singing". Observe
(7):
(7) (a) Olu ko kQrin mc/
Olu NEG sing again
"Olu has stopped singing"
/ V /
(b) *01u $e alaik9rin mp
Olu do the fact of not singing again
The non-cooccurrence of the negative form alalkQrin "the fact of not singing"
and the negative adverbial mq "again" as shown in (7) (b) can be explained by
the fact that ala^kprin "the fact of not singing" is a nominal derived from the
verb kQrin "sing" by the prefixation of the derivational morphemes onf and a! as
in (8).
(8) Oni+ai+kyrin=Alaikcprin "the fact of not singing"
Nagucka's (1978:82) comment on the type of negation in (8) is that it is "limited
in its scope only to the lexical item and has no bearing on the other elements
of the sentence. It is of local nature ... and it does not affect the relations that
exist among the elements of the sentence". Bamgbose (1986:32)** calls (8) a
derivation in which the negation of a "constituent is lexicalized". Awobuluyi
(1972:108)** also refers to a nominal such as the one in (8) as "negated
nominalization" and Zimmer (1964:70)** calls it an abstract noun which
expresses "some sort of opposition to the verb" from which it is derived. As
"adverbs function as modifiers of constituents other than nouns" (Schachter
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1985:20), the non-cooccurrence of the negative form alaikQrin "the fact of not
singing" and the negative adverbial nn$f "again" becomes clear.
Note that if ko is also nominalized, it can no longer occur with mo "again". For
example, from the underlined VP in (9) (a) which contains k£, the nominal in (9)
(b) can be derived but whereas (9) (a) can occur with the negative adverbial mo
"again", as in (9) (c), a sentence containing the nominal in (9) (b) cannot as
shown in (9) (d).
(9) (a) 0 £e e ko gbowo
He did it NEG get money
"He did it without receiving any financial reward"
(b) A|eegbowo "that which is done without one receiving
any financial reward"
/ / \ / y
(c) 0 se e ko gbowo mg
He did it NEG get money again
"He did it though he has stopped receiving any
financial reward"
(d) (i) 0 $e a^eegbowo
"He did that which is done without any
financial reward"
(ii) *d qe a^eegbowo m<p
"He did that which is done without any
financial reward again"
5.3.2. Nominalizing the Negative Verb
This has now brought us to another point raised by Banjo in the paper under
discussion. According to him, "only ma and never ko" (Banjo 1974:45)** is used
in nominalization. This point, he argues, supports the claim that "ma is used for
negating units other than sentences" (Banjo 1974:45)**. (9) (a) and (b) are good
counterexamples to this claim. It may be the case that because of the deletion
of the consonant /k/ of ko in (9) (b) (see (9) (a)) and the assimilation of the
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stranded vowel /o/ into the vowel preceding it, one might think that (9) (b) is
not the nominalization of a VP in which the negative verb, ko occurs.
Against this last view is an explicit account of the type of deletion and
post-deletion processes taking place in (9) (a) and (b) presented by Abimbola
and Oyelaran (1975:42-43)** which can be summarized as follows. Consonant
deletion occurs when an item such as ko follows "one formative and precedes
another" in a sentence. After the deletion of the consonant, the stranded
vowel is then assimilated into the one preceding it. This simple rule clearly
I
accounts for the processes taking place in (9) (a) and (b). First, ko finds itself
between the pronominal e "it" and the VP gbowo' "get money". Its consonant
gets deleted and the stranded vowel is assimilated into the preceding vowel.
5.3.3. Sentential and Sub-sentential Negation:A Critique
Finally, that a sentential and a subsentential negation classification of the
negative verbs should not be based on their cooccurrence with the "negative
adverbials" (Banjo 1974:45) m<2 "again" and tu is shown by the fact that another
negative verb, mci, classified by Banjo as a subsentential negator, occurs freely
with these "adverbials".
(10) (a) d le ma lg 1119
He may NEG go again
"He may not go again"
(b) O le ma tii I9
He may () go
"He may not have gone"
The cooccurrence of the negative verb maa with both tn and m^ "again" shows




The cooccurrence of the negative verb ko and the "negative adverbial" mg
"again" can be explained not in terms of sentence negation marking, as stated
by Banjo, but in terms of the interaction of modifiers and negation. When the
negative verb occurs with modifiers, negation can apply to the modifier or the
VP. This is because if one says Ko kQrin mg "He has stopped singing", "each
part of the sentence", according to Gabbay and Moravcsik (1978:255), "should
have some role in conveying the information intended". If the intended
information is the denial or the criticism of the modified phrase without the
modifier playing any role, one would have simply said Ko kQrin "He did not
sing". The inclusion of the modifier in the sentence indicates that it has a role
in conveying information for "it would be positively misleading" (Gabbay and
Moravcsik 1978:255) to use Ko kQrin mQ "He has stopped singing" in order to
convey the information that the subject in question did not sing.
In the case of such adverbials as rrup "again" classified as "durational adverbial"
by Moravcsik (1982:107), the negation stays with the adverbial. Thus, Kb kQrin
imp "He has stopped singing/He is no more singing" is the negation of cf n
kprin sib^ "He is still singing". This shows that if m<^ "again" is V, one of its V*
is sibq "still". When the adverb is negated in this way, we have a case of
"jumping" (Gabbay and Moravcsik 1978) in which the negative verb and the
element negated are not adjacent syntactic units. Other instances of "jumping"
are the cooccurrence of the negative verb with the class of adverbs classified
by Moravcsik (1982:108) as "containers" and the ones classified by Oke
(1974:241)** as the manner adverbials both of which are exemplified by (11) (a)
and (b) respectively.
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(11) (a) W(jn ko pari r<| ni 9jcp kan
They NEG complete it in one day
"They didn't complete it in a day"
(b) Olu ko rin jfj?
Olu NEG walk gently
"Olu didn't walk gently"
(11) (a) says that it took longer than a day to finish it i.e. "They finish it
not-in-a-day". (11) (b) says "He walked not-gently" i.e. O rln kemykemQ "He
walked briskly".
If we now turn to the "referential" and the "instantaneous" adverbials
(Moravcsik 1982:108) like nf 2i£ §tl "in Friday" and n\ gwi) "at the moment"
respectively, what we find is that negation applies not to the adverbial but to
the VP.
(12) (a) Ko wa ni 9 jo eti
NEG come in day Friday
"He didn't come on Friday"
(b) Ko kgwe ni cjwg (Ko ktpwe I9W9)
NEG write book in hand
"He is not writing at the moment"
(12) (a) asserts that on Friday no act-of-coming took place while (12) (b) says
that he is not writing at the moment but something else is in progress.
From these examples, it is clear that the adverbial mo "again" does not mark
sentence negation. Like some of the other adverbials, it attracts the NEG
element hence instead of the VP it modifies being negated, it is the adverbial
itself that is negated. As shown in (10) (a), the adverbial m^ "again" occurs
freely with the so-called constituent negator, ma. When it does this, again, it is
the adverbial that is negated, not the VP. For example, in O le ma kg rin mo "It
is possible that he may not sing again", what is negated is not "everything that
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follows it (the negative verb, ma) in the VP" (Banjo 1974:42)** but rather, as in
Ko kgrin mg "He is no more singing/He has stopped singing" which negates O
rf korin tglg "He was singing before", it is 0 le kprin tglg "He could sing before".
5.5. Focus Negation
* \
As we have stated above, a simple sentence such as O pa Dada "He killed
Dada" allows for not only a NP negation either in the subject or object position
but also a verb negation. This does not mean that a specific element in a
sentence or even the sentence itself cannot be focus negated; some facts
about focus negation which are not often noted by some Yoruba linguists are
worth noting here. The way an item is focussed for negation with the negative
verb ko is different from the way the same item is focussed for negation with
the negative verb k<£. To focus Olu for negation with ko in (13) (a), what we
have is (13) (b).
(13) (a) Olu u lo
Olu HTS go
"Olu went"
(b) Olu ni ko lo
Olu FOC NEG go
"It was Olu who didn't go"
This is quite unlike Nupe where the focus marker does not occur in the
negative (Heine and Reh 1984:159). Below, we discuss the operations for
associating any element or the sentence itself with k#1.
5.5.1. Subject NP
The element is fronted to the sentence-initial position and a third person
singular or plural pronominal is inserted in its former position. The following
should also be noted. First, if the subject NP is a pronoun, it has to be
nominalized before being fronted. This is exemplified in (14) (e) and (f).
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Second, in speech, the third person singular pronominal is often inserted no
matter what the number of the NP is hence, instead of (14) (c) and (d), (14) (g)
and (h) can be heard.
(14) (a) Olu u 19
Olu HTS go
"Olu went"
(b) Olu kg ni cT I9
Olu NEG FOC he go
"Olu was not the one who went"
/ \ v / /
(c) Olu ati Ojo o I9
Olu and Ojo HTS go
"Olu and Ojo went"
(d) Olu ati Ojo k<£ ni w<j>n I9
Olu and Ojo NEG FOC they go





(f) Oun kij> ni o I9
He NEG FOC he go




(h) Aw9n k9 ni o I9
They NEG FOC he go
"They were not the ones who went"
5.5.2. Object NP
The process that applies to an NP in subject position applies here too. The only
difference is that no pronominal is inserted in the gap left behind by the NP
object.
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(15) (a) O na Ade
"He hit Ade"
(b) Ade k<p ni o na
Ade NEG FOC he hit"
"Ade was not the one he hit"
5.5.3. Verb
In most cases, the verb is nominalized by the reduplication of its initial
s
consonant and the insertion of the vowel /i/ with a high tone between the
double consonants. It is this derived nominal that is now fronted while the verb
itself is neither replaced nor deleted.
(16) (a) 0 19
He go
"He went"
(b) Lilg kcp ni o I9
Going NEG FOC he go
"It was not the act of going that he performed"
5.5.4. Adjective
The adjective can be negated either outside or inside the NP it modifies. What
applies to an NP either in the subject or object position without an adjective,
as described above, applies to an NP in which an adjective modifies a noun. In
both cases, however, the adjective is the item negated. (17) (b) and (d) negate
the NP in (17) (a) and (c). To negate an adjective outside the NP it modifies,
the adjective is first nominalized without any overt marking and focussed. It is
then relativized before it is finally negated. While (17) (e) is the negation of the
adjective in (17) (a), (17) (f) is the negation of the same item in (17) (c).
(17) (a) 9m9 dudu u lg
Child black HTS go
"A black child left"
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/ / ** f
(b) (|)mo dudu kQ ni o I9
Child black NEG FOC he go
"It was not a black child who left"
(c) Mo r 1 91:19 dudu
I saw black child
"I saw a black child"
(d) (Jm9 dudu kg ni mo ri
Child black NEG FOC I saw
"It was not a black child that I saw"
(e) Dudu k(p ni 91119 ti o I9
Black NEG FOC child REL he go
"The child who left was not black"
(f) Dudu kg ni 91119 ti mo ri
Black NEG FOC child REL I see
"The child I saw was not black"
5.5.5. Adverbial
Here, we shall base our discussion on the adverbial classification made by Oke
(1974)**.
5.5.5.1. Place Adverbial
Under this subheading, Oke (1974)** discusses such items as nf ibadan "in
Ibadan" and nl i|e "in the house". These items are nominalized without any
overt marking and fronted to the sentence-initial position. After nominalization
and fronting, the preposition ru "in" is optionally deleted and a new particle ti,
which is different from our phase marker t[ "has", is introduced into the VP. The
preposition cannot be stranded, hence (18) (c) is not acceptable.
(18) (a) Mo ri 9 ni ibadan
I see you in Ibadan
"I saw you in Ibadan"
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/ ^ \ \ / ^
(b) (Ni) Ibadan kq> ni mo ti ri 9
(In) Ibadan NEG FOC I PRT see you
"It was not in Ibadan that I saw you"
(c) *Ibadan kef ni mo ti ri e ni
Ibadan NEG FOC I PRT see you in
"It was not in Ibadan that I saw you in"
5.5.5.2. Reason (or Purpose or Result) Adverbial
This adverbial behaves exactly as the place adverbial except that instead of the
introduction of the particle ti in the VP, another particle §e is introduced.
(19) (a) A wa" nitori owo
We came for reason money
"We came because of the money"
(b) (Ni) tori owo kef ni a ^e wa
(In) reason money NEG FOC we PRT come
"It was not because of money that we came"
5.5.5.3. Time and Manner Adverbials
These are also nominalized and fronted without any overt marking. No new
particle is introduced into the VP and the preposition in the time adverbial is
optionally realized after fronting.
(20) (a) O maa n rin jfje
He HAB walk gently
"He normally walks gently"
(b) jfjf kef ni 6 maa n rin
Gently NEG FOC he HAB walk
"He doesn't normally walk gently"
(c) O m£a n wa ni alaalf
He HAB come in night-night
"He comes every night"
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(d) (Ni) alaale kg ni o maa n
(In) night-night NEG FOC he HAB come
"It isn't every night that he comes"
5.5.6. Sentence Negation
As stated above, a sentence can also be focus negated. To do this, the
negative verb k£ is placed at the end of the sentence. The sentence may or
may not be nominalized and the presence of the focus marker is optional. (21)
(b) and (c) are the focus negation of (21) (a).
(21) (a) Olu lo
Olu go
"Olu went"
(b) Olu I9 kg (ni)
Olu go NEG (FOC)
"The point is that Olu did not go"
(c) Pe Olu I9 k<5 (ni)
Say/that Olu go NEG (FOC)
"That Olu went is not the point"
5.6. Negative Imperative
5.6.1. The Characteristics of the Yoruba Imperative
The Yoruba imperative is distinguished from its declarative counterpart by the
following characteristics:
(22) (a) Its structure may or may not have an overt
grammatical subject. When it has a subject,
this is always a second person pronoun.
Jade - Go out
^
. /
IW9 jade - You go out
*Emi jade - I go out
*Oun jade - He go out
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(b) The first and third person pronouns which are
impossible as imperative subjects can occur in
the "let" construction where the second
person pronoun is excluded.
Je ki n/o/a'/w9n/*^/*o/jade
Let me/him/us/them/*you/*you/go out
(c) In the VP, just as in a sentence with a
pronominal subject, the imperative is







(d) Semantically, according to Davies (1986:49),
whereas "a declarative asserts a proposition, an
imperative merely presents one". Just as the
proposition asserted by the declarative may or
may not be true, the proposition presented by
the imperative also may or may not be true.
5.6.2. Negating the Imperative
With the above distinctions noted between the Yoruba imperative and the
declarative sentences, some Yoruba linguists are of the opinion that there
should also be a distinct negative verb which occurs only in the imperative and
nowhere else. This is the view shared by Amuda (1986:197-198)** when he
states that ma is the imperative negator. The CMS's (1913:155)** A Dictionary
of the Yoruba Language also defines ma'' as "a negative particle used in the
imperative mood". Banjo's (1974)** analysis of the negative verb ma can also
be classified with the two studies just cited (i.e. Amuda (1986:197-1-198)** and
CMS (1913:155)**) if his imperative negator ma "not" in (3) is a distinct item
from his verb phrase negator ma' "not" in (4). As he does not make any
comment on the two ma's just mentioned, the question that crops up can be
framed thus, are the two ma's i.e. the ones in (3) and (4), different items or are
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they the same item performing two different functions?
In our opinion, it is the same item that is being used for two different
functions. That this is the case is shown by the fact that ye/mo which are
classified as the variants of ma, the so-called imperative negator, also perform
the same function for the VP negator, ma/
(23) (a) Olu ko le mo I9
Olu NEG M NEG go
"Olu cannot but go"
(b) Olu ko le ye' e I9
Olu NEG M NEG go
"Olu cannot stop going"
Observe that mp and y§ still have the same meaning when used in a
declarative sentence such as (23) and when used in an imperative sentence
such as (24).
(24) (a) Mo I9
"Don't go"
(b) Ye e I9
"Stop going"
Examples (23) and (24) show quite clearly that it is the same <ma that is being
classified as the VP and the imperative negator.
Oke (1982)** is more careful in his analysis of the negative verbs. He notes that
ma not only occurs both in the imperative and in the non-imperative sentences
but that "when the non-imperative positive verbal group is baa or baa, maa is
the only negator that may be used to effect negation ... as in: kf a maa baa l£
'so that we might not go'" (Oke 1982:252)**. The only problem with Oke's
analysis is the claim that the negative verb ko cannot occur in an imperative
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sentence. An example which shows that this claim is not correct is (25) where
an embedded sentence which forms part of the NP is negated with ko.
(25) (a) Ma ff ^ni ti ko lowc^
Don't marry person that NEG have money
"Don't marry someone who is not rich"
From the above discussion, it is clear that one cannot distinguish between ko
and ma on the basis of their occurrence or non-occurrence in the imperative.
Rather, they can be differentiated in terms of their position in a given sentence.
Ko precedes all auxiliary verbs in both the matrix and embedded sentences of a
non-imperative construction as in (26) (a) and (b). It also precedes all auxiliary
verbs in an embedded sentence of an imperative as in (26) (c).
(26) (a) Olu ko tii lowo
Olu NEG PH have money
"Olu is not yet rich"
(b) 0^ f<= Olu ti ko tii lowo
He marry Olu that NEG PH have money
"She marries Olu who is not yet rich"
(c) Ma Ef Olu ti ko lowo
NEG marry Olu that NEG PH have money
"Don't marry Olu who is not rich"
Ma", on the other hand, occurs before all auxiliary verbs in the imperative as in
(27) (a) and occurs either after an auxiliary verb, a conditional marker (i.e. ibaa
"even if") or a verb (i.e. modifying verb, main verb etc.) in a non-imperative and
in an embedded sentence as in (27) (b) and (c).




(b) O le ma' I9
He may NEG go
"He may not go"
(c) Olu' ti o le ma gbowo gja
Olu that he may NEG get money market
"Olu who may not receive (any) money for the
articles (he sold)"
The above generalization about ko makes unnecessary Oke's (1982:252)**
remark that ko does not precede such auxiliary verbs as yoo/a'/maa and m.
The reason is that any time ko follows any of these auxiliary verbs, it does not
occur in the same matrix sentence with them. In Oke's example given in (28),
the underlined nf "say/tell" is a verb which subcategorises for a sentence
hence, ko following it occurs at the initial position of an embedded sentence
i.e. Ko sowo "There is no money".
(28) W911 a je ' lu run tan, wgn ani ko s'owo
"they ruin the finances of the state,
and tell you there is no money"
There is also no justification for Payne's (1985:240)** claim, quoting Banjo
(1974)**, that in "Yoruba, the main-clause sentential negative is ko, whereas
the subordinate negative is ma".
On the interpretation of the negative in the Yoruba imperative, we agree with
Davies (1986:75) that there is no difference between negation in the imperative
and negation in the declarative sentences. Once it has been realized that the
negation may be interpreted with more than one type of scope, then, just as
"negation may be associated either with the assertion which a declarative
sentence constitutes, or with the proposition of which the declarative is an
assertion, so it may be associated either with the presentation constituted by
an imperative or with the particular proposition which is presented" (Davies
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1986:72).
Finally, it should be noted that the adverbial and focus negation exemplified
with declarative sentences above also apply to the imperative. For example, on
adverbial negation, Ma' rm kemQke'mQ "Don't walk briskly" implies "Walk




(b) Ijo" kg ni mo ni kl o j<f
Dance NEG FOC I say that you dance
"I didn't ask you to dance"
5.7. Modal Negation
Both the event and the modality (Palmer 1979:26) can be negated in a sentence
containing a modal verb in Yoruba2. When the event in Mo le ba a Ig "I can go
with him" or "I may go with him" is negated as in (30) (a), the scope of
negation is said to be external, but when the modality is negated as in (30) (b),
the scope of negation is internal.
(30) (a) N ko le ba a lg
I NEG can accompany him go
"I can't go with him"
(b) Mo le ma' ba a lg
I can/may NEG accompany him go




As shown in (30) (a) and (b), the negation of the epistemic le "can/may" can
either be internal or external. While (30) (a), where the scope of negation of Je
"can/may" is external can be paraphrased by "It is not possible that I go with
him", (30) (b), in which its negation is said to be internal, can be paraphrased
by "It is possible that I may not go with him". Other examples are:
(31) (a) M^narmp ... 1W9 o le dehin-in wa woran mi IP. 6)
Moriamo ... you NEG can reach here come look
play me
"Moriamo ... it is not possible for you to
come and watch my show" (i.e. to come and
see how he is being executed).
, , . J v V /., / / V-.V J /■ / /(b) 0 le wa nile, o si le ma si nile
He may be in house, he also may not be in house
ko yi eto ohun ti Alaba yoo ^e pada {p. 60}
NEG change arrangement things that Alaba
will do turn back
"Whether he is in or not, the plans already made
by Alaba are not changed"
It may be argued here that le "can/may" owes its internal scope of negation in
(30) (b) and (31) (b) to the fact that it precedes rather than follows the negative
verb. That this is not the case is shown by (32) where the negative verb
precedes le "can/may" and the scope of negation is still internal.
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(32) O 1119 pe yanrin ni wcjn ki smu awyn agba ribiti,
He know that/say sand FOC they put inside those
drum round,
ribiti <jhun, ki <pta lbijn ti wcpn ba yin ...
round over there, that bullet gun that they shoot to
ma le tatapo si ^hin lcphun-un {.P. 1)
may not stray to back other side
"He knows that the drums are filled with sand
in order for the bullets from the gun shot not to
pass through them to the other side"
5.7.1.2. GbQdQ "Must"
/ \
Epistemic gbodo "must" is outside the scope of both the internal and external
negation. That is, neither the event nor the modality can be negated by
combining the negative verb with the epistemic gbgdQ "must". Hence, neither
(33) (b) nor (c) is the negation of (33) (a). While (33) (b) which is grammatical is
the negation of the deontic gbgdg "must", (33) (c) is ungrammatical and
unacceptable. Even in "verbal crossing out" (Halliday 1970:33) where a previous
"must" is specifically denied in which the use of "mustn't" is possible in
English, the use of the negative plus gbgdg "must" is still not acceptable. So,
Whereas (33) (d) is possible in English, (33) (e) is unacceptable in Yoruba.
(33) (a) O gbijdcp wa nile
He must be in house
"He must be in" (i.e. I confidently infer
that he is at home)
(b) Ko gbydy si nile
NEG must be in house
"He must not be in" (i.e. It is
necessary/important that he is not in)
(c) *0 gbcjdij ma' si nile
He must NEG be in house
(d) He must be in - Oh no, he mustn't
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(e) O gbtpdcj wa nile - *Rara, ko gb9do
He must be in house - No, NEG must
"He must be in - No, he must not"
This is not to say that sentence (33) (a) cannot be negated. To negate it, we
use he "can/may". This means that the difference between the epistemic gbodo
"must" and le "can/may" neutralizes in negation. This type of neutralization
also occurs in German (Ladd (personal communication)). Just as in (30) (a) and
(b), (33) (a) can be given either an internal or an external negation with the use
of le "can/may". Witness (34) (a) and (b).
(34) (a) Ko le si nile
NEG can be in house
"He cannot be in"
(b) 0 le ma si nile
He may not be in house
"He may not be in"
While (34) (a) is the external negation of (33) (a), (34) (b) is its internal negation.
5.7.1.3. Yoo "Will"
When the epistemic yoo "will" is negated, it is the event that is affected hence,
in N ko n[[ l£ "I won't go", what is negated is not the modality but the
act-of-going taking place i.e. "I predict that, for me, not-the act of going" (i.e.
the act of going is not taking place).
5.7.2. Deontic Modality
5.7.2.1. Le "Can/may"
With the deontic [e "can/may", negation can apply either to the event or the
modality. While (35) (a) means "... you are not permitted to stay at work", (35)
(b) means "... you are permitted not to stay at work".
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(35) (a) Mo f|e ran 9 ni$§ I9 sibi kan l(5nii
I want INF send you in work go to place one today
o o nil le duro nibi {p. 64}
you NEG () can stop/stay in place work
"I want to send you on an errand today,
you cannot stay at work"
(b) Mo ran 9 ni^§ I9 sibi kan l6nii
I want INF send you in work go to place one today
o le maa durc5^ nibi i§£
you may NEG stay/stop in place work
"I want to send you on an errand today,
you may not stay at work"
Examples (35) (a) and (b) show that just as in its epistemic counterpart, the
scope of negation in a sentence containing the deontic le "can/may" can either
be internal or external. The deontic le "can/may" differs from the epistemic l<|
"can/may", however, in that the placement of the negative verb is not important
in the case of the latter, whereas the placement of the negative verb is very
important in deciding the scope of negation of the former. As the examples in
(30)—(32) show, the negative verb can either follow or precede the epistemic le
"can/may" to negate either the modality or the event. For the deontic le
"can/may", the negative verb always precedes it for the negation of modality
and follows it for the negation of the event.
5.7.2.2. GbodQ "Must"
/ V
Only the event can be negated in a sentence containing the deontic gbydg
"must". O o gb^dg ?e & means "You are required not to do it or I order you
not to do it". The meaning of the deontic gbiftdg "must" is adequately captured
in the following conversation where X tells Y what he must not do.
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(36) X O o gbcpdq) wi nnkan kan nipa (jga r<=:
You NEG must say thing one about master you
fun $n\ kan kan
for person one one
"You must not say anything about your master to
anyone"
Y Kin lo fe ^>ga mi sa
Q FOC it do master me sir
"What happened to my master sir?"
X Oo gb^dp s<? pe 6 fara pa
You NEG must say that he take body cut
"You mustn't say he was wounded"
Y <?g<£ mi ko fara pa sa
Master me NEG take body cut sir
"My master was not wounded sir"
X 0 o gb<jdp so pe a gbd' e wa sihin-in l<^ru
You NEG must say that we carry him come to here
in late in the night
"You must not say we brought him here late in the
night"
Y gbe e wa sihin-in l6ru sa {p. 142}.
You (pi.) NEG carry him come to here late in the night
"You didn't bring him here late in the night sir"
5.7.2.3. Yoo "Will"
The negation of the deontic yoo "will" contrasts with that of the epistemic yoo
"will". While with the former, negation affects modality, with the latter, it is the
event that is negated. Both can be exemplified as follows: N 6 fun un "I
won't give it to him"
(37) Deontic - I do not intend to give it to him
I am not willing to give it to him
Epistemic - I predict that, for me, not-the
act of giving it to him (i.e. the
act of giving it to him is not
taking place"
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5.8. Phase and Aspect Negation
5.8.1. Aspect Negation
Neither aspect nor phase can be negated in a direct manner in Yoruba. That is,
given a sentence such as (38) (a) which in formal language can be written as
(38) (b), the interpretations available are those in which either "He" or "jump" is
negated. PROG can be negated, according to Moravcsik (1982:96) "only by such
awkward circumlocution" such as (38) (c).




(c) It is not the case that he is jumping now,
but that he has completed jumping.
The way out of this circumlocution, in Moravcsik's (1982:96-99) opinion, is "to
interpret negation with aspect on the subsentential level" and apply negation
"inside the PROG operator, directly to the VP". Thus, for (38) (a), the negation
is (39) (a) which, in formal language, is not (39) (b) but (39) (c).
(39) (a) Ko fo
NEG jump
"He is not jumping"
(b) -Ex(x is in progress, and x is a jump by HIM)
(c) Ex(x is in progress, and x is not a jump by HIM)
With (39) (c), the negation of (38) (a) can be true then "if and only if at the
point or interval of evaluation, the agent" is not jumping but doing something
else (Moravcsik 1982:99). This contrast principle of negation also applies to
both the perfective and the habitual aspects. For the perfective, (40) (b), which
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is the negation of (40) (a), is true if and only if at the point of evaluation, the
agent does/did not jump but did/does something else.
(40) (a) Olu u fo
Olu HTS jump
"Olu jumps/jumped"
(b) Olu ko fo
Olu NEG jump
"Olu did/does not jump"
It will be noted that the distinction between the perfective and the progressive
neutralizes in negation, hence, (39) (a) and (40) (b) have everything in common
except the subjects. The reason for this neutralization, according to Givon
(1978:97), is because "tense-aspect in affirmative is almost always larger - but
never smaller - than in the negative. Thus languages tend to innovate more
tense-aspectual elaboration in the affirmative, and only slowly do these
innovations spread into the negative. For the habitual, (42), the negation of
(41), is true if and only if at the point of evaluation, the agent does not
regularly perform the act of jumping but performs some other act.
(41) O maa n fo
He HAB jump
"He usually/often jumps"
(42) Kx i fo
NEG jump
"He doesn't often jump"
5.8.2. Phase Negation
The contrast principle of negation does not work well with the phase negation.
That is, (43) (a) does not say that in the interval at the point of evaluation,
instead of jumping, the agent has completed another act. Rather, it says that
at the interval before the point of evaluation, the act of jumping was not
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completed by the agent. (43) (a) does not rule out the agent spending his/her
time doing something else other than jumping. Hence, we can still continue
(43) (a) to give us (43) (b).
(43) (a) Kotiifo
NEG PH jump
"He has not jumped"
(b) Ko til fo, o n gba bpplu lowp
NEG PH jumped, he PROG play ball in hand
"He hasn't jumped, he is still playing football"
The denial in (43) (a) "leaves it open as to whether something else is
completed some time within the interval, or whether the interval is taken up
with a state or event that does not lead to completion" (Moravcsik 1982:101).
In contradistinction to aspect, therefore, when NEG element attaches to PH(VP),
negation applies before the PH operator.
5.9. Quantifier Negation
Three types of quantifiers have been recognized in Yoruba. They are the
universal quantifier, gbogbo "all"; the absolute quantifier, m^waa "ten" etc.; and
the relative quantifier, e.g. pupp "many", df£ "few/a few". (Ekundayo (176:59)**.
The three are distinguished from each other as follows:
Universal - identifies whole sets without indicating exact
numbers.
Absolute - gives exact numbers of items quantified.
Relative - quantifies relative to some unspecified sets.
These three types of quantifiers fall within two classes of Jespersen's
'tripartition' of values in his treatment of "Negation in general as expressed in
language" (Jespersen n.d.:3). Jespersen's (1924:324-325) 'tripartition' is based
upon the two logical extremes and the intermediate state lying between them.
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The 'tripartition' is set out as follows:
Next we have to consider some terms of paramount
importance to the logician as well as to the linguist, namely the
two absolute extremes 'all' and 'nothing' with the intermediate
'something'. Let us call the two extremes A and C and the
intermediate B. They are most naturally represented in a
descending scale
A everything, all, everybody (all girls, all the money)
B something, some, somebody (some girls, a girl, some money)
C nothing, none, nobody (no girls, no money)
Jespersen comments further:
The intermediate B of course admits many subdivisions of
which we may mention some of special linguistic interest
B1 many (girls) much (money) very (sorry)
B2 a few (girl) a little (money) a little (sorry)
B3 few (girls) little (money) little (sorry)
Jespersen also puts all numerals in class B. This is justified by the fact that
apart from zero, all numerals fall between the two extremes represented by A,
e.g. "all" and C, e.g. "nothing".
The C class is not realized as a lexicalized quantifier in Yoruba. According to
Ekundayo (1976:62)**
Yoruba has no single word analogous to English "none",
"nobody", "nothing" etc., but it expresses the senses of such
lexical items existentially. Thus, "nobody" is kd sf enikan (not
exist person one); "nothing" is ko sii nnkan (not exist thing-one)
and "none" is ko si (Qkan) (not exist (one)). The Yoruba word for
"zero" i.e. ofo does not express the sense of "none" and it cannot
be used in partitive constructions .... Thus, there is no *6fo ninu
wa "*zero of us" analogous to ko sf ninCi wa "none of us".
The Yoruba expressions for "none, nobody and nothing" can be explained in
terms of Jespersen's (n.d. 81) scalar values. According to him, 'not four' does
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not mean "whatever is above or below 4 in scale, but what is below 4 ...
something between 4 and 0 ... 'not everything' means something between
everything and nothing". Horn (1978:136) explains this in terms of scalar
predicates, items "which can be arranged on a strength scale defined by
entailment of the form P-| < P2 ... Pn (where Pn entails all Pk such that k < n),
(and which) can be said to assert or entail the lower bond". In the same
manner, ko s[ em kan/nnkan/ykan "no one person/one thing/one" means
something or somebody below one which is equivalent to "nobody, nothing or
none" in languages that have lexicalized quantifier terms for such items.
This is not to say that a "not" followed by a numeral cannot be interpreted as
'more than'. On this, Jespersen (n.d. 81) states that "when not+numeral is
exceptionally to be taken as 'more than', the numeral has to be strongly
stressed, and generally to be followed by a more exact indication: the hill is
not two hundred feet high, but 'three hundred'".
From the foregoing, it is quite clear that Ekundayo's Yoruba universal quantifier
is in Jespersen's A class. Both his absolute and relative quantifiers belong to
the B class but in a different classification from that of Jespersen. The Yoruba
quantifiers can be represented as shown below where Bii and Biii can be said
to be almost identical to Jespersen's B2 and B3.
universal - A - gbogbo "all"
absolute - Bi - mgwaa "ten", ogun "twenty"
relative - Bii - die "few/a few"
- Biii - pup§ "many", ogunlogo "several"
5.9.1. Negation and the A class
The negation of the Yoruba universal quantifier is discussed by Ekundayo
(1976)** within the framework of the predicate calculus. The major shortcoming
noted is that the framework used for the discussion does not allow for enough
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interpretation of the effect of negation on the quantifier. The fact is that any
description of quantifier negation in Yoruba must take account of three
important factors which are (i) the properties of the said quantifier, (ii) the
position of the quantifier relative to the negative verb and (iii) the type of
sentence in which the quantifier occurs i.e. whether any of the items is
focussed or not. As none of these three factors is discussed in any detail by
Ekundayo, we shall adopt Jespersen's 'tripartition' to discuss the interaction of
the negative verb with the universal quantifier using the examples given by
Ekundayo. We shall briefly examine Jespersen's system in dealing with English
quantifier negation. Then, we shall present our interpretation of this system
regarding Yoruba examples and contrast our proposal with Ekundayo's
approach.
5.9.1.1. Jespersen's Observation
For the negation of the A class, Jespersen (1924:326) has this to say:
.... Here we have the general rule that if the negative word
is placed first, it discards the absolute element, and the result is
the intermediate term: Not A = B, .... if, on the other hand, the
absolute term is mentioned first, the absolute element prevails,
and the result is the contrary notion A ... not = C
Some of the examples used to justify his claim are the following:
They are not all of them fools [not A = B]
The one (uncle) I was always going to write to.
And always didn't [A not = C]
On the 'A ... not' configuration, Horn (1978:139) notes that
Jespersen observes correctly that the 'A ... not'
configuration ... often has a different interpretation in natural
language, if the A-term is a quantifier. Examples like
(48) All that glitters is not gold
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Thank Heaven, all scholars are not like this
Tout le monde n'est pas fait pour l'art
abound, where A ... not = B (or, more correctly, A ... not = not A =
B ... not).
Jespersen attributes this phenomenon to "the result of two
tendencies, to place the subject first and to attract the negation
to the verb" (1924:327), so that the negative which would
logically precede the universal ('Not all that glitters ...') is
attracted instead to the unmarked nexal position as in (48) (the
numbering is ours).
Huddleston (1985:431) also states that the two interpretations available for
constructions such as Jespersen's A ... not where the A-term is a quantifier can
be "distinguished prosodically" in English. In Yoruba, both interpretations can
be distinguished by focussing. Hetzron (1980:279) presents convincing
arguments to show that both grammatical intonation and focus should be
regarded as part of the sentence and therefore should be given their rightful
place in grammar.
From these writers' remarks, one can conclude that Jespersen's 'A ... not' can
be 'not A' if both focussing and prosody are regarded as part of the sentence.
Having discussed the A class in Jespersen's three-cornered system, we can
now examine Ekundayo's data to see what additional information can be
provided here about the interaction of the Yoruba quantifiers and the negative
verbs.
5.9.1.2. Ekundayo (1976)** on the Negation of the Universal Quantifier
Ekundayo's (1976)** discussion of the universal quantifier negation is based on
the following examples (the numbering is ours)
(49) (a) Gbogbo wa ni o le sg ede Ge^si
All we is he can speak language English
"All of us can speak the English language"
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(b) Gbogbo wa ni ko le S9 ^de Gppsi
All we is not can speak language English
"All of us are unable to speak the English
language"
(c) Gbogbo wa kp ni o le S9 ede Gppsi
All we not is he can speak language English
"Not all of us can speak the English language"
(d) Ki 1 ^e gbogbo wa ni o le S9 ede G^psi
It isn't all we is he can speak language English
"It is not all of us who can speak the English
language"
(e) Ki 1 §e pe gbogbo wa ni 6 le sp ede Gpesi
It isn't that all we is he can speak language
English
"It is not the case that all of us can speak the
English language"
(f) Ko' si (pkan) ninu wa ti o le sp &de Geesi
Not exist (one) among us who can speak language
English
"None of us can speak the English language"
Out of these examples, five are relevant to our discussion. The one that we
shall not be discussing is (49) (e) because it is an example of what Payne
(1985:199)** regards as a performative paraphrase. As a performative
paraphrase, it can be used not only when the whole sentence is in the scope
of negation but also when the VP or the NP is. It can also be used when any of
the sentence term is in the scope of negation (Aldridge 1978:109). Our stand on
(49) (e) is identical to the one taken by Ekundayo (1976:62)**. On it, he states
that
(49) (e) could be right if either of the constituents in what
follows k[ f je pe "it is not the case that" were negated. Hence,
(49) (e) is true if not all of us can speak English, but at least one
of us can .... It is also true if none of us can speak English but
all of us can speak German. In that case, what is in dispute is the
language all of us can speak, and nothing there indicates that
any of us can speak English, kt ( §e pe "it is not the case that"
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specifies a null set. Thus, depending on what constituent of (49)
(a) is negated in the internal structure of (49) (e), it, (49) (e),
ambiguously describes cases where 'none' or 'some' or 'many' of
us can speak English. This possibility of multiple interpretation
of (49) (e) makes it unsuitable for our discussion (the numbers in
the quotation are ours)
On (49) (b), Ekundayo says it completely denies (49) (a). This is not surprising if
we note Jespersen's remark on this type of sentence. It will be noted that (49)
(a) is a focus sentence, that is, it is a sentence in which the universal quantifier
is focussed. It is this focussed item that is now negated in (49) (b) in
Jespersen's A ... not configuration. The possibility of the negative verb being
attracted to the verb base form is then blocked by the presence of the focus
marker. The only meaning available, therefore, is that of Jespersen's A ... not =
C which is the same with Ekundayo's null set.
Ekundayo states that both (49) (c) and (d) do not deny (49) (a) and he gives the
following logical representations for both of them
If 'be a person' = p, 'be here' = H, 'speak English' = Se, 'all
(the universal quantifier)' = V, 'the existential quantifier'^-where ^ ^
there exists one,3-if - then', & = 'and', ~ = 'logical negation', let
'y' be the variable to be used, then (49) (c) and (d) can be
represented as
~(Vy) ((Py & Hy) z? Sey)
i.e. Not for all y is it true that if y is a person
and y is here, then y speaks English
We agree with Ekundayo that both (49) (c) and (d) do not deny (49) (a)
especially as both are right if at least one of the people concerned can speak
English. But the problem with his analysis is that the way each fails to deny
(49) (a) is not made explicit in his representations. It will be noted that the
negative verb follows the universal quantifier in (49) (b) and (c) and both have
the configuration A .. not. The question then is if (49) (b) is a complete
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negation of (49) (a), why not (49) (c)?
The reason for this is that whereas (49) (b) is the negation of (49) (a), (49) (c) is
the negation of another sentence. A close look at both (49) (b) and (c) shows
that the focus marker, m, which Ekundayo glosses as "is", occurs in different
places in the two sentences. Whereas the focus marker precedes the the
negative verb in (49) (b), it follows the negative verb in (49) (c). What this
means is that whereas (49) (b) negates (49) (a) where there is a focussed
universal quantifier, (49) (c) is the focus negation of (50) where there is an
unfocussed universal quantifier.
(50) Gbogbo wa le s<p ede G99S1
All we can speak language English
"All of us can speak the English language"
If focus is taken, following Jackendoff (1972:255), as denoting "the information
in the sentence that is assumed by the speaker not to be shared by him and
the hearer", then, one can say that "the presupposition (i.e.) ... the information
in the sentence that is assumed by the speaker to be shared by him and the
hearer" (Jackendoff 1972:230) of sentences (49) (b) and (c) differs.
Another possible negation of (50) is (51) (a). Whereas (51) (a) allows for more
than one type of interpretation i.e. (51) (b) and (c), (49) (c), in which the
negative verb is "specified as new, within a contrastive sentence" (Chafe
1970:229-230), allows for only (51) (b) as its negation.
(51) (a) Gbogbo wa ko le S9 ede G99S1
All we cannot speak language English
"All of us cannot speak the English language/Not
all of us can speak the English language"
(b) One/some/many of us can speak the English
language
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(c) Not one of us can speak the English language
As it is the negative verb that is focussed in (49) (c) and not the universal
quantifier, Jespersen's 'A ... not' configuration does not work as well with it as
it does with (49) (b). Though the focus marker blocks verb attraction both in
(49) (b) and (c), the 'A ... not' configuration of (49) (c) gives rise to only a B
interpretation in Jespersen's 'tripartition'. This interpretation contrasts with the
observation of Jespersen in English where 'A ... not' should normally be a C
and only by verb attraction can it be interpreted as B.
As for (49) (d), it will be noted that the negative verb precedes the universal
quantifier which indicates a 'not A' interpretation in Jespersen's configuration. A
'not A' in Jespersen's configuration always results in a B except "when the
negative is attached prefixally or implied" (Horn 1978:139). As there is neither a
prefixal negative nor a negative by implication in (49) (d), it is not surprising
that the only interpretation available agrees with Jespersen's 'not A' = B
configuration i.e. "one/some/many of us can speak the English language". This
shows that though our analysis agrees with that of Ekundayo in his claim that
both (49) (c) and (d) have a B interpretation, the way each arrives at the B
interpretation differs.
That (49) (f) is a complete negation of (49) (a) can also be explained in terms of
Jespersen's scalar values and Horn's scalar predicates that we have touched
upon above. The scalar values and predicates account for the use of "not one"
for "none", "no" and "not one thing" for "nothing" in languages such as Yoruba.
In Jespersen's (n.d. 81) words, this scalar hypothesis "explains how 'not one'
comes to be the natural expression in many languages for 'none', 'no', and 'not
one thing' for 'nothing'.
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5.9.2. Negation and the B class
Jespersen's (1924:325) suggestion that on numerals, "the general rule ... is that
not means 'less than' or in 'other words 'between the word qualified and
nothing'" accounts for the relation between negation and the Yoruba numerals.
Thus, the expression, Ko ka iwe meta iQdun "He does not read three books a
year" means that he reads less than three books. This does not mean that such
an expression cannot be given a "more than three books" reading but, in such
a case, as we have stated earlier, "the whole combination has generally to be
followed by a more exact indication" (Jespersen 1924:325) i.e. Ko mu iwe mgta,
mgrin 16 mu "He does not take three books, he takes four".
The effect of negation on our Bii, dfe "few/a few" and Biii, pupy "many" is also
straightforward. The negation of the former gives the latter and that of the
latter gives the former. This is quite unlike English and some other languages
where items in the same class as Bii are often classified as covering
Jespersen's B2, "few", and B3, "a few". In such languages, B2 is always negative
and B3, always positive i.e. "few" = 'less than you would expect'; "a few" =
'more than you would expect'. In Yoruba, Bii is neither positive nor negative, it
is neutral.
5.10. Yoruba Negative Verb as a Reinforcer - A Critique
The last aspect of negation to be considered in this chapter is a point raised
by Oke (1982:257-261)** in which he claims that Yoruba negative verbs often
act as reinforcers in a given sentence. According to him, the occurrence of
double negation in a clause does not always result in cancellation, producing a
positive reading. In some cases, he states further, one of the negative verbs
gives the other an emphatic reading. The examples given are the following:
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I
(52) (a) Ko maa I9 9
II
„ / s --V \Ki o maa I9 9
IIWho cares whether he goes or not"
/ 1 > T, ^ 1 ' S f / '
(b) Ki baa ma ri 1 Ibaa maa ri 1
"He wouldn't have found it"
V ^ \ \ / v
(c) Ko baa wa n'ibf
^ /\ N S \
Ibaa wa n1ib^
II Even if she was there"
\ N / \ / X / . \ /"
(d) Ko ki n jgun psan Ki n ]eun psan
"He doesn't eat launch"
The deletion of the negative verb in I, according to him, produces II both with
the same meaning but with loss of emphasis in II.
A close scrutiny of the examples given by Oke shows that none of them
supports the suggestion that double negation can be used for emphasis in the
language. (52) (a) is easy to dispose of: the kf in (52) (a) II is not a negative
verb. The item is often glossed in English as "let" hence, the correct
representation of (52) (a) I and II is (53) (a) and (b) respectively.
From our observation and from what we gather from some other Yoruba
o'of (53) (b) to produce kef of (53) (a). With this explanation, it is not clear to us
where Oke gets his two negatives. The only negative verb in the two clauses is
(53) (a) Ko maa I9 9
Let him NEG go EMPH
"Let him not go (if he likes)"
(b) Ki o maa I9 9
Let him NEG go EMPH
"Let him not go (if he likes)"
speakers, what happens in (53) (a) and (b) is just the deletion of vowel "1" in kf
maa.
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We note too that the kf in (52) (a) I is not a negative verb as Oke would want
us to believe but is what Abimbola and Oyelaran (1975:43) call the possibility
marker3. (52) (b) I and II (reproduced below for convenience), where we have
the third person pronominal subject can be compared with (54) and (55) where
we have the first and second person pronominal subjects respectively.
(52) (b) I Ki baa maa ri i
PROB even if NEG see/find it
"Even if he doesn't find it"
II I baa maa ri i
PROB even if NEG see/find it
"Even if he doesn't find it"
(54) (a) A ki baa maa ri i
We PROB even if NEG see/find it"
"Even if we do not find it"
(b) A baa maa ri i
We even if NEG see/find it
"Even if we do not find it"
(55) (a) E ki baa maa ri i
You(pl) even if NEG see/find it
"Even if you do not find it"
(b) ^ baa maa ri 1
You(pl) even if see/find it
"Even if you do not find it"
We shall not discuss the deletion of the item lo in (54) (b) and (55) (b) if
compared with (54) (a) and (55) (a) respectively because the deletion of the
item has been given a comprehensive treatment by Abimbola and Oyelaran
(1975)**.
As for (52) (b) I and II, it will be noted that the third person pronominal subject
is not realized in them whereas the first and second person pronominal
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subjects are present in (54) and (55). The reason for this is that "the first
person singular pronoun (3rd sing, pro.) deletes obligatorily before ko/ki (NEG),
yoo ("will") and jo (PROBABLE)" (Abimbola and Oyelaran (1975)). To account for
the difference between expressions such as (52) (b) I and II, Abimbola and
Oyelaran (1975:42)** postulate some rules needed for the deletion of
consonants in "Yoruba grammatical formatives". According to them, the initial
non-syllabic segment of a grammatical formative deletes in Yoruba whenever it
follows one formative and precedes another. The difference between (52) (c) I
and II can be explained, according to them, in terms of which of the following
two rules applies to each of them:
(56) (i) Obligatory deletion of the 3rd sing. pro.
before ko/ki "NEG", yoo "will" and
kjL "PROBABLE".
(ii) The optional deletion of the initial non-initial
segment of a grammatical formative that follows
one formative and precedes another.
The full representation of (52) (b) I and II, therefore, is (57).
(57) 3rd sing. pro. ki baa maa ri i
3rd sing. pro. PROB even if NEG see it
"Even if he does not find it"
If the obligatory rule in (56) (i) applies first, jo "PROB" would find itself in the
initial position without any other formative preceding it. If this happens, (56) (ii)
will be blocked and what we can them have is (52) (b) I. As for (52) (b) II, (56)
(ii) applies first i.e. jo "PROB" is preceded by one formative and followed by
another, it, therefore, deletes the consonant "k" leaving the vowel "1". After this
deletion, (56) (ii) applies. The application of these two rules produce (52) (b) II.
We also agree with Abimbola and Oyelaran (1975:41 n.9)** that jo "PROB" never
negates the kind of sentences in (52) (b) I, (52) (b) II, (54) and (55). Any
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negation that is noted in the sentences is brought about by the presence of
the negative verb maa.
As for (52) (c) and (d) the view shared by us and the other Yoruba speakers we
have consulted is that they are the type of sentences used by Lagos Yoruba
speakers where, in standard Yoruba, we have the following:
(58) Ki baa wa nile/i baa wa nile
PROB even if is in house/PROB even if is in house
"Even if he is at home"
(59) Ki l j^un ijsan
NEG eat afternoon
"He doesn't eat lunch"
The Yoruba dialect spoken by the Lagos speakers differs considerably from the
ones spoken in the other parts of the Yoruba-speaking area and most
importantly, from the standard Yoruba on which Oke bases his work.
On the difference between the type of Yoruba spoken by the people of Lagos
and the ones spoken by the people in the other parts of the Yoruba-speaking
area, Simpson (1979:5)** states that:
While the Yoruba ... in Oyo State ... is expected to be highly
competent in his mother-tongue, the average inhabitant of the
Lagos area is expected to be ... less competent ... in his Nigerian
mother-tongue, having been exposed to an urban civilization in
which terms are frequently borrowed from English in Yoruba
speech, more so than is the case in other Yoruba-speaking
States such as Oyo, Ogun and Ondo States.
An example that can be used to support the claim made by Simpson above is
as follows: In Yoruba, there is a rule that changes the first person singular
/ \ \
subject (1st per. sing.) Mo "\" to N before the negative verb ko/o. With the
application of this rule, the negation of (60) (a) is (60) (b).
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(60) (a) Mo I9
I go
"I goes/went"
(b) N o I9
I NEG go
"I didn't/don't go"
As this type of rule is not available in English i.e. "I go", "I didn't go", the rule is
not often observed in the speech of the Lagos speakers of Yoruba. So, instead
of (60) (b), we have (61).
(61) Mo o I9
I NEG go
"I didn't/don't go"
As Oke's analysis is concerned with the standard Yoruba and not the type of
Yoruba spoken by the people of Lagos, examples (52) (c) I and II and (52) (d) I
and II are not very safe in making grammatical decisions. A grammatical
decision based on such examples can be compared with one in which a
decision of grammaticality in Modern English is based on such sentences as
"*Nobody doesn't like me" which, though is correct in English dialects and in
earlier periods of the language, is asterisked in Modern English.
5.11. Summary
As will have been noted, the scope of the analyses presented in this chapter is
far narrower than the scope of negation in the language demands.
Nevertheless, many prevailing views have been called into question in the
analysis and some new problems have been identified.
✓
We have shown that neither mo "again" nor tn marks sentence negation in the
language. We also suggest that the contrast principle of negation which works
well for aspect encounters some problems when applied to the phase system.
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We also give examples to show that apart from cases where the universal
quantifier is focus negated, Jespersen's tripartition of value can be used to
account for the negation of the Yoruba quantifiers.
Finally, we suggest that a situation where one of two explicit negative verbs in
a clause functions as a reinforcer does not exist in standard Yoruba, hence any
sentence of this type should be accounted for dialectically and stylistically.
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Notes and References to Chapter 5
1. Terms often used in transformational grammar are used for
the operations taking place here.
2. Just as in Chapter 4, most of the examples used in the
description . of modal negation are taken from the novel,
ATQTO ARERE. The pages of the examples so used are also
put in curly bracket i.e. {}.
3. It is also worth noting that there is some confusion in the
examples given by Oke. In (52) (b) I and II and (52) (c) I and
II, we have the word baa. In (52) (c) I and II, the word is
glossed as "even if" its correct gloss. In (52) (b) I and II, the
gloss used for the same word is "would have" which is the
gloss for another word ba. In discussing (52) (b) I and II, we
shall retain his Yoruba example and correct the English
translation of the word baa. To derive (52) (b) I from (52)




THE YORUBA AUXILIARY AND SOME RELATED SUBCLASSES OF VERB IN GPSG
In Chapter 2, we present arguments to show that the items classified as the
elements of the category Aux by both Oke (1972) and Oyelaran (1982a) belong
to two subclasses of verb, the modifying and the auxiliary. In that chapter, our
discussion was basically descriptive and no attempt was made to account for
the structural differences between the VP in which each of the two verbs
occurs first within the framework of any grammar. In this chapter, we shall
show, within the framework of the Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar
(GPSG henceforth), how a VP in which the auxiliary verb occurs as the first
verb differs from or resembles one in which the modifying verb occurs first.
We shall then compare the latter with the verb infinitive phrase and the serial
verb construction. We begin our discussion with the syntactic component of
GPSG1.
6.1. The Syntax
GPSG is a monostratal grammar in that it refers to only a single level of
syntactic representation. Dr. Ronald Cann2 has summarized what is contained in
the syntactic component of GPSG as follows:
- A set of syntactic FEATURES which, together with a set of
FEATURE CO-OCCURRENCE RESTRICTIONS define the set of
SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES used in the grammar, and
- A set of IMMEDIATE DOMINANCE (ID) RULES which defines
the possible HIERARCHICAL RELATIONS within PHRASE
STRUCTURE TREES, and
- A set of LINEAR PRECEDENCE (LP) RULES defining the
LEFT-TO-RIGHT ORDERING of words/phrases within a tree,
and
- A set of METARULES that capture regularities between
LEXICAL ID RULES by regularly giving as output a set of ID
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rules for some already extant input of such rules, and
- A RULE TO TREE ALGORITHM to define the set of admissible
PHRASE STRUCTURE TREES as defined by the set of ID and
LP rules together with,
- A set of FEATURE INSTANTIATION PRINCIPLES which put
restrictions on the way the barely specified ID rules admit
acceptable LOCAL TREES, and
- A set of FEATURE SPECIFICATION DEFAULTS which give the
UNMARKED values of any features, i.e. its value when no
other principle or rule determines this.
Together these define an infinite set of phrase structure trees or syntactic
structural descriptions of expressions in some language, the LEXICON providing
the LEXICAL ITEMS (i.e. WORDS!) to TERMINATE the syntactic structures.
6.2. The Feature System
As will be noted from this brief summary, GPSG is, to a large extent, based on
the theory of features. A feature in GPSG is defined as an ordered pair
consisting of a feature name followed by a value which may be selected from
an unordered set of values. This definition collapses the notion 'feature' and
'value of feature'. Thus, a feature specification can be shown as in (1).
(1) Feature:<feature name, feature value>
Features may be ATOM VALUED or CATEGORY VALUED. An Atom valued
feature takes only a single unanalysable item as value while a Category valued
feature takes a full category as value. The examples of these values in Yoruba
are:
(2) ATOM-VALUED FEATURES




















































A CATEGORY is a set of features. It is defined as a partial function from the
set of feature names to the set of values. The use of the term function in the
definition ensures that each feature name is assigned only one value while the
use of the term allows for a category to be unspecified for some features.
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Some examples of categories are:
(3) {<N,+>,<V,->} (=N)
{<N,-> ,<V,+>} (=V)





The features that will concern us in this chapter are the features that can
appear on [+V, -N] categories. These are features which could be associated
with V and VP of an S. They are as follow:
(4) +BSE (main verb), +MOD (modifying verb)
+SER (serial verb), +INF (infinitive verb)
+AUX (auxiliary verb)
6.3. Conditions on the Cooccurrence of Properties between Constituents
There are two basic conditions on the cooccurrence of properties between
constituents in GPSG. The first relates the properties of the mother category
and those of the daughter categories. The second concerns the relationship
between the properties in two or more daughter categories under the same
mother.
6.3.1. Head Feature Convention
The categorial identity between mother and head is ensured by the Head
Feature Convention (HFC). HFC ensures that the FREE head properties in a
daughter category are identical to those in the mother category. By FREE head
properties, we mean properties of the head which are not
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- specifically stated in the rule to differ from that of the mother
e.g. bar level in the rule VP > H[BAR 0], NP
- required to differ from the mother because of the Feature
Cooccurrence Restriction i.e. [SUBCAT] > —[SLASH] which
states that a lexical category cannot have a SLASH
specification. The V cannot have a SLASH in VP/NP > V,
NP/NP
- overridden by another feature instantiation principle.
The set of Head Features are {N, V, VFORM, PFORM, SLASH, NUM, PER, AGR,
PAST, AUX, PRED}
6.3.2. Control Agreement Principle
The Control Agreement Principle (CAP) requires that two syntactic constituents
standing semantically in a 'controller'-'controllee' relationship have the same
agreement head properties. It interacts with HFC to ensure that sister
categories have the same head properties. Some of the attributes of CAP list
are "person, number, gender, definiteness, case, tense, aspect, voice, negation
and the iikd' (Zwicky 1985:174).
6.3.3. Foot Feature Principle
The Foot Feature Principle (FFP) requires that a mother category possesses
every foot property appearing in any one of its daughter categories. It acts as a
constraint on the free instantiation of FOOT features and ensures that the
instantiated FOOT feature specifications of the mother must be the unification
of the FOOT feature specifications instantiated on the daughters. It should be
noted, however, that like the HFC, FFP may fail to 'propagate' features
appearing on categories by virtue of the fact that the features are stipulated by
a rule or that they appear through the application of a metarule. SLASH and
WH are examples of FOOT features.
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6.4. Metarules
The metarules are the rules in the grammar which are based on the properties
of other rules. Metarules derive lexical ID rules from other lexical ID rules and
thus enlarge the set of rules of a grammar in a regular way. The application of
metarules does not change the subcategorization features on lexical categories.
The general form of metarules is:
X > W, Y
X' —> w, z
which states that given a rule of the form X > W, Y, the grammar can
contain a rule X' > W, Z, "where Y or Z, but not both, may be null, W is
some multiset of categories, X' is an extension of X and either Y is, or W
contains, the lexical head of X" (Cann 1985:11).
6.5. Subcategorization in GPSG
GPSG uses a context free approach to subcategorization. This involves the use
of a feature SUBCAT that takes as value an arbitrary INTEGER (e.g.
<SUBCAT,2>, <SUBCAT,3>). The feature SUBCAT may only be specified on
LEXICAL or MINOR CATEGORIES by the virtue of the Feature Cooccurrence
Restrictions (FCRs)3:
FCR:[BAR 1] > ~[SUBCAT]
FCR:[BAR 2] > ~[SUBCAT]
The feature SUBCAT is introduced specifically by individual rules so, to prevent
free instantiation, we need a Feature Specification Default (FSD)3:
FSD:~[SUBCAT]
The use of SUBCAT allows us to state, for the Yoruba VP, a general Linear
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Precedence Rule (LP Rule)3:
[SUBCAT] < ~[SUBCAT]
f
which states that all lexical categories precede all non-lexical categories i.e. in
a rule VP > V, NP; V precedes NP.
The Immediate Dominance Rules (ID Rules)3 that introduce subcategorized
contexts mark the category that does the subcategorization with the SUBCAT
feature and some value. The lexicon then specifies which items have which
value for SUBCAT and lexical insertion takes place whenever the value on the
lexical item matches that on the lexical category. Examples of lexical entries
are:
<ku "die", V[SUBCAT 1, -AUX], ...>
<ni "in", P[SUBCAT 8]>
Subcategorization in GPSG is LOCAL i.e. it is confined to sisters.
6.6. Feature Specification Defaults
The Feature Specification Defaults (FSDs) give the UNMARKED VALUE of some
feature when the feature is not determined by anything else in the grammar.
Two examples of FSDs are ~[NULL] which requires a category not to be empty
except where specifically required to be so and N > [CASE ACC] which
requires any noun to be accusative unless otherwise determined.
6.7. Feature Cooccurrence Restrictions
The Feature Cooccurrence Restrictions (FCRs) require that categories must
conform to certain WELL FORMEDNESS CONDITIONS. They require the presence
or absence of certain FEATURE given the presence or absence of another
FEATURE within some category. For example, in this chapter, we need (5).
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(5) [+PH], [+NEG], [+M], [+ASP] 3 [+AUX]
(5) states that all phase markers, negative verbs, modal verbs and aspect
markers in the language are auxiliary verbs.
6.8. Modifying and Auxiliary Verbs - Similarity and Difference
With some aspects of GPSG formalism stated, we are now in a position to
state the similarity and difference between a VP with an auxiliary verb as head
and one with a modifying verb as head.
6.8.1. Similarity
Consider the set of rules in (6):
(6) (a) S > NP, H[ -SUBJ]
(b) VP > H [ 1 ]
(c) VP > H[ 2 ] , NP
(d) VP > H[ 3 ] , PP
(e) VP > H[ 4 ] , S[+k1 ]
(f) VP > H[ 5 ] , NP, PP
(g) VP > H[ 6 ] , ADVP
(h) VP > H [ 7 ] , S
(i) PP > H[ 8 ] , NP
( j) NP < VP
ku "die", tan "finish"
ri "see", na "beat"
lg "go", wa' "come"
pe' "say" ni "say"
ran "sent" ri "see"
I9 ra' "went (there) before"
pe "say" ni "say"
/ /
ni ile "in the house"
In (6), we have both the Immediate Dominance (ID) and the Linear Precedence
Rules (LP). (6) (a)-(i) are the ID Rules and (6) (j) is the LP rule.
The ID rules state the hierarchical relations that obtain between expressions of
different categories i.e. in (6) (a), the ID rule states that a NP and a VP are
immediately dominated by a S. The rule says nothing about the ordering of the
constituents.
To show the order of the constituents, the LP rules are introduced. The
antisymmetric transitive relation '<' is used in GPSG to introduce LP rules. So,
(6) (j) states that if a NP and a VP appear on the right hand side of an ID rule
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or if they both appear on the same mother as in (6) (a), the NP precedes the
VP.
Although the rules in (6) give rise to structures like the ones in (7), neither the
auxiliary nor the modifying verb can be inserted as the first verb in any subtree
that the rules in (6) analyse. This is because whereas both the auxiliary and the
modifying verbs must have at least a VP in their complement, each of the rules
in (6) introduces a VP containing a single verb without any other VP in its
complement. For instance, while (6) (b) introduces a verb that may appear
without any overt object, (6) (c) introduces a verb which takes a single object.



























Despite the similarity between the auxiliary and the modifying verb just noted,
each of the two verbs appears as the first verb of a unique VP structure. We
shall now discuss the difference between the two verbs. We begin with the
auxiliary verb.
6.8.2.1. The Auxiliary Verb
In Gazdar et at. (1982:11), the ID rule which introduces auxiliary verbs is given
as (8):
(8) states that a VP which has an auxiliary as its first verb can take a VP as its
complement. A rule like (8) can generate examples such as the ones in (9)
which give rise to structures like (10) but (8) as it is, cannot generate (11).
(9) (a) Mo n I9
I is go
"I am going"
(b) Mo ti de'
I have go
"I have gone there"
(10) (a) VP[+AUX]






























(11) (a) Mo n ti ile' I9
I is from house go
"I shall be going there from home"
(b) Mo ti ti ile I9
I have from house go there
"I have gone there from home"
The examples in (11) show that the rule in (8) needs to be modified. The
modification we propose is (12).
(12) states that when the auxiliary occurs as the first verb in a VP, it can be
followed by a PP[ti] and a VP or a VP alone. (12) is an improvement on (8)
because it ensures that we generate not only the examples in (9) and (11) but
also blocks the generation of such examples as (13) where the PP following the
auxiliary verb is not a PP[ti].
(12) VP[+AUX] > H[10], (PP[ti]), VP4
(13) (a) *Mo n si ile 1q
I is to house go
(b) *Mo n ni ile' jeun
I have in house eat
Despite the improvement of (12) on (8), (12) still allows examples such as (14)
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which are not allowed in the language.
(14) *Mo maa a I9
I will INF go
The reason (14) is ungrammatical is that the auxiliary verb immediately
precedes an Infinitive marker. It will be noted that there is nothing in either (8)
or (12) stopping the generation of (14). For instance, there is no specification
on the VP of the two rules; hence the first verb in the VP can be a modifying
verb, an infinitive or just any verb. To disallow examples such as (14), we still
need to modify our ID rule further. (15) is our new proposal.
(15) VP[AUX] > H[11], (PP[ti]), VP[—INF]
(15) ensures that only a VP whose head is a non-infinitive can serve as a
complement to an auxiliary verb. Note that (15) does not disallow examples
such as (16).
(16) Mo ti fe f ra a
I PH want INF buy it
"I had wanted to buy it"
(15) allows the generation of (16) because the infinitive verb marker does not
follow the auxiliary verb immediately.
6.8.2.2. The Modifying Verb
Unlike the auxiliary verb, nothing debars the modifying verb from immediately
preceding any verb. For this reason, we could have the lexical rule in (17) to
introduce it.
(17) VP[+MOD] > H[12], (PP[ti]), VP
(17) says that a V[+MOD] node can be followed by PP[ti] and VP or a VP alone.
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(17) can therefore generate not only (18) where the modifying verb immediately
precedes a main verb but also (19) where it immediately precedes an infinitive
marker.
(18) O tete I9
He hurry go
"He went in time"
(19) o' f<=r| 9 tan
It almost INF finish
"It is about to finish"
The major difference between the modifying verb and the auxiliary verb, then,
is that whereas the former can occur with the infinitive verb marker, the latter
does not. Note that nothing in (17) debars a modifying verb from introducing
or being introduced by an auxiliary verb phrase. This shows that the examples
in (20) and (21) and the the structures in (22) and (23) can be generated.
(20) O ti kuku we
He PH already bath
"He has already had his bath"
(21) O kuku ti w|
He already PH bath












| V[+MOD, 12] V[l]
I I I
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ti kuku we
has already bath














"has had his bath already"
6.9. Introducing the Infinitive Verb Phrase and the Serial Verb Construction
A clear-cut distinction is not always made between verb subclasses such as
infinitive, serial and modifying verbs by some Yoruba writers. For instance, in
their analysis of the serial verb constructions, Ekundayo and Akinnaso
(1983:116, 121) give the structure of Yoruba serial verbs as (24) (a) and
exemplify them with (24) (b) (the numbering is ours).
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(24) (a) NP V (NP) V (NP) V (NP) ...
(b) (i) Won ti tun le wa' f<=" wa' lo gbe ^rii naa wa
they have again can come want come go carry
luggage come
"They might have again decided to go
and bring the luggage"
(ii) o' wa wa wa wd
he want come seek us come
"He intends to (come and) look for us here"
We agree with Ekundayo and Akinnaso that there are some serial verbs in (24)
(b) (i) and (ii) but a close look at the two sentences shows that apart from the
serial verbs, there are auxiliary verbs, a modifying verb and infinitive verb
phrases in the VP in (24) (b) (i) and both infinitive verb phrases and serial verbs
in (24) (b) (ii). As these verbs have been recognized as belonging to different
subclasses in the language5, the differences between the VP's which they head
should be made clear in any analysis. In the remaining part of this chapter, we
shall state the rules that handle both the infinitive verb phrase and the serial
verbs and show how the sentences in (24) (b) should be analysed.
6.9.1. The Infinitive Verb
To start with, it should be noted that the orthographic representation given to
sentences (24) (b) (i) and (ii) is not accurate because the infinitive verb marker,
which is the lengthening of the last vowel of the word preceding the infinitive
verb as in (19), is not indicated. If this is indicated, the VP in (24) (b) (i) and (ii)
should be written as (25) (a) and (b) respectively.
(25) (a) Wcpn ti tun le wa' a fe d" wa' d lo gbe ^ru naa wa
they have again can come INF want INF come INF go
carry luggage come
"They might have again decided to go and bring the
luggage"
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, 1. „ r/ C ' ' ' ' ' '(b) O ff 9 wa a wa wa wa
he want INF come INF seek us come
"He intends to (come and) look for us here"
There are three infinitive verb phrases in (25) (a) and two in (25) (b) none of
which are indicated in (24) (b). The rules that introduce the infinitive verb in
the language are (26) (a), (b) and (c). While (26) (a) expands the infinitive verb
phrase, (26) (b) and (c) introduce the infinitive as a complement.
(26) (a) VP(+INF] > H[13], (PP[ti]), VP[-INF]
(b) VP > H[14], VP[+INF]
(C) VP > H[15], NP, VP[+INF]
While (26) (a) and (b) together generate examples such as (27) (a), (26) (a) and
(c) generate (27) (c). (26) (a) which introduces the infinitive verb phrase differs
from (17) which introduces the modifying verb in that an infinitive verb does
not immediately follow an auxiliary verb. There is no such constraint on the
occurrence of a modifying verb for it can either precede or follow an auxiliary
verb. So, (15) and (26) (a) taken together disallow the generation of (27) (b). The
rules in (26) allow the generation of the expressions in (27) (a) and (c) and
licence the structures in (27) (d) and (e).
(27) (a) Mo tf 4
I want INF go
"I want to go"
(b) *Mo maa A I9
I will INF go
(c) O ni i?e 9 §e
He have work INF do























































6.9.2. The Serial Verbs
As with the other three verbal constructions, the serial verb construction also
contains at least two verbs in a verb + complements structure but it differs
from the other constructions in that its head can be followed by either a VP, a
PP or a NP and that this head is always a V[+BSE], So, to expand the serial
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verb construction, we would need a lexical rule like (30).
(30) VP[+BSE] > H[16], (XP), VP
XP = [-V, BAR2]
(30) will generate examples such as the ones in (31) (a) and (b) and will licence
the structures in (31) (c) and (d).
(31) (a) O fi iwe na Olu
He use book hit Olu
"He hit Olu with the book"
(b) 0 rin ti oko wa' si He
He walk from farm come to home

















c • > Xfi iwe na
use book hit Olu









































"walk from the farm home"
The examples in (32) (a) and (b) are regarded as serial verb constructions by
Oyelaran (1982b).
(32) (a) O sq pe mo pe
He say say I late
"He said I was late"
^ ^ /
(b) O S9 pe ki n pe
He say say COMP I late
"He said that I was late"
One of the sentences contains the complementizer ki. (32) (b) contains an
Embedded sentence kf n p§ "COMP I late". For introducing the complementizer,
we need a feature COMP whose value is the name of the complementizer kf.
The complementizer kf is not a head feature. Its distribution is governed by the
FCR
[COMP]3[+SUBJ]
which states that any category in which COMP is assigned a value is one in
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which the feature SUBJ is assigned the value +. This means that the only
category that can contain a feature specification [COMP ki] is V2[+SUBJ]. (33)
(a), therefore, allows any clause positively specified for complementizer features
to be expanded.
With (33) (a) introducing the complementizer kt the rule in (30) can also be
used to generate such examples as (32) (a) and (b) and the structures in (33)
(b) and (c).













































































"said that I should come"
6.10. The Four Verbal Constructions Exemplified
The rules we have introduced in the chapter so far will assign the trees shown
in (34) (c) and (d) to (25) (a) and (b) respectively. This is because, as we have
stated earlier, (25) (a) and (b) contain not only serial verbs but also auxiliary
verbs, modifying verbs and the infinitive verb phrases. For convenience, (25) (a)
and (b) are reproduced here as (34) (a) and (b) respectively.
(34) (a) W<pn ti tun le wa a f9 f wa a 19 gbe fru naa wa*
they have again can come INF want INF come INF go
carry luggage come
"They might have again decided to go and bring the
luggage"
s
_ f f /
(b) O f9 9 wa a
he want INF come INF seek us come
/■ /
wa wa wa
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wa a I9 gbe fru naa
have again can come INF want INF come INF go carry luggage














































"intends to (come and) look for us here"
6.11. Summary
In this chapter, we propose the rules that deal with auxiliary and modifying
verbs. The similarity and the differences between the two verbs are noted. We
then compare the modifying verb with both the serial verbs and the infinitive
verb phrase.
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6.12. Notes and References to Chapter 6
1. Familiarity with GPSG as proposed by Gazdar et at (1985) is
assumed in this chapter and the next. So, it is only the
formalism of the grammar which is relevant to our
discussion that will be discussed here. It should be noted,
however, that unlike in Gazdar et at. (1985), both [INF] and
[+BSE] are not used as VFORM values in this work. In
addition. Dr. Ronald Cann's published and unpublished work
and class lectures are used extensively in our discussion.
For convenience, we have replaced all references to V", N"
etc. with VP, NP. In our analysis, both matrix and embedded
VP's, NP's etc. are assigned one bar. Our use of S
corresponds to V", the maximal projection of V. We will
ignore the matter of semantic translation here, first, on the
assumption that they are derived algorithmically from
syntactic rules in the manner described by Klein and Sag
(1982); and second, because they never contribute to
determining string or tree admissibility.
2. This is taken from a class lecture
3. These items are discussed below.
4. The general LP Rule, [SUBCAT] < ~[SUBCAT], introduced
earlier, is assumed here and in subsequent rules.
5. See Awoyale (1983) for discussions on the infinitive verb
phrase and the serial verb constructions. See Chapter 2 of




SEQUENCE AND COOCCURRENCE BETWEEN THE YORUBA AUXILIARY VERBS
7.1. Introduction
Just as in several other languages of the world, the Yoruba auxiliary verbs can
be stacked, that is, there can be more than one auxiliary verb in a structure. In
this chapter, we shall propose an analysis, within the framework of GPSG,
which accounts for the distribution of the auxiliary verbs discussed in this
work. The following features would be useful in our analysis.








7.2. Comparison with Gazdar et at. (1981)
Although the following analysis has a great deal in common with Gazdar et at.
(1981), it differs from their analysis in at least two ways.
First, some Yoruba auxiliary verbs have what is often referred to in the
literature as variants. Here, we shall use the terms "primary" and "variant" to
distinguish between an auxiliary verb and its variants. The relationship
between these primaries and their variants is like the relationship between the
English negative particle rVt and the unstressed not. The two are often analysed
differently because the latter "occurs in a variety of environments" in which the
former "is barred", e.g. in tags like "can't we?", "*cannot we?" (Jeffer and Zwicky
1980:225).
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Like rVt and not, these primaries and their variants often occur in mutually
exclusive environments. For this reason, we shall also analyse them differently




We can simply write [+ALT] if our discussion concerns all the values in (2). As
the typical occurrences of the auxiliary verbs are the primaries, we shall need
(3) to specify the value that the features in (1) (a) will have if no other principle
such as the ID rule causes this value to be different.
(3) FSD3: [-ALT]
(3) allows us to simply write [+PROG] for [+PROG, -ALT],
Second, Gazdar et a/.'s analysis represents a relation between what Owens
(1984:11) calls "a verb of a certain lexical class (left side) and a verb of some
morphological form (right side)". For instance, a V[+ASP] lexical class composed
of say "be" and "have" on the left side of Gazdar et a/.'s rule schema may have
a past participle form of any class of verb on the right. In this chapter, unlike
in Gazdar et a/. (1981), all items to be discussed belong to Owen's (1984:10)
"lexical class".
7.3. Other Rules
The following are the FCR's already introduced in Chapter 6 which we still need
here:
(4) (a) FCR3: [+PH] 3 [+AUX]
( b ) FCR4 : [ +NEG ] ID [ +AUX ]
(c) FCR5: [+M] [+AUX]
(d) FCR6: [+ASP]^? [+AUX]
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Other points to note are that the perfective3 cannot be preceded by any other
verb. The same applies to all negative verbs except ma'' and ko which we
assign the feature [+NEG, +ALT 1] and [+NEG, +ALT 3] respectively (see (8)
below)). Also, no auxiliary verb can immediately precede4 either itself or its
variants. The former two are shown in (5) while the latter is indicated in (6).
The symbols "/" and "{}" are used to indicate "or" i.e. "a/b" means "a or b".
(5) LPR1: V < j[+PERF]
I[+NEG]
([+NEG, +ALT2]
(6) LPR2 :[+AUX, +@, +/-ALT] 44 [+AUX, +@]













Having stated the FCR's, LPR's and FSD's needed in the chapter, we can now
give the examples of the VP's in which the [+V, -N] heads have the features in
(1). The VP's are exemplified in (8).
(8) +NEG: the head verb of the VP is a negative verb:
e.g. ko "not" in Olu ko ly "Olu didn't
go".
+BSE: the head verb of the VP is a main verb: e.g.
ri "see" in r_i Olu "see/saw Olu".
+PH: the head verb of the VP is a phase: e.g. ti
"have/has/had" in t_i ljj "has gone".
+PERF: the head verb of the VP is a perfective: e.g.
the HTS in Olu u l£ (Olu HTS go) "Olu
goes/went".
+PROG: the head verb of the VP is a progressive:
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e.g. n "PROG" in n I9 "is going".
+HAB: the head verb of the VP is a habitual: e.g
maa rf "HAB" in maa n l£ "usually
go/goes".
+INF: the head verb of the VP is an infinitive: e.g
INF in f_j £ l£ (want INF go) "want to go".
+MOD: the head verb of the VP is a modifying verb
e.g. tete "quickly" in tete 1q (quickly
go) "go quickly".
+ASS: the head verb of the VP is an assumptive: e.g
y6o "will" in y(^o 1q "will go".
+P0T: the head verb of the VP is a potential: e.g
le "can/may" in le l£ "can go".
+OBL: the head verb of the VP is an obligative: e.g
gbQdo "must" in qbpdp lq "must go".
+AUX: the head verb of the VP is an auxiliary verb
e.g. n "PROG" in n l£ "is going".
+ASP: the head verb of a VP is an aspect: e.g. maa
n "HAB" in maa l£> "usually go".
+M: the head verb of the VP is a modal verb: e.g
lS "can/may" in le lj "can go".
+ALT: the head verb of the VP is an alternant: e.g
[ass, +ALT 1] is maa "will" in d maa
1q "He will go".
Other [+ALT] features are:
[+PROG, +ALT 1] = maa "PROG" in maa lo
b^yil "start going now"
[ +PH, +ALT 1] = tii "has/have/had" in k£>
t11 1q "he has not gone"
[+ASS, +ALT 2] = nil "will" in ko
nil ly "he will not go"
[ +HAB, +ALT 1] = mcia "HAB" in maa 1q
w6 6 "(go and) be visiting him"
[+HAB, +ALT 2] = n "HAB" in 6 le n
/•
^e e "He is able to do it"
T 1] = ma "1
"do not go"
>NEG, +AL not" in ma l£
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[+NEG, +ALT 2] = k i1 "not" in k 1 i
lq "he does not often go (there)"
[+NEG, +ALT 3] = kcj' "not" in Olu k£
ni "it is not Olu"
7.4. The Order of the Yoruba Auxiliary Verbs
In Chapter 6, we introduced the auxiliary verbs with a rule like (9):
(9) VP[+AUX] > H[n], (PP[ti]), VP[-INF]
[SUBCAT] < ~[SUBCAT]
Following Gazdar et at. (1981:11), our "solution to the problem of getting the
various auxiliary verbs in the right order is encapsulated in the following finite
rule schema".
(10) VP[+X, +AUX ] > H[ n], (PP[ ti ] ) , VP [y, -INF]
where values for n, xand y are given in (11).
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n| x | y |H[n] membershi
| +ASP j -AUX jin/maa "HAB" T
171 | Ln/maa "PROG'j


























































































29| +NEG | +FOC j
| k<p "not"
In (11), the first rule says that the value of n is 17 while that of x is [+ASP] and
y is [-AUX], It states further that VP[+ASP, +AUX] node may dominate a lexical
head [SUBCAT 17] followed by an optional PP (see (10)) and a VP[-AUX, -INF]
node. The type of lexical head that appears in a VP admitted by rule 17 may
dominate the terminal symbols n/maa "PROG" and n/maa "HAB" which are
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[+PROG, +ALT 1] and [+HAB, +ALT 1] respectively. Thus, (12) (a) and (b) are
grammatical while (12) (c) and (d) are not.
(12) (a) d n 19
He is/He usually go
"He is going/He usually goes"
/ > /
(b) Maa ta lwe
Start/keep sell book
"Start/Keep selling books"
(c) *0 ri ti I9
He PROG PH go
"He is has gone"
(d) *Maa yoo ta lwe
Start/keep sell book
"Start/Keep will selling books"
Rule 18 introduces the habitual marker maa n and requires that if it occurs first
in the VP introduced in (11), the only auxiliary verb that can follow it is the
modal verb le "can/may". The rule says (13) (a) is grammatical while (13) (b)
and (c) are not.
(13) (a) O maa n le I9
He HAB POT go
"Often, he was able to go"
(b) *0 maa n ti I9
He HAB PH go
"Often, he has been able to go"





he will be able to go"
Rule 19 introduces the high tone syllable (HTS) which is the perfective marker
and makes the first verb of the following VP, [-NEG], [-ASS] and [-ASS, +ALT 2],
LPR1 in (5) also ensures that the HTS cannot follow another verb in a VP.
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Examples:
(14) (a) Ojo o maa r<j
Rain HTS ASS fall
"It will rain"
(b) *0jo o yoo r$
Rain HTS ASS fall
"It will rain"
(c) Ojo o ti rcj
Rain HTS PH fall
"It has rained"
(d) *Ojo o ko rg
Rain HTS NEG fall
"It did not rain"
Rule 20 introduces the phase marker t[ i "has" and requires it to be followed
only by either the obligative gbQdq "must", the potential le "can/may", the
habitual maa or the assumptive nff "will". Assignment of grammaticality:
(15) (a) Ko ti 1 gbodb I9
NEG PH OBL go
"He should not go yet"
(b) Ko ti 1 le I9
NEG PH POT go
"He could not have gone yet"
(c) *Ko ti 1 yoo I9
NEG PH ASS go
"He would not have gone yet"
(d) Ko ti i nil I9
NEG PH ASS go
"He would not have gone yet"
Rule 21 introduces the phase marker t[ "has" and requires that it can be
immediately followed only by either the habitual marker maa n, the obligative
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gbpdp "must", the potential le "can/may", the assumptive maa "will" or the
progressive n. Assignment of grammaticality:
(16) (a) O ti n I9
He PH PROG go
"He has started going"
/
(b) O ti le I9
He PH POT go
"He might have gone'
(c) *0 ti yoo I9
He PH ASS go
"He has will go"
(d) *0/ ti ko I9
He PH NEG go
"He has not gone"
Rule 22 introduces the modal verb yo'o "will" and one of its variants maa "will"
and makes sure that they can be followed only by either the phase marker t|
/ \ /
"has", the progressive maa, the potential [e or the habitual marker maa.
(17) (a) Olu" yo'o maa lp wo o
Olu ASS HAB go look him
"Olu will be visiting him"
/ / V
(b) Olu yoo ti I9
Olu ASS PH go
"Olu would have gone"
(c) *01u yoo maa n I9 wo o
Olu ASS HAB go look him
"Olu will be visiting him"
(d) *01u yoo ko I9
Olu ASS NEG go
"Olu did not go"
Rule 23 introduces the modal verb gbpdp "must" and makes the following
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/ > v
auxiliary verb to be either the phase markers ti/ti i "has", the potential le
"can/may", the progressive maa or the habitual marker maa. Hence:
(18) (a) O gbipdij ti I9
He OBL PH go
"He must have gone"
\ /v y \
(b) Ko gb9d<j ti 1 I9
NEG OBL PH go
"He could not have gone"
(c) d gb<pd9 maa wo 6
You OBL HAB look it
"You must be looking at it"
(d) *Ko gb<pd9 y6o I9
NEG OBL ASS go
"He must will go"
(e) *d gb<pd9 n I9
He OBL PROG
"He must going"
Rule 24 introduces the modal verb le "can/may". It requires the item to be
followed by either the progressive maa, the habitual markers ri/maa, the
negative verb ma/ "not" or any of the phase markers ti/ti i "has":
(19) (a) O le maa ^e e 1<Jw9 bciyii
He POT PROG do it in hand now
"He may be doing it now"
(b) O le n $e e
He POT HAB do it
"He is usually able to do it"
y \ / y
(c) O le ma ^e e
He POT NEG do it
"He may not do it"
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\ » /
(d) *0 le ko §e e
He POT NEG do it
"He may not do it"
(e) *0 le gbpdp §e e
He POT OBL do it
"He may must do it"
//■
Rule 25 introduces the modal verb nh "will" and requires it to be followed by
either the potential le "can/may", the habitual maa or the phase marker tfT
"has":
(20) (a) Ko nii tii ^e e
NEG ASS PH do it
"He would not have done it"
(b) Ko nii maa lp wo 6
NEG ASS HAB go look him
"He will not be visiting him"
(c) *Ko nii gbpdp I9
NEG ASS OBL go
"He will not must go"
(d) *Ko n' ti w<3 o
NEG ASS PH look it
"He would not have looked at it"
Rule 26 introduces the negative verb ko "not" and requires it to be followed
only by either the potential le "can/may", the obligative gbpdp "must" or the
phase marker tlT "has". LPR1 in (5) will not allow this negative verb to be
preceded by any verb.
(21) (a) Ko ti 1 wo o
NEG PH look it
"He has not looked at it"
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(b) *Ko ti wo o
NEG PH look it
"He has not looked at it"
(c) Ko le wo o
NEG POT look it
"He cannot look at it"
(d) *0 gb<p'd(p ko wo o
He OBL NEG look it
"He must not look at it"
Rule 27 introduces the negative verb ma' "not" and allows it to be followed by
either the potential Je "can/may", the phase marker t^j "has" or the habitual
marker maa. LPR1 in (5) also allows it, unlike some of the other negative
verbs, to either precede or follow another verb in a VP.
(22) (a) Ma ti i 1<j
NEG PH go
"Do not go yet"
(b) Ko gbgdcj ma le §e e
NEG OBL NEG POT do it
"He must be able to do it"
(c) *Ko le ma gbgdij §e e
NEG POT NEG OBL do it
"He may must do it"
(d) *Ma ti I9
NEG PH go
"Do not has gone"
Rule 28 introduces the negative verb kl/ki \ "not" and makes sure that only the
assumptive yoo "will" or the phase marker t[ "has" or the potential le "can/may"
can follow it. LPR1 in (5) will not also allow it to be preceded by another verb
in a VP.
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(23) (a) Ki yoo I9
NEG ASS go
"He will not go"
/ L. * / 1. f ^ J ' * N '(b) Ki 1 ti 1 de niwoyi
NEG PH come in now
"He was not used to arriving at this time"
(c) *Ki 1 gbpdp lp
NEG OBL go
"Not must go"
(d) Olu ki 1 le ^e e
Olu NEG POT do it
"Olu was not usually able to do it"
(e) *Ki 1 ti se e
NEG PH do it
"Not have do it"
Rule 29 introduces the negative verb k£ "not" and requires it to be followed
only by the focus marker m. LPR1 in (5) does not disallow it from being
preceded by another verb. An example of this is (24) (b) where it negates a
sentence.
(24) (a) Olu kp ni
Olu NEG FOC
"It is not Olu"
(b) d lp kp ni 6 sp
Hej go NEG FOC hej say
"He did not say that he went"
(c) *01u kp ti ni
Olu NEG PH FOC
"It is not has Olu"
With (25), (26) and (27) as our S-expansion, serial verb expansion and a VP
expansion rule respectively from Chapter 6, some of the rules in (11) taken
together can generate the examples in (28) and (29) which give rise to the
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structures in (30) and (31) respectively.
(25) S > NP, H[-SUBJ]
(26) VP[+BSE] > V[16], ([XP]), VP
where XP = [-V, BAR2]
(27) VP[+BSE] > H[1]
(28) Olu" u gbpdy ti le maa da'' a ^e
Olu HTS OBL PH POT HAB alone do it
"Olu must have been able to keep doing it on his own"
(29) Olu ko gbod<? ti i le maa da' a ?e
Olu NEG OBL PH POT HAB alone do it
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"Olu must have been able to do it on his own „ al°ne do u
Note
(a) is by (25)
(b) is by rule 19 in
(c) is by rule 23 in
(d) is by rule 21 in
(e) is by rule 24 in
(f) is by rule 17 in
(g) is by rule 16 in








































































Olu NEG OBL PH POT HAB alone




































(h) is by rule 1 in (27)
7.5. Comparison with Some Previous Analyses
7.5.1. Introduction
Some of the elements classified in this work as auxiliary verbs have been listed
as preverbs by Bamgbose (1966)** and as auxiliaries by Oke (1972)**. They also
attempted to account for the order in which the elements could occur in a S.
These writers' very useful contribution is, however, limited in at least two
respects; the first relates to the status of the variants of the these elements
while the second concerns the problem of "exceptions" to the rules they
propose for the cooccurrence restrictions among the elements.
In the remaining part of this chapter, we shall take a closer look at these two
issues as they apply to each of the writers mentioned above. We shall also
compare our analysis with each of theirs. We begin with Bamgbose's (1966)
analysis.
7.5.2. Bamgbose (1966)
Bamgbose's (1966:74)** proposed sequence for the auxiliary verbs discussed in
this work can be summarized as follows:
(32) I II III IV
Negators yoo "will" gbodo "must" All the others
In (32), IV is the nearest to the verb base form. Although Bamgbose touches
upon the variants of the assumptive (nit "will" and ma/maa which he translates
as "be going to") and the variants of the negative verb (kl "not" and ma "not)
elsewhere in his work (Bamgbose 1966:69-73), he does not include them in
(32).
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We quite agree with Bamgbose (1966:74 Fn. 31) that any structure in which the
negative verb ma "not" occurs as a negator is an exception to the sequence in
(32) but in addition, we notice that apart from ma' "not", both the negative
verbs ko "not" and koy"not" also cannot occur in position I in (32) when they
combine with yoo "will" in II. For instance, our analysis predicts that we cannot
have the sequence *ko yoo "not will" (rule 26 in (11)) and *kg yoo "not will"
(rule 29 in (11)). Our prediction here agrees with the facts of the language
because the two combinations are also unacceptable. These two combinations
would be allowed by Bamgbose's I and II in (32).
What applies to the negative verbs also applies to the assumptive. The
ungrammatical structure *yoo gbpdp "will must" which is allowed by
Bamgbose's sequence II and III in (32) is disallowed by our rule 22 in (11).
Finally, from Bamgbose's (1966:68-74) lists, one can deduce that the following
auxiliary verbs could be classified under IV in (32):
(33) ti/ti 1 "has", n/nicfa/maan "HAB", le "can/may"
n/maa "PROG"
If we classify the items in (33) under IV in (32), the only prediction that could
be made from such a classification is that all the sentences in (34) are correct.
Our own analysis, on the other hand, agrees with the facts of the language in
predicting that only some of the sentences in (34) are grammatical:
(34) (a) *Ko ti lp Rule 26 in (11)
I IV
NEG PH go
"He not have go"
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(b) *K9 ti I9 Rule 29 in (11)
I IV
NEG PH go
"He not have go"
(c) *Ki 1 ti I9 Rule 28 in (11)
I IV
NEG PH go
"He not have go"
(d) K6 ti 1 I9 Rule 26 in (11)
I IV
NEG PH go
"He has not gone"
(e) Ki 1 ti 1 I9 niwoyi Rule 28 in (11)
I IV
NEG PH go in now
"He was not used to leaving at this time"
(f) Yoo le ^e e Rule 22 in (11)
II IV
ASS POT do it
"He will be able to do it"
(g) *Yoo m^a n §e e Rule 22 in (11)
II IV
ASS HAB do it
"He will usually do it"
(h) O gbipd^ le $e e Rule 23 of (11)
III IV
He OBL POT do it
"He must be able to do it"
(i) *0 gbfid9 maa d je e Rule 23 in (11)
III IV
He OBL HAB do it
"He must usually do it"
7.5.3. Oke (1972)
Oke (1972)** is the most recent attempt at stating the cooccurrence
restrictions among the Yoruba auxiliary verbs. The table and rule in (35) are
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the summary of the possible cluster he proposes for the auxiliary verbs
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1. A square marked '+' indicates that co-occurrence of Aux
elements is possible. The cluster will thus be constructed
by tracing an element on the vertical axis to a square where
'+' occurs and following this element by the one dominating
the square on the horizontal axis (i.e. t[ + maan).
2. A blank square indicate that no such co-occurrence is
possible; e.g. there cannot be a sequence: le + y6o.
(35) (b) 5
yoo "will" ti "has" maan "HAB" le "can" M "PROG"
maai "will"
(Oke 1972:150)
1 is nearest to the verb base form
The problems with Oke's analysis are identical to the ones noted of Bamgbose
(1966). These are the problems of "exceptions" and that of non-inclusion of all
the auxiliary variants. The non-inclusion of the negative verb among the
auxiliary verbs by Oke can even be traced to the problem of accounting for the
variants of this verb within the grammar he sets up for the auxiliaries.
According to him, the inclusion of the negative verb among the auxiliaries will
force him to "include other negators like maa and k£" (Oke 1969:108-112). Ma
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"not", according to him, "is unlike any other element in distribution" (ibid).
As will be noted in rule 27 in (11), that the distribution of ma'' "not" differs from
those of the other auxiliary verbs does not mean that the item cannot be
accounted for within a grammar set up for the auxiliary verbs. Other items not
included in his analysis are listed in (36).
(36) tii "has", n/maa "HAB" and nil "will"
In not including them, he might have thought that they could be accounted for
in the columns he sets up for the items in (37).
(37) ti "has", maa n "HAB" and yoo "will"
However, as the rules in (11) clearly show, the distributions of the items in (36)
differ from those in (37).
The rule in (38) used by Oke (1972:146) to account for the progressive n and its
variant maa cannot be extended to the items in (36) and (37).
(38) (a) If ANY of the elements preceding M in the
new cluster normally selects the maa?
variant, then M > maa2;
(b) otherwise, M > n-|
As will be noted from our rule 17 in (11), the progressive n shares the same
distribution with its variant maa so, the rules in (38) together with (35) could be
used to account for both of them but, as the other rules in (11) show, the
items in (36) and (37) do not share the same distribution hence, they cannot be
accounted for with the rules in (35) taken together with rules formulated in the
same way as (38). For this reason, we are of the opinion that they should be
analysed differently.
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In giving the items different analyses, we do not lose sight of what the two
/\
have in common. Take the case of the phase markers h and ti| "has" for
instance. While the former has an entry in the lexicon with the features
{<N,->, <V,+ >, <AUX,+ >, <PH,+ >, <ALT,->}, the latter has an entry
{<N,->, <V,+ >, <AUX,+ > <PH,+ >, <ALT,+ >}. Thus, the two items have the
features {<N,->, <V,+ >, <AUX,+ >, <PH,+ >} which would allow for the
generalizations that could be made about them.
The second problem with Oke's analysis is that of the "exceptions".
Commenting on the "exceptions" noted in Oke's analysis, Oyelaran (1982a:2)
states that the "counter examples to the cooccurrence restrictions proposed for
the formatives call for a ... reconsideration of the category AUX in the
language". Oke (1972:142) himself notes that his rules can account for only the
combinations ti maa-, "has will" and ti le "has can/may" but not maa? h "will
has" and le b "can/may has" all of which are acceptable. All these combinations
are accounted for by our rules 21 and 22 in (11).
7.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have accounted for the cooccurrence restrictions among the
Yoruba auxiliary verbs. We have been able to demonstrate that any attempt to
describe the distribution of the auxiliary verbs in a given sentence remains
incomplete unless it takes the variants of these auxiliary verbs into
consideration. The problem of "exceptions" noted in some of the previous
proposals have been avoided in our analysis.
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Notes and References to Chapter 7
1. This term is taken from Palmer (1986:62).
2. These terms are suggested by Awobuluyi (1967:253)**
3. The high tone syllable marking the perfective does not
occur after the pronominals. See Chapter 3 for a detailed
discussion of this syllable.
4. See Zwicky's (1986:133) immediate precedence rules.
5. The high tone syllable is present in items other than the
item in 19. The reasons for not classifying the high tone





In this chapter, we shall draw attention to some of the areas in which this work
has contributions to make in the study of Yoruba grammar in particular and
universal grammar in general.
8.1. Yoruba Grammar
8.1.1. The Distribution of the Auxiliary Verbs
The approach adopted in the analysis of the distribution of the Yoruba auxiliary
verbs has made it possible to throw some light on the distribution of the
variants of these verbs and to account for the "exceptions" noted in some
previous analyses. It was noted in our review in Chapter 7 that the interest of
linguists in the distribution of the auxiliary verbs rarely extended to their
variants, largely because these variants share the same meaning with the
verbs.
However, we have seen from (12) in Chapter 7 that except the progressive, no
other auxiliary verb shares the same distribution with its variants.
8.1.2. The Auxiliary and Some Related Subclasses of Verb
The relationship between the auxiliary, the infinitive, the modifying and the
serial verbs are not always discussed by Yoruba linguists. This often leads to
confusion because when one of these verbs is being discussed, some of the
others are used to exemplify it. In Chapter 6, we have been able to show what
these subclasses of verb have in common and how they differ.
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8.1.3. The Bibliography
The first linguistic work on Yoruba was published in 1852 by Samuel Ajayi
Crowther. Since then, there have been a great number of books, articles and
doctoral dissertations written on the language but the major problem concerns
where to find them. As stated in the introduction to this work, some of the
bibliographies available are compiled either on all African/Nigerian languages in
which very few pages are devoted to Yoruba (i.e. Meier 1984; Ita 1971)** or on
many Yoruba disciplines in which Yoruba language in Nigeria is just one (i.e.
Baldwin and Baldwin 1976)**. The latter say nothing, and the former very little,
about the Yoruba in diaspora.
To the Yoruba linguists, the bibliography in Appendix C of this work therefore
will be an essential aid to their work and should serve as a starting point for a
wide range of linguistic enquiry on the language.
8.2. Universal Grammar
8.2.1. The Category AUX
This work shows that the category Aux cannot be convincingly established for
Yoruba language. Some of the points noted are:
(i) The Yoruba auxiliary verbs do not take "a special
form of the main verb - a participial or infinitive
form" (Steele 1978:14) as complement as required of
languages with category Aux
(ii) No Yoruba auxiliary verb occurs rigidly in the initial
or final position in S. The only auxiliary verb that
always occurs in the second position in S is the
high tone syllable but according to Thrane (1983:158),
a language specific category cannot be established on
the basis of one element.
(iii) The auxiliary verbs cannot be clearly distinguished
from the verb base form in Yoruba. This is quite
unlike English where we have the NICE properties (i.e.
Negation, Inversion, "Code' and Emphatic Affirmation)
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to distinguish the verb base form from the auxiliary.
(iv) Tense which is a necessary condition for the
establishment of category Aux is not available in the
language.
Thus, the study supports the view that category AUX is not a "necessary,
predicate-bound linguistic property, rather, it is a merely possible, significant,
language-bound linguistic property" (Thrane 1983:14).
8.2.2. Syntactic Theory
Zwicky (1986:855) describes the Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG)
as "a generative, but nontransformational, theory of syntax". According to him,
GPSG is of recent vintage, less than a decade old, and
English is its first language. It is no surprise, then, that the first
book-length exposition of the theory, the 1985 volume by Gazdar,
Pullum, and Sag, relies on English to illustrate the features of
GPSG. Nevertheless, GPSG is intended as a ... universal, ... theory
of syntax
Although Chapters 6 and 7 of this work do not go very far, they are able to
show that GPSG can provide a framework for describing the syntax of what we
now regard as one of its second languages, Yoruba. The importance of the
auxiliary verbs to any grammar cannot be overemphasized (Chomsky 1957:38).
The fact that GPSG can handle several difficult problems of the Yoruba auxiliary
verbs left unsolved by some previous writers demonstrates the usefulness of
the grammar for providing analyses for Yoruba syntax.
8.2.3. The Locative-Progressive Relationship
This study has made some contributions to the study of the
locative-progressive connection. It has been suggested that progressive
markers derive from four types of verbs:
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(a) copulas
(b) motional or postural verbs
(c) pro-verbs like "do" and
(d) progressive auxiliary verbs whose full lexical
origin is unknown
(Heine and Reh 1984:122)
(d) is said to be very rare. Our discussion on the progressive in Chapter 3
shows that Yoruba is one of those few languages in which the progressive
cannot be traced to any of (a), (b) and (c).
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I.I. Nigerian Administrative Areas with Predominantly Yoruba Speaking
Population
Population ('000s)
Administrative Area 1953 1962 1963 Major constituent
Area ( '000 km) Yoruba Subgroups
LAGOS STATE 3.5 505 999 1444
Badagry Division 0.7 66 115 122 Awori, ijgun etc.
£p? Division 1.7 60 105 135 Ij?bu etc.
Ik?ja Division 1.1 112 329 526 Awori, Ij?bu [a].
Lagos 0.07 267 450 665
OYO STATE 36.8 2432 3984 5209
^Ibadan
Division [b] 5.8 797 1115 1259 Oyp, Ibarapa.
Ife Division 2.1 217 383 515 If?.
Ild?a Division 2 . 5 188 321 482 Ije^a.
0?un
Division [c] 6.0 853 1458 2068 Oy9, Igbolo,
Igbomina.
pyp Division [d] 22 .1 378 706 885 9Y9-
OGUN STATE 17.5 978 1437 1371
Egba Division 5.5 397 340 345 pgbado, Ketu,
If^yin, Ohori, Awor
Ijebu Division 5.0 249 410 240 Ij?bu.
R^mp Division 1.4 99 128 156 ijebu (Remo)
KWARA STATE [e] 16.4 509 905 1081
Ilprin \ ,
Division [f] 6.9 399 774 901 Qy<p, Igbolo, ,
igbomina, Ekitl.
Kabba Division 9.5 110 131 180 Yagba, Ijumu,
Ikiri, Abinu Igbede
ONDO STATE 21.2 945 2188 2728
fekltl
Division [g] 5.4 327 1004 1418 Ekit\ .
X. ,>
Okitipupa
\ r -v "> v
Division 4.0 150 221 276 Ikale, Ilaje.
X ® *v
Qwp Division [h] 4.8 225 402 497 Qwcp, Akoko.
Sources: Nigeria Population Censuses, 1953, 1963; Okonjo (1968).
[a]. These areas now include most of Metropolitan Lagos, with an
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extremely mixed population.
\ \ \ ^ v X /
[b]. Includes present Ibadan city, Ibadan and Ibarapa Division.
[c]. Includes 0§un Central,North East, North West and
South Divisions.
[d]. Includes Jpyp North and §yp South Divisions.
[e]. Figures relate only to predominantly Yoruba-Speaking areas of
Kwara State, i.e. Ilijrin and Kabba divisions.
[f]. Includes Ilprin, Qyun (Ofa) and igbomina-Ekltl Divisions.
[g]. Includes Ekiti North, South, West and Central Divisions and
Akure Division.
[h]. Includes ^)w9 and Ako'ko Divisions.
I.II. Yoruba-speaking Subgroups in Togo and Benin
SUBGROUP POPULATION
"Anago" (Awori, Ohori, Ifoyin) 120,000.
Kptu 18,000.
Sabf 50,000.









































































































1 pay homage to Esu,
Esu nicknamed Laalu,
Esu, kinsman of Nana,
I salute you,
5 I say good bye to you.
I pay homage to your ancestors,
I salute and pay homage to them,
I say good by to them.
10 I salute Obaluaye,
I salute and pay homage to you,
I say good bye.
You Osanyin
With one leg
15 And those with two legs,
I salute you and pay homage to you,
I say good bye.
Sango whose salute is Kawoo, the
king whose greeting is Kabiyesile,
The hard man of blazing fire,
20 I salute and pay homage to you,
I say good bye.
This son of Babalawo,
Son of Ifa and Ogun,
245
I like to find the eledaa
Of this son of Ogun,
I salute Osun, Oore yeye,
I salute you,
I also say good bye ...
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I. Appendix C:A Comprehensive Linguistic Bibliography of Yoruba
I.I. List of Journals and Periodicals
AEQUATORIA. Coquillatville:Mission Catholique.
AFRICA-JOURNAL OF THE AFRICAN INSTITUTE. Londondnternational African
Institute.
AFRICA Roma:Rivista bimestrale di studii e documentazione.
AFRICAN AFFA/RS.THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AFRICAN SOCIETY. LondomThe
Royal African Institute. From 1901-1904 called JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL
AFRICAN SOCIETY. London:Oxford University Press for the Royal African
Institute.
AFRICAN HISTORICAL STUDIES. See THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF AFRICAN
HISTORICAL STUDIES.
AFRICAN LANGUAGES-JOURNAL OF THE AFRICAN INSTITUTE.
London:lntemational African Institute.
AFRICAN LANGUAGE REVIEW. Freetown:Department of Modern European and
African Languages, Fourah Bay College, University of Sierra Leone. From
1962-1966 called SIERRA LEONE LANGUAGE REVIEW.
AFRICAN LANGUAGE STUDIES. London:School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London.
AFRICANA MARBURGENS/A. Marburg, W. Germany:Marburg University.
AFRICAN NOTES. Ibadan, Nigeriadnstitute of African Studies, University of
Ibadan.
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AFRICAN RESEARCH BULLETIN. Exeter, Devon:African Research Limited.
AFR/CANA RESEARCH BULLETIN. Freetowmlnstitute of African Studies, University
of Sierra Leone.
AFRICAN STUDIES. Johannesburg:Witwatersrand University Press. Formerly
called BANTU STUDIES. 1
AFRICAN STUDIES BULLETIN. Boston, Massachusetts:African Studies Association,
Boston University.
THE AFRICAN STUDIES REVIEW:JOURNAL OF THE AFRICAN STUDIES
ASSOCIATION. Los Angeles:University of California.
AFRICAN STUDIES REVIEW. Walthan, Massachusetts.
AFRICA QUARTERLY:JOURNAL OF THE INDIAN COUNCIL FOR CULTURAL
RELATIONS. New Delhi, lndia:The Indian Council for Cultural Relations.
AFR/KA HEUTE. Bonn:Deutsche Afrika-Gesellschaft.
AFRIKA SPECTRUM. Hamburg, W. Germany:Deutsche Zeitschrift fur moderne
Afrika-Forschung. Institut fur Afrikakunde (mit Gesetzestexten).
AFRIKA UND UBERSEE SPRACHEN-KULTUREN. Berlin:Dietrich Reimer.
AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST-JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST
ASSOCIATION. Washington D.C.:American Anthropologist Association.
ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS. Bloomington, lndiana:Department of
Anthropology, Indiana University.
ARAB JOURNAL OF LANGUAGE STUDIES. KhartourmUniversity Press.
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ARCHIV ORIENTALNI. Praha, Czechoslovakia:Oriental Institute of the
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences.
ASAWI BULLETIN. Kingston, Jamaica:The African Studies Association of the
West Indies.
ASIEN AFR/KA LATE/N-AMER/KA. Sonderheft.
BABEL INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF TRANSLA T/ON.QUARTERL Y JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO INFORMATION AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF TRANSLATION.
Paris:Federation Internationale des Traducteurs, with the assistance of UNESCO.
BA SHIRU.A JOURNAL OF AFRICAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE.
Madison:Department of African Languages and Literature, University of
Wisconsin.
BE/TRAGE ZUR KOLONIALFORSCHUNG. BerlimDietrich Reiner.
BEITRAGE ZUR KOLONIALFORSCHUNG, TAGUNGSBAND. Berlin:Sasserot.
THE BIBLE TRANSLATOR. London:United Bible Society.
BLACK ORPHEUS.A JOURNAL OF THE ARTS IN AFRICA. Lagos,
Nigeria:Department of English, University of Lagos.
BOOKS FOR AFRICA.THE QUARTERLY BULLETIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMITTEE ON CHRISTIAN LITERATURE FOR AFRICA. London.
BULLETIN DES ETUDES AFR/CA/NES DE L'INALCO. Paris.
BULL /FAN. BULLETIN DE L'/NST/TUTE FRANCA/S DAFR/QUE NOIRE. Dakar,
SenegaLUniversity of Dakar.
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BULLETIN OF THE SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL AND AFRICAN STUDIES (BSOAS).
London:University of London. 1917-1938: BULLETIN OF THE LONDON SCHOOL
OF ORIENTAL STUDIES.
CAHIERS DETUDES AFRICAINES:REVUE PUBLIEE AVEC LE CONCOUR DU CENTRE
NATIONAL DE LA RECHEARCHE SC/ENT/E/QUE Paris:Ecole des Hautes en
Sciences Sociales. Section des Sciences Economiques et Sociales. The
Hague:Mouton.
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF LINGUISTICS/LA REVUE CANAD/ENNE DE LINGUISTIQUE.
Ontario, Canada:Department of Linguistics, University of Toronto.
CARIBBEAN QUARTERLY. Kingston, Jamaica:Department of Extra-Mural Studies,
University of the West Indies.
CIRL. CAHIERS IVORIENS DE RECHERCHE LINGUISTIQUE. Abidjan:!.L A.
CIVILIZATIONS. Brussels:lnternational Institute of Differing Civilizations.
CONCH. New Paltz, New York:Department of African Studies, State University of
New York.
D/ACHRONICA. Herstellung:Friedrich Fromke, Hitdesheim.
LEDUCAT/ON AFRICAINES. Dakar:lnspection de L'Enseignement de I'OAF.
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. London:The National Foundation for Educational
Research in England and Wales.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING. See ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING JOURNAL.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING JOURNAL. London:Oxford University Press.
Formerly ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING.
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ENGLISH STUDIES-JOURNAL OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
Amsterdam.
ENGLISH WORLD -WIDE:A JOURNAL OF VARIETIES OF ENGLISH. Amsterdam:John
Benjamin
ESP/R/T. Paris:Editions Espirit.
ETUDES DAHOMEENNES. Porto Novo, Benin.
FOLKLORE-JOURNAL OF THE FOLKLORE SOCIETY. London:The Folklore Society.
LE FRANCA/S AU NIGERIAJOURNAL OF THE NIGERIAN ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH
TEACHERS. Ibadan, Nigeria:University of Ibadan.
GENERAL LINGUISTICS. Pennsylvania:The Pennsylvania State University Press.
GENEVA-AFR/QUE. Geneva:lnstitut Africain de Geneva.
HISTORIAJOURNAL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF IBADAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Ibadan, Nigeria:Department of History, University of Ibadan.
L'HOMME:CAHIER DETHNOLOGIE, GEOGRAPH/E ET LINGUISTIQUE. Paris and
Haye.
IBADAN-.A JOURNAL PUBLISHED AT IBADAN UNIVERSITY. lbadan:University Press.
IBADAN STUDIES IN ENGLISH. Ibadan, Nigeria:Department of English, University
of Ibadan.
IFE AFRICAN STUDIES. Ife, Nigeriadnstitute of African Studies, University of Ife.
IKENGAJOURNAL OF AFRICAN STUDIES. Nsukka, Nigeriadnstitute of African
Studies, University of Nigeria.
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THE INCORPORATED LINGUIST. London:lnstitute of Linguistics.
INTERNATIONAL AFRICAN INSTITUTE BULLETIN. London.
THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF THE AFRICAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Boston:African Studies Center, University of Boston.
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF AMERICAN LINGUISTICS. Chicago, U.S.A.:University
Press.
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF THE SOCIOLOGY OF LANGUAGE. The
Hague:Mouton for Yeshiva University, New York.
INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION REVIEW. Stalen Island, New York:Center for
Migration Studies.
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF MISSIONS. Edinburgh:lnternational Mission Council.
INTERNATIONALES AFRIKA FORUM. MunichiWeltforum Verlag.
ISALA. IFE STUDIES IN AFRICAN LITERATURE AND THE ARTS. Ife,
Nigeria:Department of Literature in English, University of Ife.
JOLANJOURNAL OF THE LINGUISTIC ASSOCIATION OF NIGERIA. Ilorin,
Nigeria:The Linguistic Association of Nigeria.
JOURNAL DE LA SOCIETE DES AMERICANISTES. Paris:Nouvelle Serie.
JOURNAL OF AFRICAN LANGUAGES. East Lansing, Michigan:Center for
International Programs, Michigan State University.
JOURNAL OF AFRICAN LANGUAGESHertford, England:Mimram Books.
JOURNAL OF AFRICAN LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS. Dordrecht:Foris
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Publication for the Department of African Linguistics, University of Leiden.
JOURNAL OF AFRICAN STUDIES. London.
JOURNAL OF AFRICAN STUDIES. Berkeley, California:University of California
Press. From 1979 onwards Washington D.C:Heldref Publication.
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN FOLKLORE. Salt Lake City, Utah:Department of English,
University of Utah.
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY. New Haven.
THE JOURNAL OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL STUDIES. Lagos, Nigeria:Lagos
University Press for The Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Lagos.
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND HISTORY. Leeds:School of
Education, University of Leeds.
JOURNAL OF FOLKLORE INSTITUTE. Bloomington, Indiana.
JOURNAL OF THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NIGERIA. Lagos:Heinemann
Educational Books for the Historical Society of Nigeria.
JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ASSOCIATION. LondomUniversity
College.
THE JOURNAL OF NEGRO EDUCATIONS HOWARD UNIVERSITY REVIEW OF
ISSUES INCIDENT TO THE EDUCATION OF BLACK PEOPLE. Howard,
Washinghton:The Bureau of Education Research under the Auspices of the
Howard University Press.
JOURNAL OF NEGRO HISTORY. Washington:The Study of Negro Life and History
Inc.
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JOURNAL OF THE NIGERIA ENGLISH STUDIES ASSOCIATION (JNESA). Ibadan,
Nigeria:Department of Education, University of Ibadan.
JOURNAL OF PHONETICS. London:Academic Press.
JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AFRICAN SOCIETY. 1901-1904. See AFRICAN AFFAIRS.
JOURNAL OF WEST AFRICAN LANGUAGES. Dallas, U.S.A.:Summer Institute of
Linguistics.
KUKAJOURNAL OF CREATIVE AND CRITICAL WRITING. Zaria, Nigeria:Ahmadu
Bello University.
LAANGBASAJONA ISE AKADA EDE YORUBA (A Yoruba Academic Journal.)
Lagos, Nigeria:University of Lagos.
LAGOS LIBRARIAN-JOURNAL OF THE NIGERIAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, LAGOS
DIVISION. Lagos, Nigeria:The Nigerian Library Association.
LAGOS NOTES AND RECORDS:BULLETIN OF THE INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN
STUDIES. Lagos, Nigeria:University of Lagos.
LANGUAGE-JOURNAL OF THE LINGUISTIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA. Los Angeles,
California:Department of Linguistics, University of California.
LANGUAGE IN SOCIETY. Cambridge:University Press.
LANGUAGE SCIENCES: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY FORUM. Chome, Osawa,
Japan:lnternational University Language Sciences Summer Institute.
LANGUAGE SCIENCES. Bloomington, lndiana:Research Centre for Language
Sciences, Indiana University.
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L/NGUAJNTERNA TIONAL REVIEW OF GENERAL LINGUISTICS. Amsterdam:North
Holland Publications.
LINGUISTICS:AN INTERDISCIPLINARY JOURNAL OF THE LANGUAGE SCIENCES.
Berlin:Mouton Publishers.
LINGUISTIC ANAL YS/S.A RESEARCH JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE PUBLICATION
OF HIGH QUALITY ARTICLES IN FORMAL SYNTAX, SEMANTICS AND
PHONOLOGY. Seattle, WashingtomLinguistic Analysis.
LINGUISTIC INQUIRY. Cambridge, Massachusetts:MIT Press.
THE LINGUISTIC REPORTER:NEWSLETTER OF THE CENTER OF APPLIED
LINGUISTICS. Arlington, Washington:Center for Applied Linguistics.
MAN.THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.
London:Royal Anthropological Institute.
MlTTEILUNGEN AUS DEN DEUTSCHEN SCHUTZGEBIETEN. Berlin.
MITTEILUNGEN DES SEMINARS FUR OR/ENTAL/SCHE SPRACHEN (MSOS)
BerlimGeorg Reimer. Later Berlin:Walter de Gruyter.
MlTTEILUNGEN DES INSTITUT FUR ORIENTFORSCHUNG. Berlin:Akademie Verlag.
MODERN LANGUAGE JOURNAL. Washington:National Federation of Modern
Language Teachers Association.
MONDA UNGVO-PROBLEMO. The Hague.
NAMES-JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN NAME SOCIETY. Potsdam, New York:The
American Name Society.
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NATA/S. Ibadan, Nigeria:The Nigerian Association of Teachers of Arabic and
Islamic Studies.
NEUES AFR/KA. Cologne:Afrika Verlag.
NIGERIA. See NIGERIA MAGAZINE.
NIGERIAN INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STUDIES. Ibadan,
Nigeria:Nigerian Economic Society, Ibadan. Nigerian Institute of Social and
Economic Research - NISER.
THE NIGERIAN LANGUAGE TEACHER. Lagos, Nigeria:The National Language
Centre, Federal Ministry of Education.
NIGERIAN LIBRARIES. Ibadan, Nigeria:University Press for the Nigerian Library
Association, Department of Library Studies, University of Ibadan.
NIGERIA MAGAZINE. Lagos, Nigeria:Department of Culture, Federal Ministry of
Social Development, Youth, Sport and Culture. From 1934-1936 called
NIGERIAN TEACHER. From 1937-1959 called NIGERIA, A QUARTERLY MAGAZINE.
NIGERIAN PUBLICA T/ONS.OUARTERL Y BIBLIOGRAPHY. Ibadan, Nigeria:University
of Ibadan Library.
THE NIGERIAN SCHOOL MASTER. Yaba, Nigeria:The Nigerian Union of Teachers.
NIGERIAN TEACHER. See NIGERIA MAGAZINE.
NOTES AFRICA/NES.BULLET/N D'/NFORMA TION ET DE CORRESPONDANCE DE
L'IFAN. Dakar, SenegaLIFAN.
ODU.UNIVERS!TY OF IFE JOURNAL OF AFRICAN STUDIES. lbadan:Oxford
University Press for the Institute of African Studies, University of Ife. Now
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published by the University of Ife Press.
ODUMA. Port Harcourt, Nigeria:River State Arts Council.
OLOKUN. ibadan, Nigeria:Publications Branch, Ministry of Education.
OSO. Nijmegen.
OVERSEAS EDUCATIONS JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENT AND
RESEARCH IN TROPICAL AND SUB-TROPICAL AREAS. London:Oxford University
Press for Secretary of State for the Colonies.
PAPERS IN LINGUISTICS. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
PAPERS IN LINGUISTIC SCIENCES. Ilorin, Nigeria:Department of Linguistics,
University of Ilorin.
PEDAGOGICA H/STOR/CA. INTERNA T/ONAL JOURNAL OF THE HISTORY OF
EDUCATION. Ghent:University of Ghent, Centre for the Study of the History of
Education.
PHONETICA. Basel, Switzerland.
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